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When a system specified using the Vienna Development Method (VDM) is realised using code-
generation, no guarantees are currently made about the correctness of the generated code. In 
this technical report, we improve code-generation of VDM models by taking contract-based 
elements such as invariants and pre- and postconditions into account during the code-generation 
process. The contract-based elements of the Vienna Development Method Specification 
Language (VDM-SL) are translated into corresponding constructs in the Java Modelling Language 
(JML) and used to validate the generated code against the properties of the VDM model. VDM-SL 
and JML are both Design-by-Contract (DbC) languages, with the difference that VDM-SL supports 
abstract modelling and system specification, while JML is used for detailed specification of Java 
classes and interfaces. We describe the semantic differences between the contract-based 
elements of VDM-SL and JML and formulate the translation as a set of rules. We further 
demonstrate how dynamic JML assertion checks can be used to ensure the consistency of VDM’s 
subtypes when a model is code-generated. The translator is fully automated and produces JML-
annotated Java programs that can be checked for correctness using JML tools. Specifically, it is 
shown how such analysis can be performed using the OpenJML runtime assertion checker. The 
translation is demonstrated using a case study example of an Automated Teller Machine and 
several other VDM-SL models, which have been used to validate and asses the translation. 
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A model specified using the VDM can be validated against its contract-based elements (e.g. pre-
and postconditions and invariants) in order to ensure that the system behaves as intended. This
can, for example, be done through model animation using Overture’s VDM interpreter.
When sufficient insight into the system under development has been obtained during the for-
mal analysis, development proceeds to the implementation phase, where the system is realised.
One way to realise a VDM model (which forms the focus of this technical report) is by imple-
menting it in a programming language using code generation. However, since no guarantees are
currently made about the correctness of the generated code, other measures must be taken to in-
crease the confidence in the correctness of the derived model implementation.
To support this approach, Overture enables fully automated translation of VDM-SL’s contract-
based elements (pre- and postconditions, and invariants) and type constraints into JML annota-
tions. This translation is achieved using Overture’s JML translator, which translates VDM-SL
models into JML-annotated Java programs. In this way JML tools can be used to validate the
generated Java code against the intended system behaviour, described using JML. This work-flow
is illustrated in fig. 1.1.
1.1 The tool implementation
The translation is defined as a set of rules that are implemented as an extension of Overture’s
VDM-to-Java code generator [16] to make the approach fully automated. The JML translator is
available in Overture 2.3.8 onwards and can be downloaded via the Overture tool’s website [30].
For instructions on how to use the JML translator we refer the reader to Overture’s user guide [22],
specifically the chapter on the VDM-to-Java code generator.
The generated Java programs can be checked for correctness using JML tools that support Java
7 or later. In particular, the generated Java programs, including this translation, have been tested
using the OpenJML [8] runtime assertion checker, which at the current time of writing, supports
Java 8. In particular, OpenJML, is the only JML tool that we are aware of that currently supports
all the JML constructs generated by the JML translator. The most recent version of OpenJML is











Figure 1.1: Overview of the VDM-to-JML translation.
1.2 About this technical report
The purpose of this report is to assist VDM users with getting started using the JML translator.
Moreover, this report is complementary to [36] – a journal paper that describes the JML transla-
tion. In that paper, as well as in this report, the translation is exemplified using a VDM-SL model
of an ATM. Due to space limitations only a limited number of examples are provided in [36]. To
improve this, this report presents a more complete definition of the translation, including more
examples that demonstrate how the translation works.
This report is structured as follows: Chapter 2 presents the translation and demonstrates how
the JML translator supports the implementation of VDM-SL models in Java. Appendix A con-
tains the complete version of the ATM model, and the corresponding Java/JML implementation
is available in appendix B. Finally, all the regression tests that are used to validate the translation





Design-by-Contract (DbC) is an approach for designing software based on concepts such as pre-
conditions, postconditions and invariants [27]. These concepts are referred to as “contracts”,
according to a conceptual metaphor for the conditions and obligations of a business contract.
An example of a formal method that uses DbC elements is the Vienna Development Method
(VDM), which was originally developed at IBM in Vienna for the development of a compiler for
PL/1 [5, 10, 11]. One way to realise a VDM specification in a programming language is through
refinement [39]. This is a stepwise process by which one can transform a formal model into a
program that can be verified to semantically satisfy its contracts [15].
Another way to realise a VDM specification is using code-generation. The idea is for the
generated code to be a refinement of the specification, but which is not achieved through step-wise
refinement, but rather in one step through code-generation translation rules. Code-generation aims
to reduce the resources needed to realise the model as well as to avoid introducing problems in
the implementation due to manual translation of model into code. However, current VDM code-
generators do not make any guarantees about the correctness of the generated code, nor do they
provide the necessary means to help check that the code meets the specification. Naturally, this
casts doubt on the value of code-generation as a way to realise a VDM model, since the goal is to
develop software that meets the specification.
In this report we improve code-generation of VDM models by allowing the generated code to
be checked against the system properties described by the VDM contracts. This helps ensure that
the generated code meets the VDM specification, and is achieved as described in this report.
Some DbC technologies are tailored to specify detailed designs of programming interfaces
for a particular programming language [38]. An example of one such technology is the Java
Modeling Language (JML) [6] – a formal specification language that uses DbC elements, written
as specialized comments, to specify the behaviour of Java classes and interfaces. JML annotations
can be analysed statically or checked dynamically using JML tools. Therefore, JML can be seen
as a technology that serves to bridge the gap between an abstract system specification and its Java
implementation.
In this report we attempt to bridge this gap even further by proposing a way to automat-
ically translate a specification written in the Vienna Development Method Specification Lan-
guage (VDM-SL) to a JML-annotated Java implementation. Current VDM code-generators either
ignore or provide limited code-generation support for the contract-based elements and type con-
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straints of VDM. Ideally we should be able to preserve the contracts and type constraints when the
system specification is implemented, since (1) they serve to document the intention and properties
of the system and (2) they can be used to check the system realisation for correctness. Ensuring
that the contracts and type constraints, as originally specified in VDM, hold for the system imple-
mentation potentially requires many extra checks to be added to the code. Adding these checks
to the code manually is tedious and prone to errors. Instead, these checks could be generated au-
tomatically. Representing contracts and type constraints in JML also has the advantage that these
checks may be ignored by the Java compiler. This allows the system realisation to be executed
without the overhead of checking the contracts and type constraints, if desired.
The two main contributions of our work are (1) a collection of semantics-preserving rules for
translating a VDM-SL specification to a JML-annotated Java program and (2) an implementation
of these rules as an extension to Overture’s [19, 30] VDM-to-Java code-generator [16].
The rules propose ways to translate the DbC elements of VDM-SL to JML annotations; these
annotations are added to the Java code produced by Overture’s Java code-generator. The rules
cover checking of preconditions, postconditions and invariants, but the translator also produces
JML checks to ensure that no type constraints are violated across the translation. We present the
rules one by one and demonstrate, using a case study model of an Automated Teller Machine
(ATM), how the code-generator extension translates a VDM-SL specification to JML-annotated
Java code.
Since the translation is not formally defined we have used the OpenJML [8] runtime assertion
checker to validate our work — in particular by generating JML constructs supported by this tool.
More specifically, the JML translator has been tested by running examples through the tool in
order to validate each of the translation rules (see section 2.8 for more details).
Following this section, we describe DbC with VDM-SL and JML in section 2.2. We continue
by presenting the implementation of the JML translator in section 2.3. Then we describe the rules
used to translate a VDM-SL specification to a JML-annotated Java program in sections 2.5 to 2.7.
Next, we assess the correctness of the translation in section 2.8. Finally we describe related work
in section 2.9 and present future plans and conclude in section 2.10.
2.2 DbC with VDM-SL and JML
In this section we describe VDM-SL and JML. We cover different types and all the contract-based
elements of VDM-SL, focusing specifically on the VDM-10 release, which we are targeting in our
work. The JML constructs described in this section cover those that are used to implement the
translation rules.
2.2.1 VDM-SL
VDM-SL is an ISO standardised sequential modelling language that supports description of data
and functionality. The ISO standard has later been informally extended with modules to allow type
definitions, values (constants) and functionality to be imported and exported between modules.
A module may define a single state component, which can be constrained by a state invariant.
State is modified by assigning a new value to a state designator, which can be either a name,
a field reference or a map or sequence reference, as described in the VDM language reference
manual [21].
Module state, if specified, implicitly defines a record type, which is tagged with the state name
and also defines the type of the state component. The state type can be used like any other record
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type explicitly defined by the modeller – the difference being that the state invariant [3] constrains
the state type and thus every instance of this record type.
Data are defined by means of built-in basic types covering, for instance, numbers, booleans,
quote types and characters. A quote type corresponds to an enumerated type in a language such as
Pascal. The basic types can be used to form new structured data types using built-in type construc-
tors that support creation of union types, tuple types and record types. A type may also be declared
optional, which allows nil to be used to represent the absence of a value. For collections of val-
ues, VDM-SL supports sets, sequences and maps. The built-in data types, type constructors and
collections can be used to form named user defined types, which can be constrained by invariants.
We refer to these types as named invariant types. As an example, Listing 2.1 shows the definition
of the named invariant type Amount, which is used to represent an amount of money deposited or
withdrawn by an account holder. This type is defined based on natural numbers (excluding zero),
i.e. the built-in basic type nat1 in VDM-SL. For this particular example, we say that nat1 is the
domain type of Amount. We further constrain Amount using an invariant, by requiring a value
of this type to be less than 2000. Specifically, for the invariant shown in Listing 2.1, the a on the
left-hand side of the equality is a pattern that matches values of type Amount. This pattern is used
to express the invariant predicate for this named invariant type.
1 types
2 Amount = nat1
3 inv a == a < 2000;
 
Listing 2.1: Example of a VDM-SL named invariant type.
2.2.1.1 Functional descriptions
In VDM, functionality can be defined in terms of functions and operations over data types with a
traditional call-by-value semantics. Functions are referentially transparent and therefore they are
not allowed to access or manipulate state directly, whereas operations are. Therefore, a function
cannot call an operation.1 In addition to accessing module state, operations may also use the
dcl statement to declare local state designators which can be assigned to. Subsequently the term
functional description will be used to refer to both functions and operations. As an example, a
function that uses the MATH‘sqrt library function to calculate the square root of a real number
is shown in Listing 2.2.
1 sqrt : real -> real
2 sqrt (x) == MATH‘sqrt(x)
3 pre x >= 0
4 post RESULT * RESULT = x;
 
Listing 2.2: VDM-SL function for calculating the square root of a number.
Functional descriptions can be implicitly defined in terms of pre- and postconditions, which
specify conditions that must hold before and after invoking the functional description. Alterna-
tively, a functional description can be explicitly defined by means of an algorithm, as shown in
1With the recent introduction of pure operations into VDM-10 (not to be confused with pure methods in JML)
it has become possible to invoke operations, albeit pure ones, from a function. This feature was introduced to address
issues with the object-oriented dialect of VDM, called VDM++, but was made available in every VDM-10 dialect
(including VDM-SL).
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Listing 2.2. The JML translator supports both implicitly and explicitly defined functional descrip-
tions. However, only methods that originate from explicitly defined functional descriptions can be
executed.
The precondition of a function can refer to all the arguments of the function it guards. The
same applies to the postcondition of a function, which can also refer to the result of the execution
using the reserved word RESULT. For the square root function in Listing 2.2 we require that the
input is a positive number (the precondition), and that the square of the function result equals the
input value (the postcondition).
Function definitions are derived for the pre- and postconditions of sqrt from sqrt’s pre
and post clauses. These function definitions do not appear in the model, but they are used
internally by the Overture interpreter to check for contract violations. However, to clarify, the pre-
and postcondition functions of sqrt are shown in Listing 2.3. In this listing, +> specifies that
pre_sqrt and post_sqrt are total functions, and not partial functions, which use the -> type
constructor.
1 pre_sqrt:real +> bool
2 pre_sqrt(x) == x >= 0;
3
4 post_sqrt:real*real +> bool
5 post_sqrt(x,RESULT) == RESULT * RESULT = x;
 
Listing 2.3: Pre- and postcondition functions for the sqrt function shown in Listing 2.2.
Similarly, the pre- and postcondition functions of an operation are also derived. To demon-
strate this, consider the inc operation in Listing 2.4. This operation takes a real number as input,
adds it to a counter (defined using a state designator), and returns the new counter value. In this
listing counter˜ and counter refer to the counter values before and after the operation has
been invoked, respectively.
1 inc : real ==> real
2 inc (i) == (
3 counter := counter + i;
4 return counter;
5 )
6 pre i > 0
7 post counter = counter~ + i and
8 RESULT = counter;
 
Listing 2.4: VDM-SL operation for incrementing a counter.
A precondition of an operation can refer to the state, s, before executing the operation,
whereas the postcondition of an operation can read both the before and after states. State access is
achieved by passing copies of the state to the pre- and postcondition functions. The corresponding
pre- and postcondition functions for inc are shown in Listing 2.5 where the parameters s˜ and
s of post_inc refer to the state (that contains the counter value) before and after execution of
inc. We further use S to denote the record type that represents the module’s state.
1 pre_inc:real*S +> bool
2 pre_inc(i,s) == i > 0;
3
4 post_inc:real*real*S*S +> bool
5 post_inc(i,RESULT,s~,s) ==
6
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6 s.counter = s~.counter + i and
7 RESULT = s.counter;
 
Listing 2.5: Pre- and postcondition functions for the inc operation shown in Listing 2.4.
The function descriptions in Listing 2.5 assume that the pre- and postconditions are defined
(using the pre and post clauses) and that the state of the module enclosing the functional de-
scription exists. For the cases where pre- and postconditions are not defined they can be thought
of as functions that yield true for every input. Furthermore, when no state component is defined,
the pre- and postcondition functions simply omit the state parameters. Similarly, when an opera-
tion does not return a result (it specifies void as the return type) the postcondition function omits
the RESULT parameter.
For each type definition constrained by an invariant, such as Amount shown in Listing 2.1, a
function is implicitly created to represent the invariant – see Listing 2.6. The Overture tool uses
this function internally to check whether a value is consistent with respect to a given type (e.g.
Amount) [23]. Note that since all invariants are functions they are not allowed to depend on state
of other modules. Specifically, invariants can only invoke functions and access global constants
(possibly defined in other modules).
1 inv_Amount : Amount +> bool
2 inv_Amount (a) == a < 2000;
 
Listing 2.6: Invariant function for type definition Amount.
2.2.1.2 Atomic execution
Multiple consecutive statements are sometimes needed to update the state designators to make
them consistent with the system’s invariants. For example, assume that we have a system that uses
two state designators called evenID1 and evenID2 to store even and different numbers. For
this example, we will assume that these state designators are of type Even – a type that constrains
these state designators to store even numbers. To help ensure that the uniqueness constraint (a state
invariant) is not violated during an update, multiple assignments can be grouped in an atomic
statement block as shown in Listing 2.7. Given the type Even of the state designators evenID1
and evenID2 it is as if the atomic statement is evaluated as shown in Listing 2.8.
1 atomic (
2 evenID1 := exp1;
3 evenID2 := exp2;
4 )
 
Listing 2.7: Atomic update in VDM.

1 let t1 : Even = exp1,
2 t2 : Even = exp2
3 in (
4 -- Turn off invariants
5 evenID1 := t1;
6 evenID2 := t2;
7 -- Turn on invariants
8 -- Check invariants hold
7
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9 );
 
Listing 2.8: The execution semantics of the atomic statement.
Executing the atomic statement block is semantically equivalent to first evaluating the right-
hand sides of all the assignments before turning off invariant checks, and then binding the results
to the corresponding state designators. After all the assignments have been executed, it must be
ensured that all invariants hold.
There are three properties that follow from the evaluation semantics of the atomic statement
block that are worth mentioning:
1. When evaluating the right-hand sides of the assignment statements, potential contract vio-
lations will be reported.
2. Temporary identifiers, used to store the right-hand side results, are explicitly typed and
therefore violations of named invariant types for these variables will be reported. The ex-
plicit type annotations thus ensure that the right-hand side of a state designator assignment
is checked to be consistent with the type of said state designator.
3. Assignment statements cannot see intermediate values of state designators.
2.2.2 JML
Although JML [24] is designed to specify arbitary sequential Java programs, in this subsection we
only describe the features needed for the translation from VDM-SL.
A method specified with the puremodifier in JML is not permitted to have write effects; such
methods are allowed to be used in specifications. Pure methods are used to translate VDM-SL
functions.
A class invariant in JML should hold whenever the non-helper methods of that class are not
being executed; thus invariants must hold in each method’s before and after states. However, a
method declared with the helper annotation in a type T does not have its pre- and postcondi-
tions augmented with T’s invariants. Helper methods (and constructors) must either be pure or
private [24], so that the invariant will hold at the beginning and end of all client-visible meth-
ods [28]. The before and after states of non-helper methods and constructors are said to be visible
states; thus invariants must hold in all visible states. JML distinguishes between instance and
static invariants. An instance invariant can refer to the non-static (i.e. instance) fields of an object.
A static invariant cannot refer to an object’s non-static fields; thus static invariants are used to
specify properties of static fields.
An assertion can reference the invariant for an object explicity using a predicate of the form
\invariant_for(e), which is equivalent to the invariant for e’s static type [24, section 12.4.22].
In JML pre- and postconditions are written using the keywords requires and ensures,
respectively. In the specification of a postcondition, one writes \old(e) to refer to the before
state value of an expression e. For example, an increment method that writes a field count
could be specified as shown in Listing 2.9.
1 //@ requires count < Integer.MAX_VALUE;
2 //@ modifies count;
3 //@ ensures count == \old(count)+1;
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Listing 2.9: Example of a JML specification for a Java method.
Method postconditions may also use the keyword \result to refer to the value returned by the
method.
Specification expressions in JML can use Java expressions that are pure (have no write effects),
and also some logical operators, such as implication ==>, and quantifiers such as \forall and
\exists.
In addition to method pre- and postconditions, one can also write assertions anywhere a Java
statement can appear, using JML’s assert keyword. Such assertions must hold whenever they
are executed.
One way to specify the abstract state of a class is to use JML’s ghost variables. Ghost
variables are specification-only variables and fields of objects that can only be used in JML spec-
ifications and in JML set statements. A set statement is an assignment statement whose target is
a ghost variable.
By default, JML variables and fields may not hold the null value. However, should one wish
to specify that all fields of a class may hold null, then one can annotate the class’s declaration
with nullable_by_default.
2.3 The implementation of the JML translator
The JML translator is implemented as an extension to Overture’s VDM-SL-to-Java code-generator,
which provides code-generation support for a large executable subset of VDM. This section de-
scribes how the JML translator has been implemented, and explains the details of the Java code-
generator that are needed in order to understand how the JML translator works.
2.3.1 The implementation
The Java code-generator is developed using Overture’s code-generation platform – a framework
for constructing code-generators for VDM [16]. This platform is used by the Java code-generator
to parse the VDM-SL model sources and to construct an Intermediate Representation (IR) of the
model – an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) that constitutes an internal representation of the generated
code. The Java code-generator uses the code-generation platform to transform the IR into a tree
structure that eventually is translated directly into Java code. The translation of the IR into Java
is handled by the code-generation platform’s code emission framework, which uses the Apache
Velocity template engine [4].
The Java code-generator exposes the IR during the code-generation process, which allows the
JML translator to intercept the code-generation process and further transform the IR. These ad-
ditional transformations are used to decorate the IR with nodes that contain the JML annotations.
Using the code emission framework, the final version of the IR is translated into a JML-annotated
Java program.
The JML translator is publicly available in Overture version 2.3.8 (as of July 2016) on-
wards [30]. Furthermore, the JML translator’s source code is available via the Overture tool’s
open-source code repository [31].
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2.3.2 Overview of the translation
In the generated code, a module is represented using a final Java class with a private con-
structor, since VDM-SL does not support inheritance and a module cannot be instantiated. Due to
the latter, both operations and functions are code-generated as static Java methods.
Module state is represented using a static class field in the module class to ensure that only
a single state component exists at any given time. The state component is represented using a
record value, and as a consequence, an additional record type is generated to represent it.
Each variable in VDM-SL is passed by value, i.e. as a deep copy, when it is passed as an argu-
ment, appears on the right-hand side of an assignment or is returned as a result. As a consequence,
aliasing can never occur in a VDM-SL model. Types are different in Java, where objects are mod-
ified via object references or pointers. Therefore different object references can be used to modify
the same object. To avoid such aliasing in the generated code, data types are code-generated with
functionality to support value type behaviour.
Every record definition code-generates to a class definition with accessor methods for read-
ing and manipulating the fields. This class implements equals and copy methods to support
comparison based on structural equivalence and deep copying, respectively. In this way the call-
by-value semantics of VDM-SL can be preserved in the generated code by invoking the copy
method, which helps to prevent aliasing. Similarly the equals method can be invoked to com-
pare code-generated records based on structural equivalence rather than comparing addresses of
object references. A record object can then be obtained by invoking the constructor of the record
class or by invoking the copy method of an existing record object.
Java does not support the definition of aliases of existing types, such as the Amount named
invariant type in Listing 2.1. Therefore, the Java code-generator chooses not to code-generate class
definitions for these types. Instead, a use of a named invariant type is replaced with its domain
type (described in subsection 2.2.1). Since the named invariant type is an alias of an existing type
this is fine, as long as we make sure to check that the type invariant holds.
To assist the translation of VDM to Java, the existing Java code-generator uses a runtime li-
brary, which among other things, includes Java implementations for some of the different VDM
types and operators. The Tuple class, for example, is used to represent tuple types and en-
ables construction of tuple values. Sets, sequences and maps are represented using the VDMSet,
VDMSeq and VDMMap classes, which themselves are based on Java collections, and so on. The
runtime library’s collection classes are used as raw types (e.g. VDMSet) in the generated code,
and therefore they are never passed a generic type argument. Raw types provide a convenient way
to represent VDM collections that store elements of some union type – a kind of type that Java
does not support.
In addition to using the existing runtime library, the JML translator also contributes a small
runtime library to aid the generation of JML checks. This runtime library, which we subsequently
refer to as V2J, is an extension of the existing Java code-generator runtime library. As we shall
see in subsection 2.6.6, the V2J runtime is mostly used in the generated JML checks to ensure
that instances of collections respect the VDM types that produce them.
2.4 Case study example
Throughout the report we will demonstrate the translation rules using a case study model of an
ATM. The model consists of a single module, ATM (shown in Listing 2.10), which uses a state
definition to record information about
10
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• The debit cards considered valid by the system (named validCards).
• The debit card currently inserted into the ATM, if any (currentCard).
• If a valid PIN code has been entered (pinOk) for the debit card currently inserted into the
ATM and,




3 state St of
4 validCards : set of Card
5 currentCard : [Card]
6 pinOk : bool
7 accounts : map AccountId to Account
8 init St == St = mk_St({},nil,false,{|->})
9 inv mk_St(v,c,p,a) ==
10 (p or c <> nil => c in set v)
11 and
12 forall id1, id2 in set dom a &
13 id1 <> id2 =>




18 GetStatus : () ==> bool * seq of char
19 GetStatus () == ...
20
21 OpenAccount : set of Card * AccountId ==> ()
22 OpenAccount (cards,id) == ...
23
24 AddCard : Card ==> ()
25 AddCard (c) == ...
26
27 RemoveCard : Card ==> ()
28 RemoveCard (c) == ...
29
30 InsertCard : Card ==>
31 <Accept>|<Busy>|<Reject>
32 InsertCard (c) == ...
33
34 EnterPin : Pin ==> ()
35 EnterPin (pin) == ...
36
37 ReturnCard : () ==> ()
38 ReturnCard () == ...
39
40 Withdraw : AccountId * Amount ==> real
41 Withdraw (id, amount) == ...
42
43 Deposit : AccountId * Amount ==> real
44 Deposit (id, amount) == ...
45 end
 
Listing 2.10: VDM-SL module representing an ATM.
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For simplicity, Listing 2.10 omits type definitions and only shows the state definition (includ-
ing the state invariant) and the signatures for some of the operations. The state invariant, shown
in Listing 2.10, requires that at all times the following two conditions must be met: a debit card
must at most be associated with a single account and secondly, for a PIN code to be considered
valid, the debit card currently inserted into the ATM must itself be a valid debit card.
When the ATM model is translated to a JML-annotated Java program it can be checked for
correctness using JML tools. To demonstrate this, consider the example in Listing 2.11, which
creates a debit card, inserts it into the ATM, and performs a transaction scenario.
1 Card c = new Card(5,1234);




6 /* Transaction related code omitted */
7 atm.ATM.ReturnCard();
Listing 2.11: Java code demonstrating use of the implementation of the ATM model.
If this program is executed using the OpenJML runtime assertion checker the output in List-
ing 2.12 is reported.








Listing 2.12: Inconsistent use of the system detected using the OpenJML runtime assertion
checker.
For this particular example, this error is reported because the debit card c is not recognised as a
valid debit card by the system. Specifically, the scenario did not invoke atm.ATM.AddCard(c)
immediately after creating the debit card. The return value of the Insert method did indicate
that the debit card was rejected, but this value was mistakenly discarded in Listing 2.11. The error
is reported by the runtime assertion checker because entering a PIN code when no debit card is
inserted into the ATM is considered an error. After changing the example in Listing 2.11 to add
c as a valid debit card, no problems are detected by the runtime assertion checker, as expected.
Therefore, the code executes as if it was compiled using a standard Java compiler and executed
on a regular Java virtual machine. More, specifically, the system will report the status as shown
in Listing 2.13 to indicate that the ATM is not awaiting a debit card, and that a transaction is in
progress.
mk_(false, "transaction in progress.")
Listing 2.13: System output after fixing the problem in Listing 2.11.
As we proceed, in section 2.5 and section 2.6 we elaborate on the specifics of each VDM
definition in the case study model and demonstrate the translation to JML-annotated Java.
2.5 Translating VDM-SL contracts to JML
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In this section we present the rules used to translate the DbC elements of VDM-SL to JML an-
notations that are added to the generated Java code. For each of the elements, we describe the
approach used to translate the element to JML. This is afterwards generalised as a rule, which
appears in a grey box.
2.5.1 Allowing null values by default
Overture’s Java code-generator may sometimes introduce auxiliary variables that are initialised to
null when it code-generates some of the constructs of VDM. To avoid having errors reported
when checking the generated code with a JML tool, we allow null as a legal value by default for
all references in the generated code.
1. Allowing null values by default
Annotate every class output by the Java code-generator with the nullable_by_default
modifier to allow all references to use null as a legal value.
As a consequence we also have to guard against null values for variables that originate from
VDM variables or patterns2 that do not allow nil.
2.5.2 Translating functional descriptions to JML
Recall that a VDM-SL function code-generates to a static Java method. In addition, a VDM-SL
function does not have side-effects and therefore the code-generated version of the method can be
annotated as JML pure.
2. Translation of functions
Any function – whether it is defined by the user or derived, e.g. from a pre or post condition
clause – code-generates to a static Java method that is annotated with the pure modifier.
Operations, on the other hand, can read and manipulate the state of the enclosing module,
or invoke other operations that may have side-effects. Therefore, the method that the operation
code-generates to cannot be annotated as JML pure.
When a VDM-SL definition (e.g. a functional description) is code-generated to Java, the vis-
ibility of the corresponding Java definition can, in principle, be set according to whether the
VDM-SL definition is exported (public) or not (private). In the presentation of the transla-
tion rules following this section, we omit explicit use of access specifiers in the rule formulation
as we do not consider it crucial to our work.
2.5.3 Translating preconditions to JML
In terms of semantics there is no difference between a precondition in VDM-SL and JML. There
are, however, interesting issues worth mentioning regarding how the JML translator implements
the translation. We start by covering preconditions of operations, and we end this subsection by
describing how they differ from those of functions. As an example of how a VDM-SL precondition
is translated, consider the operation in Listing 2.14. This operation models withdrawal from a bank
account identified by the parameter id.
2The generated code uses variables to represent the patterns (record pattern, tuple pattern, identifier pattern etc.)
introduced by use of pattern matching in VDM.
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
1 Withdraw : AccountId * Amount ==> real
2 Withdraw (id, amount) ==
3 let newBalance =
4 accounts(id).balance - amount
5 in (




10 currentCard in set validCards and pinOk and
11 currentCard in set accounts(id).cards and
12 id in set dom accounts
 
Listing 2.14: VDM-SL operation for bank account withdrawal guarded by a precondition.
In order to withdraw money from the account, we require that a valid card has been inserted,
the PIN code is accepted, and that the bank account exists. Note that since currentCard is
of the optional type [Card] it can be nil, which is not a valid member of validCards.
Therefore, the precondition is false when no debit card has been inserted into the ATM. The
pre_Withdraw function, which is not a visible part of the model, is derived from the pre
clause of the Withdraw operation. In the generated code this function is represented using a
pure method according to rule 2 – see Listing 2.15. Note that for the method in Listing 2.15,
the Java code-generator uses extra variables to perform the equivalent VDM computation. These
extra variables are also type checked using JML (although they are only used to store intermediate
results).
The Withdraw operation is translated to the method shown in Listing 2.16. This method
introduces several JML assertions that will be described in section 2.6. Note that the method
pre_Withdraw is invoked from the requires clause of the Withdraw method to check
whether the precondition is met. In addition to the input parameters of the Withdraw method,
the pre_Withdraw method is also passed the state St.
3. Translating the precondition of an operation
Let op be a method code-generated from a VDM-SL user-defined operation and let the signature
of op be:
static R op(I1 i1,...,In in)
Then op has a code-generated precondition method pre_op that is pure and which in addition
to the parameters of op also takes the state component s as an argument, i.e.
/*@ pure @*/ static boolean
pre_op(I1 i1,...,In in,S s)
To ensure that the precondition is evaluated, we annotate op with the following requires
annotation:
//@ requires pre_op(i1,...,in,s);
Rule 3 assumes the existence of a state component s. However, when the state of the module
enclosing op is not defined, rule 3 changes to not include the state parameter in the definition of
pre_op.
The example above considers the case where the precondition is guarding an operation (i.e.
Withdraw). As described in section 2.2, a precondition is defined differently for a function than
it is for an operation. In particular, the precondition of a function is not passed the state, so neither
is the code-generated version of it. We also note that the visibility of the precondition function
14
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1 /*@ pure @*/
2 public static Boolean pre_Withdraw(
3 final Number id, final Number amount, final atm.ATMtypes.St St) {
4 //@ assert (Utils.is_nat(id) && inv_ATM_AccountId(id));
5 //@ assert (Utils.is_nat1(amount) && inv_ATM_Amount(amount));
6 //@ assert Utils.is_(St,atm.ATMtypes.St.class);
7 Boolean andResult_3 = false;
8 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(andResult_3);
9 if (SetUtil.inSet(St.get_currentCard(), St.get_validCards())) {
10 Boolean andResult_4 = false;
11 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(andResult_4);
12 if (St.get_pinOk()) {
13 Boolean andResult_5 = false;
14 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(andResult_5);
15 if (SetUtil.inSet(St.get_currentCard(),
16 ((atm.ATMtypes.Account) Utils.get(St.accounts, id)).get_cards()))
{
17 if (SetUtil.inSet(id, MapUtil.dom(St.get_accounts()))) {
18 andResult_5 = true;
19 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(andResult_5);
20 }
21 }
22 if (andResult_5) {
23 andResult_4 = true;
24 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(andResult_4);
25 }
26 }
27 if (andResult_4) {
28 andResult_3 = true;
29 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(andResult_3);
30 }
31 }
32 Boolean ret_29 = andResult_3;
33 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(ret_29);
34 return ret_29;
35 }
Listing 2.15: Code-generated version of the pre_Withdraw operation.
must be the same as that of the functional description it guards. Otherwise it cannot be invoked
from the corresponding requires clause.
4. Translating the precondition of a function
Let f be a method code-generated from a VDM-SL user-defined function and let the signature
of f be:
static R f(I1 i1,...,In in)
Then f has a code-generated precondition method pre_f that is pure and which accepts the
same parameters as f, i.e.
/*@ pure @*/ static boolean
pre_f(I1 i1,...,In in)
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1 //@ requires pre_Withdraw(id,amount,St);
2 public static Number Withdraw(final Number id, final Number amount) {
3 //@ assert (Utils.is_nat(id) && inv_ATM_AccountId(id));
4 //@ assert (Utils.is_nat1(amount) && inv_ATM_Amount(amount));
5 final Number newBalance =
6 ((atm.ATMtypes.Account) Utils.get(St.accounts, id)).get_balance().
doubleValue()
7 - amount.longValue();
8 //@ assert Utils.is_real(newBalance);
9 {
10 VDMMap stateDes_1 = St.get_accounts();
11 atm.ATMtypes.Account stateDes_2 = ((atm.ATMtypes.Account) Utils.get(
stateDes_1, id));
12 //@ assert stateDes_2 != null;
13 stateDes_2.set_balance(newBalance);




15 //@ assert Utils.is_(St,atm.ATMtypes.St.class);
16 //@ assert \invariant_for(St);
17 Number ret_7 = newBalance;




Listing 2.16: Code-generated version of the Withdraw operation.
2.5.4 Translating postconditions to JML
Postconditions in VDM-SL and JML are semantically similar, although VDM-SL represents the
postcondition function as a derived function definition (as was done for preconditions). Further-
more, in VDM and JML postconditions of operations and methods, respectively, can access both
the before and after states. Returning to the Withdraw operation, one could specify a postcon-
dition requiring that exactly the value specified by the amount parameter is withdrawn from the
account – see Listing 2.17.
1 Withdraw : AccountId * Amount ==> real
2 Withdraw (id, amount) == ...
3 post
4 let accountPre = accounts~(id),
5 accountPost = accounts(id)
6 in
7 accountPre.balance =
8 accountPost.balance + amount and
9 accountPost.balance = RESULT;
 
Listing 2.17: The Withdraw operation guarded by a postcondition.
The JML translator produces a pure Java method to represent the postcondition function.
This Java method is invoked from the ensures clause to check that the postcondition holds. The
invocation of the postcondition method of the Withdraw operation is shown in Listing 2.18.
1 //@ requires pre_Withdraw(id,amount,St);
2 //@ ensures post_Withdraw(id,amount,\result,\old(St.copy()),St);
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3 public static Number Withdraw(final Number id, final Number amount) {...}
Listing 2.18: Code-generated version of the Withdraw operation.
Note in particular how the before and after states are passed to the post_Withdrawmethod.
Reasoning about before state is achieved using JML’s \old expression. For the Withdraw op-
eration the before state is constructed as \old (St.copy()). Since St.copy() is a deep copy
of the state (as explained in section 2.3) the evaluation inside the \old expression ensures that the
result indeed is a representation of the before state.
The JML translator deep copies the state because Java represents every composite data type
using a class. So without deep copying the state, only the address of the before state object
reference is copied. In effect, only a single object would exist to represent the pre- and post states.
This would never work, since state changes made by the operation would affect what was intended
to be a representation of the before state. Therefore, the state is deep copied to get a separate object
to represent the before state.
5. Translating the postcondition of an operation
Let op be a method code-generated from a VDM-SL user-defined operation and let the signature
of op be:
static R op(I1 i1,...,In in)
Then op has a code-generated postcondition method post_op that is pure and which in
addition to the parameters of op, also takes the result and the before and after states of op as
arguments, i.e.
/*@ pure @*/ static boolean
post_op(I1 i1,...,In in,
R RESULT,S _s,S s)




While the primary concern is to preserve the behaviour of the specification across the trans-
lation, deep copying values may significantly affect system performance in a negative way. In
particular, because it is difficult (in general) to avoid deep copying values unnecessarily when
they are passed around in the generated code. To address this issue, the Java code-generator (and
hence the JML translator) offers an option that, when selected by the user, omits deep copying of
values (other than the old state). While the purpose of this is to generate performance-efficient
code, this option is, however, only safe to use if Java objects that originate from VDM-SL values
are not modified via aliases.
Yi et al. identify and address a number of problems with the \old expression [40]. In par-
ticular, the authors of that work conduct experiments showing that passing deep copies of the old
state may drastically increase a system’s memory usage. To address this, Yi et al. propose the
\past expression as a more memory-efficient alternative to the \old expression. Yi et al. further
show that the \past expression can be implemented as an extension of the OpenJML runtime
assertion checker by means of aspect-oriented programming principles. However, OpenJML does
not officially support the \past expression yet, which is why the translation rules do not currently
rely on this expression. As we see it, the ideas proposed by Yi et al. could potentially support the
development of a more performance-efficient way to handle old states in the JML translator.
Similar to rule 3, rule 5 also assumes that the state of the module enclosing op exists. If the
state component does not exist, rule 5 changes to not include the state parameters in the definition
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of post_op. Furthermore, if op does not return a result (the return type is void), then the
definition of post_op does not include the RESULT parameter.
The example above considers the postcondition of an operation (i.e. Withdraw). As de-
scribed in section 2.2, the postcondition of a function is not allowed to access state. Therefore, the
code-generated version of the postcondition function is not passed the state.
6. Translating the postcondition of a function
Let f be a method code-generated from a VDM-SL user-defined function and let the signature
of f be:
static R f(I1 i1,...,In in)
Then f has a code-generated postcondition method post_f that is pure and which in addition
to the parameters of f also takes the result of f as an argument, i.e.
/*@ pure @*/ static boolean
post_f(I1 i1,...,In in,R RESULT)
To ensure that the postcondition is evaluated we annotate f with the following ensures anno-
tation:
//@ ensures post_f(i1,...,in,\result);
2.5.5 Translating record invariants to JML
A record can, like any other type definition in VDM-SL, be constrained by an invariant. As an
example, Listing 2.19 shows a record definition modelling a bank account.
1 Account ::
2 cards : set of Card
3 balance : real
4 inv a == a.balance >= -1000;
 
Listing 2.19: A VDM-SL record definition modelling a bank account.
An Account comprises the available balance as well as the debit cards associated with the
account. We further constrain an Account to not have a balance of less than -1000, which is
expressed using an invariant.
As described in section 2.3, a record definition is translated to a class that emulates the be-
haviour of a value type using copy and equals methods.
Since a record invariant is required to hold for every record value, or object instance in the gen-
erated code, we represent it using an instance invariant in JML as shown in Listing 2.20.
Note that the instance invariant is formulated as an implication such that invariant viola-
tions are not reported when invariant checks are disabled. As we shall see in subsection 2.5.6 this
has to do with the way VDM-SL handles atomic execution.
The code-generated record Account defines an invariant method inv_Account that takes
all the record fields of Account as input and evaluates the invariant predicate. This method is
invoked directly from the JML invariant, as shown in Listing 2.20. Note that inv_Account
is a static method according to rule 2. In addition, this method is annotated as a helper
to avoid the invariant check triggering another invariant check, which eventually would cause a
stack-overflow.
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1 //@ nullable_by_default
2 final public class Account implements Record
3 {
4 public VDMSet cards;
5 public Number balance;
6 //@ public instance invariant atm.ATM.invChecksOn ==> inv_Account(cards,
balance);
7 ...
8 /*@ pure @*/
9 public boolean equals(final Object obj)
10 {...}
11 /*@ pure @*/
12 public atm.ATMtypes.Account copy(){...}
13 /*@ pure @*/
14 public VDMSet get_cards() {...}
15 public void set_cards(final VDMSet _cards)
16 {...}
17 /*@ pure @*/
18 public Number get_balance() {...}
19 public void set_balance(final Number _balance) {...}
20 /*@ pure @*/
21 /*@ helper @*/
22 public static Boolean inv_Account(final VDMSet _cards, final Number
_balance){
23 return _balance.doubleValue() >= -1000L;
24 }
25 }
Listing 2.20: Code-generated version of the Account record.
7. Translating a record invariant
Let D be a code-generated record definition with fields f1,...,fn of types F1,...,Fn, re-
spectively, and let D be constrained by an invariant. Then D has an invariant method inv_D that
is annotated as a helper to allow it to be invoked from the invariant clause of D. The invariant
method can also be annotated as pure since it originates from a function definition. The anno-
tated signature of inv_D thus becomes:
/*@ pure @*/
/*@ helper @*/
boolean inv_D(F1 f1,...,Fn fn)
Let further invChecksOn be a variable that is true if invariant checking is enabled and false
otherwise. To represent the record invariant of D we annotate D with the invariant annota-
tion:
/*@ public instance invariant
invChecksOn ==> inv_D(f1,...,fn); @*/
As we shall later see in subsection 2.5.6, atomic execution sometimes requires extra assertions
to be inserted into the generated code in order to guarantee that the record invariant semantics of
VDM-SL are preserved.
All the methods inside a record class – except for the constructor and the “setter” methods –
do not modify the state of the record class and therefore they are marked as pure. Updates to a
record object in the generated code are made using the “setter” methods of the generated record
class, or by using the record modification expression [21]. Use of “setter” methods instead of
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direct field access to manipulate the state of a record (which is how field access is achieved in
VDM-SL) forces the record object into a visible state (as described in subsection 2.2.2) after it
has been updated, thus triggering the invariant check according to the VDM-SL semantics. For
example, in VDM-SL we could set the balance of an account as shown in Listing 2.21.
acc.balance := newBalance;
 
Listing 2.21: Updating the Account balance in VDM-SL.
This assignment produces the Java code shown in Listing 2.22. Note that for this particular case
there is no need to generate any additional JML assertions since the state of acc becomes visible
after the call to set_balance. This causes the invariant check of Account to trigger.
acc.set_balance(newBalance);
Listing 2.22: Updating the Account balance in the generated code.
2.5.6 Atomic execution
There are situations where multiple assignment statements in VDM-SL need to be evaluated atom-
ically in order to avoid unintentional violation of a state invariant. In our example, this is the case
when the ATM returns the card to the owner, which is done as the last step of a transaction. Re-
turning the debit card also requires us to invalidate the PIN code currently entered. These two
things have to be done atomically to avoid violating the state invariant of the ATM module, which
is checked using the inv_St function, derived from the state invariant shown in Listing 2.10 in
section 2.4. Therefore the body of the ReturnCard operation is executed inside an atomic
statement block as shown in Listing 2.23. Note that the invariant is evaluated internally by the
interpreter, and therefore the example in Listing 2.23 makes no explicit mention of the invariant.
1 ReturnCard : () ==> ()
2 ReturnCard () ==
3 atomic (
4 currentCard := nil;
5 pinOk := false;
6 )
7 pre currentCard <> nil
8 post currentCard = nil and not pinOk;
 
Listing 2.23: Removal of the debit card from the ATM in VDM-SL.
JML does not include a syntactic construct similar to that of the atomic statement. Instead
atomic execution must be achieved using different means – for example by manipulating state
directly using field access or helper methods.
To be consistent with the way record state is updated, and to reflect the way that VDM-SL
handles atomic execution, we believe a better approach is to use a flag that indicates if invariant
checks are enabled or not. Since this flag should not affect the generated code, we make it a
ghost field such that it is only visible at the specification level. Since this ghost field must
be accessible everywhere in the translation, we make it a static field of the class, as shown in
Listing 2.24. The ghost field must be added to one of the generated Java classes since Java does
not really have global variables. Note that this flag does not affect pre- and postconditions since
these checks must always be evaluated.
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1 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
Listing 2.24: Ghost field used to control invariant checking.
The declaration of invChecksOn allows us to formulate invariants such that violations are
reported only if invariant checking is enabled. An example of this is shown in Listing 2.25 for the
record state class of the ATM module.
1 //@ public instance invariant atm.ATM.invChecksOn ==> inv_St(validCards,
currentCard,pinOk,accounts);
Listing 2.25: The invariant of the record state class.
The invChecksOn flag provides the means to emulate the behaviour of atomic execution
in a Java environment as shown in Listing 2.26. Specifically, the JML set statement is used to
disable/enable invariant checking before/after executing the body of the ReturnCard method.
1 //@ requires pre_ReturnCard(St);
2 //@ ensures post_ReturnCard(\old(St.copy()),St);
3 public static void ReturnCard() {
4 atm.ATMtypes.Card atomicTmp_1 = null;
5 //@ assert ((atomicTmp_1 == null) || Utils.is_(atomicTmp_1,atm.ATMtypes.
Card.class));
6 Boolean atomicTmp_2 = false;
7 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(atomicTmp_2);
8 { /* Start of atomic statement */
9 //@ set invChecksOn = false;
10 //@ assert St != null;
11 St.set_currentCard(Utils.copy(atomicTmp_1));
12 //@ assert St != null;
13 St.set_pinOk(atomicTmp_2);
14 //@ set invChecksOn = true;
15 //@ assert \invariant_for(St);
16 } /* End of atomic statement */
17 }
Listing 2.26: Code-generated version of the ReturnCard operation.
8. Enabling and disabling invariant checking
Declare in a code-generated module M a globally accessible JML ghost field invChecksOn
to control invariant checking:
/*@ public ghost static
boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
Before executing a code-generated atomic statement (in any of the code-generated modules)
invariant checking is disabled using the following JML set statement:
//@ set M.invChecksOn = false;
After the code-generated atomic block has finished executing invariant checking is re-enabled
using:
//@ set M.invChecksOn = true;
When all the statements have been executed it must be ensured that no invariants have been
violated. For the example in Listing 2.26, the only thing that needs to be checked is that the state
component of the ATM class, i.e. St does not violate its invariant. This is checked by asserting
that \invariant_for(St) holds.
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9. Resuming invariant checking
Let d1,...,dn be state designators of records that have been updated, or affected by an update,
during execution of a code-generated atomic statement block. Further assume that d1,...,dn
have been updated in the given order, i.e. di was updated (for the first time) before di+1 and
that di may be of one of mi record types Di1,...,Dimi . Immediately after executing the
code-generated atomic statement block, it is checked that the state designators d1,...,dn do
not violate any invariants using the following sequence of assert statements:
//@ assert d1 instance of D11 ==>
\invariant_for((D11) d1);
...
//@ assert d1 instance of D1m1 ==>
\invariant_for((D1m1) d1);
...
//@ assert dn instance of Dn1 ==>
\invariant_for((Dn1) dn);
...
//@ assert dn instance of Dnmn ==>
\invariant_for((Dnmn) dn);
The \invariant_for construct is not currently implemented in OpenJML. Instead this
check can be inlined as a method call (rather than explicitly using \invariant_for). However,
throughout this report we use \invariant_for to check record invariants as we believe it
makes the examples easier to understand.
The JML translator keeps track of state designators of records that potentially have been up-
dated as part of executing the code-generated atomic statement block. This is done by analysing
the left-hand sides of the assignment statements. Immediately after invariant checking is re-
enabled, i.e. the code-generated atomic statement block has finished execution, it is checked that
no record violates its invariant.
There are a few things related to rule 9 that are worth clarifying. First, for assignments to
composite state designators such as a.b.c:=42, the invariants of the individual state designators
a, b and c, have to be checked, if these are defined. For this particular example we say that c
was updated, and that a and b were affected by the update. Second, the order in which the
invariants are checked follows that used by the Overture VDM interpreter. Third, regardless of
how many times a state designator is updated, the corresponding invariant is only checked once
(for each state designator) since this is how atomic execution works in VDM, i.e. the update(s)
are performed atomically, and afterwards the constraints that the state designators are subjected
to are checked. Fourth, rule 9 includes all the state designators that have been updated or affected
by an update. No particularly complex situations can arise that makes it difficult to identify these
state designators since all VDM-SL’s data types use call-by-value semantics, and therefore no
aliasing can occur. Essentially this means that for the assignment statement a.b.c:=42, the
only invariants (if defined) that have to be checked are those of the state designators a, b and
c since aliases do not exist. Therefore, the JML translator can determine (using static analysis)
that assertions only have to be generated for these state designators. Naturally this simplifies the
translation process, since the JML translator does not have to identify additional state designators
(other than those that appear on the left-hand side of the assignment) that are affected by the
assignment.
A state designator can be “masked” as a union type and in such situations it cannot always
be statically determined what the runtime type of a state designator will be. To demonstrate this,
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consider the record types R1 and R2 and a state designator declared as dcl r : R1 | R2
:= .... Further assume that R1 and R2 code-generate to classes R1c and R2c. After updating
r atomically in the generated code, it is ensured that \invariant_for((R1c) r) holds if r
is of type R1c, and similarly that the equivalent condition is true if r is of type R2c. Since rule 9
has to take all possible types into account, the invariant checks are formulated as implications.
Although the VDM type system allows state designators to be “masked” as union types, most
of the time it is possible to statically determine the runtime type of a state designator. For example,
in Listing 2.26 no instanceof check is needed since the static type of the state component is
St. This is an example where the JML translator simplifies the checks proposed by rule 9.
There are more aspects to rule 9 worth discussing – especially when state designators are
based on arbitrarily complex data structures such as nested records. These will be addressed in
subsection 2.7.1.
2.5.7 Translating module state to JML
As described in subsection 2.2.1, a module state invariant constrains the record type used to rep-
resent the state component of the enclosing module. Therefore, a module state invariant can
essentially be seen as a record invariant that can be translated into JML-annotated Java without
introducing additional translation rules. This subsection instead explains how a VDM-SL state
definition is translated into a form that allows the rules related to record invariants to be applied
(see subsection 2.5.5).
In our example each account can be accessed from an ATM using one of the debit cards
associated with it. In addition to the bank accounts, the state of the ATM also keeps track of the
debit cards that the system considers valid, the debit card that is currently inserted into the ATM,
and whether the PIN code entered by the user is valid. The state (including the state invariant) as
specified in VDM-SL is shown in Listing 2.10 and described in section 2.4. Based on the state
definition, a record class is generated that represents the state type as shown in Listing 2.27. Recall
that the fields in this class are nullable according to rule 1.
1 final public class St implements Record {
2 public VDMSet validCards;
3 public atm.ATMtypes.Card currentCard;
4 public Boolean pinOk;
5 public VDMMap accounts;
6
7 //@ public instance invariant atm.ATM.invChecksOn ==> inv_St(validCards,
currentCard,pinOk,accounts);
8 /* Record methods omitted */
9 }
Listing 2.27: The record class used to represent the state type.
In addition, an instance of the record class is created to represent the state component as shown
in Listing 2.28. The state component is annotated with the spec_public modifier so that it can
be referred to from the requires and ensures clauses of public methods. Also note that
the module is not constrained by an invariant. This is handled entirely by the record invariant
shown in Listing 2.27.
1 final public class ATM {
2 /* Fields omitted */
3
4 /*@ spec_public @*/
5 private static atm.ATMtypes.St St = new atm.ATMtypes.St(SetUtil.set(),
6 null, false, MapUtil.map());
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7 /* Module methods omitted */
8 }
Listing 2.28: The state component in the ATM module.
10. Translating the state component
Annotate state components of module classes with the spec_public modifier to ensure that
the state components can be referred to from the requires and ensures clauses of public
methods.
2.6 Checking VDM types using JML
In this section we describe how the translator uses JML to check the consistency of VDM types
when they are code-generated.
Throughout this section we construct a function called Is(v,T) that takes as input a Java
value v and a VDM type T and produces a JML expression that can be used to check whether v
represents a value of type T. We use Is(v,T) to check whether a Java value remains consistent
with the VDM type that produces it. The check produced by Is(v,T) can be added to the
generated Java code to ensure that no type violations occur.
This section covers some of the different classes of VDM types that the JML translator sup-
ports, and explains using our case study example, how JML is used to check a Java value against
the VDM type that produces it. Finally, we summarise and provide the complete definition of
Is(v,T) in Figure 2.1.
2.6.1 Where to generate dynamic type checks
Most of the types available in VDM are also present in Java in some form or other. The VDM and
Java type systems do, however, have some differences that require us to generate extra checks to
ensure that a Java value remains consistent with the VDM type that produces it.
In addition to producing the JML expression needed to check the consistency of a type, i.e.
Is(v,T), we also need to consider where to add the check to the generated code. The description
below summarises the VDM-SL constructs that must be considered when adding these checks to
the generated Java code. We use the term parameter to refer to an identifier whose value does
not change. A parameter can be defined using a let construct, which is different from a state
designator or variable that can be locally defined using a dcl statement or globally using a state
definition (see section 2.2). The constructs to be considered are:
• return statement: If a functional description has a specified result type in its signature,
then the returned value must be checked against the specified type.
• Parameters of functions and operations: The arguments passed to a functional description
must be checked against the specified types of the corresponding formal parameters upon
entry to the functional description.
• State designators: After updating a local or global state designator, the new value assigned
must respect the type of the state designator.
• Variable or parameter declaration: After initialising a variable or parameter it must be
checked against its declared type.
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Is(v,T) =

Utils.is_bool(v) if T = bool
Utils.is_nat(v) if T = nat
Utils.is_nat1(v) if T = nat1
Utils.is_int(v) if T = int
Utils.is_rat(v) if T = rat
Utils.is_real(v) if T = real
Utils.is_char(v) if T = char
Utils.is_token(v) if T = token
Utils.is_(v,String.class) if T = seq of char
Utils.is_(v,SCG.class)
if T is a record or quote type S that generates to
a Java class with the fully qualified name SCG
(v == null || Is(v,S)) if T = [S]
V2J.isTup(v,n) && Is(v,T1) &&...&& Is(v,Tn) if T = T1*...*Tn
Is(v,T1) ||...|| Is(v,Tn) if T = T1|...|Tn
V2J.isSet(v) && (\forall int i;
0 <= i && i < V2J.size(v); Is(V2J.get(v,i),S)) if T = set of S
V2J.isSeq(v) && (\forall int i;
0 <= i && i < V2J.size(v); Is(V2J.get(v,i),S)) if T = seq of S
V2J.isSeq1(v) && (\forall int i;
0 <= i && i < V2J.size(v); Is(V2J.get(v,i),S)) if T = seq1 of S
V2J.isMap(v) && (\forall int i;
0 <= i && i < V2J.size(v);
Is(V2J.getDom(v,i),D) && Is(V2J.getRng(v,i),R)) if T = map D to R
V2J.isInjMap(v) && (\forall int i;
0 <= i && i < V2J.size(v);
Is(V2J.getDom(v,i),D) && Is(V2J.getRng(v,i),R)) if T = inmap D to R
Is(v,D) && inv_T(v)
if T is a named invariant type with domain type
D and invariant method inv_T
Figure 2.1: Complete definition of Is(v,T).
• Value definition: An explicitly typed value definition must specify a value consistent with
its type.
All of the constructs in the list above – with the exception of the value definition – can be
checked using a JML assert statement. The reason for this is that the code-generated versions
of these constructs appear inside methods in the generated code. Since a VDM value definition
code-generates to a public static final field (a constant) it is checked using a static
invariant.
2.6.2 Translating basic types
In our example we may wish to check that the amount being withdrawn from an account is valid
– for example by requiring that it is a natural number larger than zero, as shown in Listing 2.29.
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Listing 2.29: Use of explicit type annotation to ensure that a valid amount is being withdrawn.
In the generated Java code, shown in Listing 2.30, this is checked by analysing the value of the
amount variable using the Utils.is_nat1 method available from the Java code-generator’s
runtime library. This method is invoked from a JML annotation in order to check that amount is
different from null and that it represents an integer larger than zero.
1 Number amount = expense.longValue() - profit.longValue();
2 //@ assert Utils.is_nat1(amount);
3 return Withdraw(accId, amount);
Listing 2.30: Use of JML to check that a valid amount is being withdrawn.
11. Checking of the nat1 type
Let v be a value or object reference in the generated code that originates from a variable or
pattern of type nat1 and further define Is(v,nat1) = Utils.is_nat1(v).
To ensure that v represents a value of type nat1, generate a JML check to ensure that
Is(v, nat1) holds.
The approach used to check other basic types follows the principles demonstrated using List-
ing 2.29 and Listing 2.30 – the main difference being that each basic type uses a dedicated method
from the Java code-generator’s runtime library. Therefore, we omit the details of how other basic
types of VDM are checked using JML, and instead provide the complete set of rules in Figure 2.1.
We note that a record type or a quote type can be checked in a way similar to that of a basic
type. The reason for this is that the Java code-generator produces a Java class for each of the record
definitions and quote types in the VDM model. Therefore, all there is to checking whether an
object reference represents a given record or quote class is to check whether the object reference is
an instance of said class. The rules for checking record and quote types are included in Figure 2.1.
2.6.3 Translating optional types
To demonstrate how the JML translator handles optional types consider the GetCurrentCardId
operation in Listing 2.31. This operation returns the identification of the debit card currently in-
serted into the machine, if any. Otherwise the operation returns nil to indicate the absence of
a debit card. To allow null as a return value, the optional type operator is used to specify the
return type of the operation as [nat].
1 GetCurrentCardId : () ==> [nat]
2 GetCurrentCardId () ==





Listing 2.31: Operation for getting the id of the debit card currently inserted into the ATM.
Considering solely the signature of the code-generated version of this operation, shown in
Listing 2.32, there is no way to tell that the return type represents a [nat].
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1 public static Number GetCurrentCardId(){...}
Listing 2.32: Signature of the code-generated version of the GetCurrentCardId operation.
The reason for this is that the Java code-generator uses the Number class (which is part of the
Java standard library) to represent all numeric VDM types. That the return type of the operation
is [nat] only becomes apparent when we start using the corresponding method.
To demonstrate this, Listing 2.33 uses the result of invoking the GetCurrentCardId
method to initialise a variable named id. The initialisation of id is immediately followed by
a check that ensures that it represents either null or a natural number. The approach of allowing
null values like this is the same for all optional types.
1 Number id = GetCurrentCardId();
2 //@ assert id == null || Utils.is_nat(id);
Listing 2.33: Use of the GetCurrentCardId method in the generated code.
12. Checking of optional types
Let v be a value or object reference in the generated code that originates from a variable or
pattern of the VDM type [T] and further define
Is(v,[T]) = (v == null || Is(v,T))
To ensure that v represents a value of type [T], generate a JML check to ensure that Is(v,[T])
holds.
2.6.4 Translating tuple types
In our case study example we use a tuple type to represent the status of the ATM: the first field
is a boolean flag that indicates if the ATM is currently awaiting a debit card to be inserted, and
the second field is a human-readable description of the current state of the ATM, e.g. “transaction
in progress”. The signature of the operation that retrieves the status of the ATM is shown in
Listing 2.34. Note in particular that the status returned is represented using the tuple type bool
* seq of char.
1 GetStatus : () ==> bool * seq of char
2 GetStatus () == ...
 
Listing 2.34: The signature of the GetStatus operation.
In the generated Java code, every tuple value is represented as an instance of the Tuple class
available from the Java code-generator runtime library. Since the Tuple class represents tuple
values in general, each instance of this class must be checked against the specific tuple type that it
originates from.
After the status of the ATM has been retrieved using the GetStatusmethod in the generated
code, the status is checked as shown in Listing 2.35. First it is checked that status is a tuple of
size two. Afterwards it is checked that the first field is a boolean and that the second field is a
Java String (which represents the seq of char type).
1 Tuple status = GetStatus();
2 //@ assert (V2J.isTup(status,2) && Utils.is_bool(V2J.field(status,0)) &&
Utils.is_(V2J.field(status,1),String.class));
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Listing 2.35: Checking the ATM status in the generated code.
13. Checking of tuple types
Let v be a value or object reference in the generated code that originates from a variable or
pattern of the VDM tuple type T1*...*Tn and further define
Is(v,T1*...*Tn) = V2J.isTup(v,n) && Is(v,T1) &&...&& Is(v,Tn)
To ensure that v represents a value of type T1*...*Tn, generate a JML check to ensure that
Is(v,T1*...*Tn) holds.
2.6.5 Translating union types
Attempting to insert a debit card into the ATM results in the debit card being accepted, if no card
is currently inserted and it is considered a valid card by the system. Otherwise the card is rejected.
Based on the outcome of this the NotifyUser operation, shown in Listing 2.36, displays a
message to inform the card holder about the current status of the session. This operation uses a
union type, formed by the three quote types <Accept>, <Busy> and <Reject>, to represent
one of three outcomes of the card holder attempting to insert a debit card into the ATM.
1 NotifyUser : <Accept>|<Busy>|<Reject> ==> ()
2 NotifyUser (outcome) ==
3 if outcome = <Accept> then
4 Display("Card accepted")
5 elseif outcome = <Busy> then
6 ...
 
Listing 2.36: Operation used to notify a ATM user.
The code-generated version of the NotifyUser operation is shown in Listing 2.37. Since the
outcome parameter originates from the union type formed by the three quote types, it must
be checked that outcome equals one of the three possible values. This check is performed
immediately after entering the NotifyUser method, as shown in Listing 2.37.
1 public static void NotifyUser(final Object outcome) {
2 //@ assert (Utils.is_(outcome,atm.quotes.AcceptQuote.class) || Utils.is_(
outcome,atm.quotes.BusyQuote.class) || Utils.is_(outcome,atm.quotes.
RejectQuote.class));
3 if (Utils.equals(outcome, atm.quotes.AcceptQuote.getInstance())) {
4 Display("Card accepted");
5 } else if (Utils.equals(outcome, atm.quotes.BusyQuote.getInstance())){
6 ...
7 }
Listing 2.37: Code-generated version of the NotifyUser operation.
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14. Checking of union types
Let v be a value or object reference in the generated code that originates from a variable or
pattern of the VDM union type T1|...|Tn and further define
Is(v,T1|...|Tn) = Is(v,T1) ||...|| Is(v,Tn)
To ensure that v represents a value of type T1|...|Tn, generate a JML check to ensure that
Is(v,T1|...|Tn) holds.
2.6.6 Translating collections
In the generated code the VDMSet, VDMSeq and VDMMap collection classes are used as raw
types. Therefore the code-generator does not take advantage of Java generics to make compile-
time guarantees about the types of the objects a collection stores. This approach has the advantage
of making it easier to store Java objects and values of different types in the same collection with-
out having to introduce additional types. Although this allows the type system of VDM to be
represented in Java it has the disadvantage that no compile-time guarantees can be made about the
types of the objects that a collection stores.
In the ATM example we use the TotalBalance function, shown Listing 2.38, to calculate
the total balance available from a set of accounts.
1 TotalBalance : set of Account -> real
2 TotalBalance (acs) ==
3 if acs = {} then
4 0
5 else
6 let a in set acs
7 in
8 a.balance + TotalBalance(acs \ {a});
 
Listing 2.38: Function that calculates the total balance available from a set of accounts.
When the TotalBalance function is code-generated to JML-annotated Java, the code-
generator adds JML assertions to ensure that the set of accounts is consistent with the collection
type used in VDM. Since an Account record is represented using a Java class with the same
name, we have to check that every element in the set is an instance of said Java class. As shown
in Listing 2.39, this is checked using a quantified expression. This expression uses a bound vari-
able i to iterate over all the accounts and check that each element is an instance of the Account
record class. Although sets are unordered collections, the quantified expression takes advantage
of VDMset being implemented as an ordered collection. The formulation of the range expression
in the quantified expression further ensures that the assertion can be checked using a tool such as
the OpenJML runtime assertion checker, i.e. the assertion is executable.
1 /*@ pure @*/
2 public static Number TotalBalance(final VDMSet acs) {
3 //@ assert (V2J.isSet(acs) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(acs);
Utils.is_(V2J.get(acs,i),atm.ATMtypes.Account.class)));
4 if (Utils.empty(acs)) {
5 Number ret_1 = 0L;
6 //@ assert Utils.is_real(ret_1);
7 return ret_1;
8 } else { ... /*Compute sum recursively */}
9 }
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Listing 2.39: Code-generated version of the TotalBalance operation.
The JML translator only uses Java 7 features since OpenJML did not support Java 8 at the time
the JML translator was developed. Iterating over collections (as shown in Listing 2.39) may also
be achieved using Java 8 features such as lambda expressions. For example, one could imagine a
method used to check collection types that would take as input two arguments (1) the collection
itself and (2) a predicate method (e.g. lambda expression) that would be evaluated for each of the
elements in the collection. In that way the generated JML annotations would not have to rely on
sets implemented as ordered collections. Since lambda expressions in Java are mostly syntactic
sugar for anonymous inner classes, lambda expressions could in principle be represented solely
using Java 7 features. However, using this approach, the generated JML annotations would not be
concise, although this is only a concern if a human will read them.
15. Checking of sets
Let v be a value or object reference in the generated code that originates from a variable or
pattern of the VDM set type set of T and further define
Is(v,set of T) = V2J.isSet(v) &&
(\forall int i; 0 <= i &&
i < V2J.size(v); Is(V2J.get(v,i),T))
To ensure that v represents a value of type set of T, generate a JML check to ensure that
Is(v,set of T) holds.
The VDM sequence types seq and seq1 are checked in a way similar to sets. The difference
between checking the seq and seq1 collection types is that the seq1 type requires at least
one element to be present in the sequence. Checking a map, which like a set is an unordered
collection, takes advantage of VDMMap imposing an order on the domain and range values. The
main difference between checking a map and a set is that both the domain and range values of a
map have to be checked. Checking the injective map type inmap is similar to checking a standard
map, except that the injectivity property must hold. We refrain from providing examples of how to
check each of the collection types in VDM since they are similar to what has already been shown.
Instead we summarise the rules for checking all of the collection types in Figure 2.1.
2.6.7 Translating named invariant types to JML
Since the Java code-generator does not generate additional class definitions for named invariant
types, the invariant imposed on such a type cannot be expressed as a JML invariant. This is only
possible for a record since it translates to a class definition.
Instead, we identify places in the generated code where a named invariant type may be vio-
lated, as described in subsection 2.6.1, and check that the invariant holds. Also, it is worth noting
that a named invariant type, unlike a record type, does not have an explicit type constructor. There-
fore, an expression can only violate a named invariant type if the expression is explicitly declared
to be of that type.
The ATM in our example is not capable of dispensing cents and also imposes a limit on the
amount of money that can be withdrawn. Therefore, the amount of money can be represented as a
named invariant type. An attempt to withdraw an amount of money that exceeds 2000 will yield a
runtime error. The named invariant type used to represent the amount withdrawn from an account
is shown together with the Withdraw operation in Listing 2.40.
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
1 types
2 Amount = nat1
3 inv a == a < 2000;
4
5 operations
6 Withdraw : AccountId * Amount ==> real
7 Withdraw (id, amount) == ...
 
Listing 2.40: The amount to withdraw modelled using a named invariant type.
On entering the code-generated version of Withdraw, shown in Listing 2.41, we assert that
amountmeets the named invariant type Amount. The assertion does two things: First it performs
a dynamic type check to ensure that amount is a valid domain type of Amount and secondly,
it checks that the invariant predicate holds. For the example in Listing 2.41 this means checking
that amount is of type nat1 and smaller than 2000. Note that meeting the invariant condition
does not imply compatibility with the domain type of the named invariant type and vice versa. For
example, -1 is smaller than 2000 but it is not of type nat1. Likewise, 2001 is of type nat1 but it
exceeds 2000 so neither -1 nor 2001 are of type Amount.
1 public static Number Withdraw(final Number id, final Number amount){
2 ...
3 //@ assert (Utils.is_nat1(amount) && inv_ATM_Amount(amount));
4 ...
5 }
Listing 2.41: Checking a named invariant type of an operation parameter in JML.
The code-generated invariant method for type Amount is shown in Listing 2.42. Since the
named invariant type check, shown in Listing 2.41, is evaluated from left to right using short-
circuit evaluation semantics [26], the invariant method is only invoked if the value subject to
checking is compatible with the domain type of the named invariant type. Therefore, it is safe to
narrow (or cast) the type of the argument passed to the invariant method before performing the
invariant check.
1 /*@ pure @*/
2 /*@ helper @*/
3 public static Boolean inv_ATM_Amount(final Object check_a) {
4 Number a = ((Number) check_a);
5 return a.longValue() < 2000L;
6 }
Listing 2.42: The named invariant type method for Amount.
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16. Checking of named invariant types
Let v be a value or object reference in the generated code that originates from a variable or
pattern of the VDM named invariant type T based on the domain type D and constrained by
invariant predicate e(p), i.e. T is defined as
types
T = D
inv p == e(p)
Then T has an invariant method, responsible for running the code-generated version of the e(p)
check, with a signature defined as:
public static boolean inv_T(Object o)
Further define Is(v,T) = Is(v,D) && inv_T(v)
To ensure that v represents a value of type T, generate a JML check to ensure that Is(v,T)
holds.
Note that the invariant method inv_T in rule 16 defines the input parameter o to be of type
Object, thus allowing inv_T to accept inputs of any type. Therefore, inv_T must narrow
the type of the input parameter o before performing the invariant check (see the example in List-
ing 2.42). This approach has the advantage that it allows simpler JML checks since the argument
type does not need to be narrowed before the invariant method is invoked. Had the input parame-
ter of the invariant method been defined using the smallest possible type, then the argument type
would need to be narrowed for situations where the argument is masked as a union type. Although
this would complicate the JML checks, it would have the advantage of allowing type narrowing to
be removed from the invariant methods.
2.7 Other aspects of VDM-SL affecting the JML-generation
There are other aspects of VDM-SL that further complicate the generation of VDM-SL models to
JML-annotated Java. In this section we use examples to demonstrate these issues and explain how
they may be overcome.
2.7.1 Complex state designators
State designators may be composite data structures such as records with fields that themselves
are records. Such a data type forms complex state designators that when modified require careful
handling during the translation process. To demonstrate this, consider the three VDM-SL record
definitions R1, R2 and R3 in Listing 2.43. Note in particular how the invariants of R1 and R2
depend on the field of R3. This transitive dependency complicates checking of invariants in the
generated code. To demonstrate this, the operation in Listing 2.43 instantiates R1 as r1 and
modifies it to violate the R1 invariant, which causes a runtime-error to be reported.
1 types
2 R1 :: r2 : R2
3 inv r1 == r1.r2.r3.x <> -1;
4 R2 :: r3 : R3
5 inv r2 == r2.r3.x <> -2;
6 R3 :: x : int
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10 op: () ==> nat
11 op () ==
12 (
13 dcl r1 : R1 := mk_R1(mk_R2(mk_R3(5)));




Listing 2.43: Record nesting in VDM-SL.
The operation op in Listing 2.43 produces the method in Listing 2.44. For this example, r1 is
the same in both listings, r2 is the same as stateDes_1 in Listing 2.44, and r3 is the same as
stateDes_2. Note that in Listing 2.44 we have removed fully qualified names of record classes
and other JML checks that are not relevant.
1 public static Number op() {
2 R1 r1 = new R1(new R2(new R3(5L)));
3 R2 stateDes_1 = r1.get_r2();
4 R3 stateDes_2 = stateDes_1.get_r3();
5 stateDes_2.set_x(-1L);
6 //@ assert \invariant_for(stateDes_1);
7 //@ assert \invariant_for(r1);
8 Number ret_1 = 0L;
9 return ret_1;
10 }
Listing 2.44: Code-generated version of the operation from Listing 2.43.
Immediately after completing the state update, i.e. invoking stateDes_2.set_x(-1L),
the following things happen:
1. The state of stateDes_2 becomes visible thus triggering the stateDes_2 invariant
check.
2. The invariant check of stateDes_1 is run as \invariant_for(stateDes_1) and
finally,
3. the invariant check of r1 is run by asserting \invariant_for(r1), which causes a
runtime-error to be reported.
Strictly speaking the objects pointed to by stateDes_1 and r are also in visible states after
executing the update to stateDes_2 and therefore the invariants of those objects should also
hold. In particular a state is visible for an object o “when no constructor, destructor, non-static
method invocation with o as receiver, or static method invocation for a method in o's class or
some superclass of o's class is in progress [24]”. So in theory the invariant checks should not
have to be run explicitly (step 2 and step 3). The reason that the JML translator generates these
checks anyway has to do with the strategies JML tools use to check invariants.
Tools such as JML runtime checkers may assume no problems with ownership aliasing to
avoid having to keep track of what objects and types are in visible states. Although this reduces the
overhead of checking invariants, it also means that some invariant violations might go unnoticed.
Alternatively, tools can check every applicable invariant for classes and objects in visible states
but this adds a significant overhead to the program execution.
Since aliasing can never occur in VDM-SL, it becomes simpler to keep track of what objects
are in a visible state in the generated code and thus generate JML checks that explicitly trigger
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the invariants checks. This has the advantage that invariant violations do not go unnoticed even
though a JML tool adopts a more practical approach to checking invariants.
For the example in Listing 2.44, the important thing is to ensure that the violation of the
invariant of R1 is reported after executing the state update. This is done by asserting the entire
chain of state designators. The JML translator is able to generate these checks since it keeps track
of state designators of records that may have been affected by updates to other state designators.
17. Checking transitive dependencies
Let dn be a state designator of a record in the generated code that has been updated non-
atomically, and let dk,...,d1, for k = n-1, be state designators that were affected by the
update to dn. Further assume that di may be of one of mi record types Di1,...,Dimi . Im-
mediately after executing the update to dn the state of dn becomes visible. To ensure that the
invariant is evaluated for all affected state designators, execute the following sequence of asser-
tions:
//@ assert dk instance of Dk1 ==>
\invariant_for((Dk1) dk);
...
//@ assert dk instance of Dkmk ==>
\invariant_for((Dkmk) dk);
....
//@ assert d1 instance of D11 ==>
\invariant_for((D11) d1);
...
//@ assert d1 instance of D1m1 ==>
\invariant_for((D1m1) d1);
Note that the code in Listing 2.44 omits the instance of checks, proposed by rule 17, since
the types of the affected state designators can be determined statically.
Regarding rule 9, similar issues with transitive dependencies may occur in the generated code
when dealing with atomic execution. Recall that invariant checking is disabled before a code-
generated atomic statement block is executed. Once the atomic execution has completed, invariant
checking is re-enabled, and therefore rule 9 must also take into account all the state designators
that were affected by the atomic execution.
2.7.2 Recursive types
It is possible to formulate recursive types for which the generated JML checks can only perform
limited type checking. To demonstrate this, consider the recursive VDM type definition in List-
ing 2.45. For this example, S represents an infinite number of types including nat1 as well as all
possible dimensions of sequences that store elements of type nat1, i.e. seq of nat1, seq of
seq of nat1 and so on.
1 types
2 S = nat1 | seq of S;
 
Listing 2.45: Example of recursive type definition in VDM.
The issue with this kind of type definition is that Is(v,S) in theory becomes an expression
of infinite length. The JML translator stops generating type checks whenever it encounters type
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cycles. For the particular example in Listing 2.45 this means that a Java value or object reference
v is only considered to respect S if Utils.is_nat1(v) holds. For the rest of this section, we
discuss the current limitations of type checking recursive types, and describe how these limitations
may be addressed.
The approach used to check types could be changed to also take the depth of the recursion
n into account, i.e. use Is(v,T,n) to generate the type checks. The current approach used by
the JML translator thus corresponds to generating checks using Is(v,T,1). Is(v,S,2) then
generates checks for types nat1 and seq of nat, whereas Is(v,S,3) additionally generates
a check for the type seq of seq of nat1.
Alternatively, checking a recursive type T (such as S shown in Listing 2.45) can be done using
a code-generated recursive method that is constructed in a way that allows a value v to be validated
against T. Although static provers may not be able to perform checking of such types it should be
possible using runtime assertion checking. However, in order to enable this style of type checking,
the JML translator would have to be extended with functionality that enables these methods to be
generated such that they can be invoked from the generated JML assertions.
The limitation of the JML translator for the example shown in Listing 2.45 is a consequence
of S being defined using the union type constructor “|”. However, it is possible to check more
practical examples of recursively defined types such as the linked list LL shown in Listing 2.46.
To demonstrate this, consider the construction of a linked list value in VDM that contains the
numbers 1, 2 and 3 as shown in Listing 2.47. In the generated code this value is represented using
the code shown in Listing 2.48.
1 types
2 LL ::
3 element : nat
4 tail : [LL]
 
Listing 2.46: Example of a linked list defined using a record type.

mk_LL(1, mk_LL(2, mk_LL(3, nil)))
 
Listing 2.47: Example of a linked list value in VDM.
new LL(1L,new LL(2L,new LL(3L, null)));
Listing 2.48: Example of a linked list value in Java.
Each time an object of type LL is instantiated in Java the constructor checks the types of the
current element and the tail – see Listing 2.49. For this linked list example, it is therefore
possible to type check LL since the VDM type is represented using a recursively defined class in
the generated code.
1 public LL(final Number _element, final LL _tail) {
2 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(_element);
3 //@ assert (_tail == null || Utils.is_(_tail,LL.class));
4 ...
5 }
Listing 2.49: Type checking a linked list using JML.
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2.7.3 Detecting problems with the generated code
As explained in subsection 2.5.4 deep copying objects may significantly affect the performance of
the generated code. Therefore, the user may not always want to have these copy calls generated.
However, from a general perspective this may result in code that does not preserve the semantics
across the translation. JML specifications can help detect such problems. To demonstrate this
consider the VDM-SL operation in Listing 2.50. This operation assumes the existence of a two-
dimensional vector Vector2D, defined as a record (a value type). In Listing 2.50 v2 is created
as a deep copy of v1, and therefore the assignment to v1 has no affect on v2, and op therefore
returns 1 (see the postcondition).
If this example is translated to Java with deep copying disabled the code shown in Listing 2.51
is produced. Note that this listing omits the generated JML assertions to focus on the postcondi-
tion.
1 op : () ==> nat
2 op () == (
3 dcl v1 : Vector2D := mk_Vector2D(1,2);
4 dcl v2 : Vector2D := v1; -- Copy value
5 v1.x := 2;
6 return v2.x;)
7 post RESULT = 1
 
Listing 2.50: Use of value types in VDM.
1 //@ ensures post_op(\result);
2 public static Number op() {
3 Vector2D v1 = new Vector2D(1L,2L);
4 Vector2D v2 = v1;
5 v1.set_x(2L);
6 Number ret_1 = v2.get_x();
7 return ret_1;
8 }
Listing 2.51: Generated Java code without copy calls.
If this code is executed using the OpenJML runtime assertion checker an error is reported
because the method returns 2, which is different from the result obtained by executing the cor-
responding VDM-SL operation. Since deep copying is disabled only the v1 reference is copied,
and therefore the update to v1, i.e. v1.set_x(2L), also affects v2.
The detection of the postcondition violation as reported by the OpenJML runtime assertion
checker is shown in Listing 2.52. However, if the code is generated with deep copying enabled (at
the cost of performance) then v2 will be constructed as Utils.copy(v1) and the method will
change to return 1, as expected.
Ex/DEFAULT.java:17: JML postcondition is false
public static Number op() {
Ex/DEFAULT.java:16: Associated declaration: Ex/DEFAULT.java:17:
//@ ensures post_op(\result);
Listing 2.52: Detection of a postcondition violation.
2.8 Translation assessment
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In this section we provide an assessment of the translation. We first describe how the correctness
of the translation was assessed, and afterwards we discuss the scope and treated feature set in
relation to existing JML tools.
2.8.1 Translation correctness
The translation rules have been validated by running examples through the JML translator and
analysing the generated Java/JML using the OpenJML runtime assertion checker. Some of the
examples used to test the tool constitute integration tests that have been developed by the authors.
In addition, we have used the tool to analyse an external specification (originally used as part of an
industrial case study) that the authors have not been involved in the development of. A summary
of the different examples used to test the translation is given below. Additional details about the
examples can be found via the references provided.
The integration tests currently consist of 85 examples that cover testing of all the translation
rules. Each test (typically) forms a minimal example that exercises a small part of the entire
translation (such as a single rule). The workflow for running these tests is as follows: First, the
test model is translated to JML-annotated Java using the JML translator. Next, the generated
Java/JML is compiled and executed using the OpenJML runtime assertion checker. Finally, the
(actual) output reported by the OpenJML runtime assertion checker is compared to the expected
output in order to confirm that the behaviour of the test model is preserved across the translation.
For example, if the execution of a test model produces a precondition violation then the equivalent
error is expected to be produced when the generated Java/JML is executed using the OpenJML
runtime assertion checker. All the examples used to test the JML translator are available via
Overture’s GitHub page [31] or can be found in appendix C.
Compared to the integration tests, the external specification is a large example that is rich in
terms of DbC elements. The model was originally developed to study the properties of an algo-
rithm used to obfuscate Financial Accounting District (FAD) codes, which are six digit numbers
used to identify branches of a retailer. The customer required that obfuscated FAD codes were
still six digit numbers, remained unique (per branch), and that the entire range of FAD codes
(0-999999) was still available. In addition, the obfuscation had to be a light-weight calculation
(rather than a look-up in a table). The properties of the algorithm were described using VDM
contracts to allow the algorithm to be validated using VDM’s test automation features [20].
Investigating whether the algorithm met the requirements necessitated the generation and exe-
cution of one million tests that initially could not be handled by any of the VDM tools (either due
to intractable execution times, or because the VDM interpreter ran out of memory). Motivated by
this, the specification was translated into a JML-annotated Java program [35], and all one million
tests were executed using a code-generated version of the VDM specification. In that way, the
properties of the obfuscation algorithm could be validated by executing a code-generated version
of the VDM specification using the OpenJML runtime assertion checker.
2.8.2 Translation scope and treated feature set
As explained in subsection 2.7.2 it is possible to formulate recursive types that currently are not
supported by the JML translator. Aside from that, all VDM-SL’s types and contract-based ele-
ments are supported. However, the JML translator does not currently support the object-oriented
and real-time dialects of VDM, called VDM++ [12] and VDM-RT [23].
The Java code-generator that we extend currently only uses Java 7 features in the generated
code. OpenJML is the only JML tool that we are aware of that supports this version of Java.
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Specifically, as of December 2016, OpenJML version 0.8.5 was released with support for Java 8,
i.e. the latest official Java version (at the current time of writing). Other JML tools, on the other
hand, lack support for recent Java versions (in particular Java 7 and 8). Therefore, these tools
cannot currently be used to analyse the generated Java/JML.
The JML translation is only valuable if the JML features that it relies on are supported by JML
tools. Specifically, we have aimed to develop a translation that generates Java/JML that can be
analysed using OpenJML. However, the translation would benefit from the \invariant_for
construct, which OpenJML does not currently support. Instead we offer an alternative way to
represent this construct in order to achieve compatibility with OpenJML (see subsection 2.5.6 for
details).
2.9 Related work
In [37] Vilhena considers the possibilities for automatically converting between VDM++ and JML
and the approach is demonstrated using a proof-of-concept implementation. That work consid-
ers a bi-directional mapping, whereas we only consider a one-way translation from VDM-SL to
Java/JML. The bi-directional mapping proposed by Vilhena only produces the JML specification
files (where non-model methods do not define bodies). Therefore, Vilhena’s mapping does not
generate annotations at the statement level, which is an essential part of our work. The implemen-
tation of the bi-directional mapping was originally targeting the Overture tool, but it never reached
maturity to be included in the release of the tool.
Rules for translating from a subset of VDM-SL to JML are proposed by Jin et al. in [14].
Their approach also considers implicit functional descriptions but it provides limited support for
translation of record definitions and named invariant types. In the early phases of the software
development process the authors propose to formulate requirements in natural language or using
the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [34] and then formalise them in VDM-SL to eliminate
ambiguity. Subsequently the authors manually apply their rules to the VDM-SL specification to
produce an initial version of the software implementation. Their work does, however, not take
generation of the bodies of functions and operations into account. Therefore, the authors only
produce the method signatures for the Java methods when translating the functional descriptions
of the VDM-SL model.
The translation rules proposed by Jin et al. have been implemented as an Eclipse plugin by
Zhou et al. in [42]. The plugin takes a VDM-SL specification as input, which is type-checked
using VDMTools [18], and outputs JML-annotated Java classes that must be completed manually
by the developer.
Translations from other formal notations or modelling languages to JML-annotated Java have
also been developed. As an example, Rivera et al. present the EventB2Java tool [33] – a code-
generator, which is capable of translating both abstract and refinement Event-B [1] models into
JML-annotated Java. EventB2Java has the advantage over other Event-B code-generators that it
does not require user intervention as part of the code-generation process, which is similar to our
approach.
In [25] Lensink et al. present a prototype code-generator that translates a subset of the Pro-
totype Verification System (PVS) [32] to an intermediate representation in Why [9] suitable for
program verification. Subsequently the Why representation is translated to JML-annotated Java.
In their work the authors focus on translating executable PVS constructs, which is similar to what
we do for VDM-SL. A key feature of their code-generator is that it, in addition to specification
code, also translates proven properties, which is outside the scope of our work.
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Hubbers et. al propose AutoJML [13] – a tool for translating UML state diagrams into JML-
annotated Java Card code [41]. A state diagram describes a Java Card applet from which AutoJML
produces Java skeleton code annotated with JML. In the generated code the different states are
represented as constant values, and an additional Java field is used to represent the current state of
the applet. A JML invariant is used to specify the valid state values for this field, and a JML
constraint is used to describe the valid state transitions. This is comparable to the way we
enable and disable invariant checking, which we do by toggling the invChecksOn ghost field
using set statements.
In [17] Klebanov proposes an approach similar to that of Hubbers et al. Instead of using UML
state diagrams, Klebanov uses automata-based programming to describe the behaviour of a smart
card application, which is generated to JML-annotated Java Card code. Klebanov argues that use
of automata-based programming over UML state diagrams is a better way to describe application-
specific behaviour. A similar argument can be made for VDM-SL, which is suitable for capturing
the dynamic aspects of a system.
2.10 Conclusion and future plans
In this report we have demonstrated how VDM-SL models can be translated to JML-annotated
Java programs that can be checked for correctness using JML tools. The JML translator uses JML
to represent the DbC elements of VDM-SL, and generates checks that help ensure the consistency
of VDM-SL types across the translation.
The principles for pre- and postconditions in VDM-SL and JML are similar although there are
subtle semantic differences between the two notations. These differences are mostly caused by the
fact that JML is built on top of Java, where object types use reference semantics. VDM-SL, on the
other hand, solely uses value types. Therefore, it is necessary to employ deep cloning principles
when representing value types in JML-annotated Java code.
Checking state and record invariants in the generated code is complicated due to two reasons:
First, atomic execution in VDM requires a way to control when invariant checking must be done.
We achieve this by using a ghost field to indicate when invariant checking is enabled, and up-
date it before entering and leaving the atomic statement. Secondly, we have demonstrated that
transitive dependencies between records sometimes require extra JML checks to be generated to
ensure that the invariant checks are evaluated when they should.
The differences between the type systems of VDM-SL and Java further necessitate extra
checks to be produced. These checks are needed to ensure that the generated code does not
violate any of the constraints imposed by the types in the VDM-SL model. Overture performs
these dynamic type checks internally, whereas they must be made explicit in Java.
Although DbC languages often support many of the same DbC concepts, it is the semantic
differences between the languages that make developing a translation challenging. In this report
we have shown several examples of such differences and how they can be addressed. Naturally,
translating between other specification language pairs may reveal other differences and design
details that are of interest to researchers and practitioners working on comparable tasks. However,
based on the experiences gained by developing the VDM-SL-to-JML translation, we list some of
the design details that we believe are likely to challenge the development of translations between
other specification language pairs:
Invariants: The times when invariants are evaluated varies across specification languages. For
example, in VDM they have to hold at all times (except inside atomic statements), whereas
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in JML they must hold in visible states. When invariants have different semantics the trans-
lation must find a way to either produce or reduce the number of invariant checks at the
appropriate places in the code.
Type systems: The differences between type systems require careful attention when developing
a translation. Especially, when the destination language (e.g. JML) uses a more “coarse-
grained” type system than the source language (e.g. VDM-SL). For such situations extra
checks must be produced to ensure that types are used consistently across the translation.
In our work we use the function Is(v,T) to produce these extra checks.
Atomic execution: Languages may use dedicated constructs to represent atomic execution (e.g.
VDM) or by allowing invariants not to hold at certain times (e.g. JML). In this report an
example was given of how a dedicated construct can be emulated in a language that does
not support one natively.
Old state: Despite pre- and postconditions being similar concepts in different specification lan-
guages it is likely that the notion of old state may require careful handling when developing
a translation between two specification languages. In our work, a deep cloning principle
was employed to ensure the correct construction of the old state.
In the future we plan to use this work in the context of test automation. In VDM it is possible
to specify a trace definition in a way similar to that of a regular expression. This trace can then
be expanded into a large collection of tests that can be executed against the model. This is a
useful way to detect deficiencies in the model, such as missing preconditions, postconditions and
invariants [20].
We plan to code-generate the trace expansion such that the tests can be executed against the
code-generated version of the model. The work presented in this report can then be used to
detect contract or type violations and give verdicts to the code-generated trace tests. We believe
that this will be particularly advantageous for execution of large collections of tests. We expect
this approach to significantly increase execution speed for test cases and also allow more tests to
be executed. In addition, we plan to look into JML-generation for other VDM dialects such as
VDM++. However, since VDM++ is object-oriented and supports concurrency, we envisage that
this will give rise to a completely new set of challenges not addressed by the work in this report.
So far the analysis of the generated Java/JML has primarily been limited to runtime assertion
checking. Another item of future work is to formally verify the generated code against the JML
specification. In particular, by investigating to what extent this is possible, and whether the JML
translation can be optimised in a way that better supports formal verification through static anal-
ysis. For example, currently the translation produces auxiliary methods for invariants and pre-
and postconditions that are used as part of the JML specification. However, use of method calls
in specifications complicates static analysis due to, for example, the possibility of exceptions or
non-terminating behaviour [7].
We hope that our work will serve as inspiration for other researchers who seek to bridge the
gap between other specification notations and implementation technologies that support the DbC
approach. We believe that the rules proposed in this report can be useful for others who want to
translate between specification languages such as ASM, B and Z and implementation technologies




This appendix contains the complete version of the ATM model that is used in this report to
demonstrate the JML translation.
1 module ATM
2





8 state St of
9 validCards : set of Card
10 currentCard : [Card]
11 pinOk : bool
12 accounts : map AccountId to Account
13 init St == St = mk_St({},nil,false,{|->})
14 inv mk_St(v,c,p,a) ==
15 (p or c <> nil => c in set v)
16 and
17 forall id1, id2 in set dom a &
18 id1 <> id2 =>






25 id : nat
26 pin : Pin;
27
28 Pin = nat
29 inv p == 0 <= p and p <= 9999;
30
31 AccountId = nat
32 inv id == id > 0;
33
34 Account ::
35 cards : set of Card
36 balance : real
37 inv a == a.balance >= -1000;
38
39 Amount = nat1
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44 TotalBalance : set of Account -> real
45 TotalBalance (acs) ==
46 if acs = {} then
47 0
48 else
49 let a in set acs
50 in
51 a.balance + TotalBalance(acs \ {a})
52 measure TotalBalanceMes;
53
54 TotalBalanceMes: set of Account +> nat




59 GetStatus : () ==> bool * seq of char
60 GetStatus () ==
61 if currentCard <> nil then
62 if pinOk then
63 return mk_(false, "transaction in progress.")
64 else
65 return mk_(false, "debit card inserted. Awaiting pin code.")
66 else
67 return mk_(true,"no debit card is currently inserted into the machine.");
68
69 OpenAccount : set of Card * AccountId ==> ()
70 OpenAccount (cards,id) ==
71 accounts := accounts munion {id |-> mk_Account(cards,0.0)}
72 pre id not in set dom accounts
73 post id in set dom accounts and
74 accounts(id).balance = 0;
75
76 AddCard : Card ==> ()
77 AddCard (c) ==
78 validCards := validCards union {c}
79 pre c not in set validCards
80 post c in set validCards;
81
82 RemoveCard : Card ==> ()
83 RemoveCard (c) ==
84 validCards := validCards \ {c}
85 pre c in set validCards
86 post c not in set validCards;
87
88 InsertCard : Card ==> <Accept>|<Busy>|<Reject>
89 InsertCard (c) ==
90 if c in set validCards then
91 (
92 currentCard := c;
93 return <Accept>;
94 )




99 pre currentCard = nil
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100 post
101 if RESULT = <Accept> then
102 currentCard = c
103 else if RESULT = <Busy> then
104 currentCard = currentCard~
105 else currentCard = nil;
106
107 Display : seq of char ==> ()
108 Display (msg) ==
109 IO‘println(msg);
110
111 NotifyUser : <Accept>|<Busy>|<Reject> ==> ()
112 NotifyUser (outcome) ==
113 if outcome = <Accept> then
114 Display("Card accepted")
115 elseif outcome = <Busy> then
116 Display("Another card has already been inserted")





122 EnterPin : Pin ==> ()
123 EnterPin (pin) ==
124 pinOk := (currentCard.pin = pin)
125 pre currentCard <> nil;
126
127 ReturnCard : () ==> ()
128 ReturnCard () ==
129 atomic
130 (
131 currentCard := nil;
132 pinOk := false;
133 )
134 pre currentCard <> nil
135 post currentCard = nil and not pinOk;
136
137 Withdraw : AccountId * Amount ==> real
138 Withdraw (id, amount) ==
139 let newBalance = accounts(id).balance - amount
140 in
141 (
142 accounts(id).balance := newBalance;
143 return newBalance;
144 )
145 pre currentCard in set validCards and pinOk and
146 currentCard in set accounts(id).cards and
147 id in set dom accounts
148 post
149 let accountPre = accounts~(id),
150 accountPost = accounts(id)
151 in
152 accountPre.balance = accountPost.balance + amount and
153 accountPost.balance = RESULT;
154
155 Deposit : AccountId * Amount ==> real
156 Deposit (id, amount) ==
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165 let accountPre = accounts~(id),
166 accountPost = accounts(id)
167 in
168 accountPre.balance + amount = accountPost.balance and
169 accountPost.balance = RESULT;
170
171 PrintAccount: AccountId ==> ()
172 PrintAccount(id) ==
173 let balance = accounts(id).balance
174 in
175 IO‘printf("Balance is for account %s is %s\n", [id,balance]);
176
177 GetCurrentCardId : () ==> [nat]
178 GetCurrentCardId () ==






185 -- Test operations
186 --
187
188 TestCurrentCardId : () ==> [nat]
189 TestCurrentCardId () ==




194 TestStatus : () ==> real
195 TestStatus () ==
196 let accId = 1,







204 let status = GetStatus(),
205 awaitingCard = status.#1,
206 msg = status.#2
207 in
208 (
209 IO‘println("Message: " ^ msg);
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220
221 TestWithdraw : () ==> real
222 TestWithdraw () ==
223 let accId = 1,
224 cardId = 1,
225 pin = 1234,







233 if InsertCard(c1) = <Accept> then
234 (
235 EnterPin(pin);
236 let expense = 600,
237 profit = 100
238 in








247 TestTotalBalance : () ==> real
248 TestTotalBalance () ==
249 let card1 = mk_Card(1,1234),
250 card2 = mk_Card(2,5678),
251 ac1 = mk_Account({card1}, 1000),




256 TestScenario : () ==> ()
257 TestScenario() ==
258 let accId1 : AccountId = 1,
259 pin1 = 1234,
260 card1 = mk_Card(1, pin1),
261 pin2 = 2345,






268 let - = InsertCard(card2) in skip;
269 PrintAccount(accId1);
270 EnterPin(2345);















The code-generated ATM model










10 final public class ATM implements java.io.Serializable {
11 /*@ spec_public @*/
12
13 private static atm.ATMtypes.St St =
14 new atm.ATMtypes.St(SetUtil.set(), null, false, MapUtil.map());
15 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
16
17 private ATM() {}
18
19 public static Tuple GetStatus() {
20
21 if (!(Utils.equals(Utils.copy(St.get_currentCard()), null))) {
22 if (St.get_pinOk()) {
23 Tuple ret_1 = Tuple.mk_(false, "transaction in progress.");





28 } else {
29 Tuple ret_2 = Tuple.mk_(false, "debit card inserted. Awaiting pin
code.");






35 } else {
36 Tuple ret_3 = Tuple.mk_(true, "no debit card is currently inserted
into the machine.");
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42 //@ requires pre_OpenAccount(cards,id,St);
43 //@ ensures post_OpenAccount(cards,id,\old(St.copy()),St);
44
45 public static void OpenAccount(final VDMSet cards, final Number id) {
46
47 //@ assert (V2J.isSet(cards) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(
cards); Utils.is_(V2J.get(cards,i),atm.ATMtypes.Card.class)));
48
49 //@ assert (Utils.is_nat(id) && inv_ATM_AccountId(id));
50





56 MapUtil.map(new Maplet(id, new atm.ATMtypes.Account(cards, 0.0))
)));
57 }
58 //@ requires pre_AddCard(c,St);
59 //@ ensures post_AddCard(c,\old(St.copy()),St);
60
61 public static void AddCard(final atm.ATMtypes.Card c) {
62
63 //@ assert Utils.is_(c,atm.ATMtypes.Card.class);
64





69 //@ requires pre_RemoveCard(c,St);
70 //@ ensures post_RemoveCard(c,\old(St.copy()),St);
71
72 public static void RemoveCard(final atm.ATMtypes.Card c) {
73
74 //@ assert Utils.is_(c,atm.ATMtypes.Card.class);
75





80 //@ requires pre_InsertCard(c,St);
81 //@ ensures post_InsertCard(c,\result,\old(St.copy()),St);
82
83 public static Object InsertCard(final atm.ATMtypes.Card c) {
84
85 //@ assert Utils.is_(c,atm.ATMtypes.Card.class);
86
87 if (SetUtil.inSet(c, Utils.copy(St.get_validCards()))) {
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92 Object ret_4 = atm.quotes.AcceptQuote.getInstance();






97 } else if (!(Utils.equals(Utils.copy(St.get_currentCard()), null))) {
98 Object ret_5 = atm.quotes.BusyQuote.getInstance();






103 } else {
104 Object ret_6 = atm.quotes.RejectQuote.getInstance();








111 public static void Display(final String msg) {
112





118 public static void NotifyUser(final Object outcome) {
119




122 if (Utils.equals(outcome, atm.quotes.AcceptQuote.getInstance())) {
123 Display("Card accepted");
124 } else if (Utils.equals(outcome, atm.quotes.BusyQuote.getInstance())) {
125 Display("Another card has already been inserted");
126 } else {
127 if (Utils.equals(outcome, atm.quotes.RejectQuote.getInstance())) {
128 Display("Unknown card");
129 } else {




134 //@ requires pre_EnterPin(pin,St);
135
136 public static void EnterPin(final Number pin) {
137
138 //@ assert (Utils.is_nat(pin) && inv_ATM_Pin(pin));
139
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144 //@ requires pre_ReturnCard(St);
145 //@ ensures post_ReturnCard(\old(St.copy()),St);
146
147 public static void ReturnCard() {
148
149 atm.ATMtypes.Card atomicTmp_1 = null;
150 //@ assert ((atomicTmp_1 == null) || Utils.is_(atomicTmp_1,atm.ATMtypes.
Card.class));
151
152 Boolean atomicTmp_2 = false;
153 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(atomicTmp_2);
154
155 {
156 /* Start of atomic statement */
157 //@ set invChecksOn = false;
158








167 //@ set invChecksOn = true;
168
169 //@ assert St.valid();
170
171 } /* End of atomic statement */
172 }
173 //@ requires pre_Withdraw(id,amount,St);
174 //@ ensures post_Withdraw(id,amount,\result,\old(St.copy()),St);
175
176 public static Number Withdraw(final Number id, final Number amount) {
177
178 //@ assert (Utils.is_nat(id) && inv_ATM_AccountId(id));
179
180 //@ assert (Utils.is_nat1(amount) && inv_ATM_Amount(amount));
181
182 final Number newBalance =
183 ((atm.ATMtypes.Account) Utils.get(St.accounts, id)).get_balance().
doubleValue()
184 - amount.longValue();
185 //@ assert Utils.is_real(newBalance);
186
187 {
188 VDMMap stateDes_1 = St.get_accounts();
189
190 atm.ATMtypes.Account stateDes_2 = ((atm.ATMtypes.Account) Utils.get(
stateDes_1, id));
191
192 //@ assert stateDes_2 != null;
193
194 stateDes_2.set_balance(newBalance);





197 //@ assert Utils.is_(St,atm.ATMtypes.St.class);
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198
199 //@ assert St.valid();
200
201 Number ret_7 = newBalance;





207 //@ requires pre_Deposit(id,amount,St);
208 //@ ensures post_Deposit(id,amount,\result,\old(St.copy()),St);
209
210 public static Number Deposit(final Number id, final Number amount) {
211
212 //@ assert (Utils.is_nat(id) && inv_ATM_AccountId(id));
213
214 //@ assert (Utils.is_nat1(amount) && inv_ATM_Amount(amount));
215
216 final Number newBalance =
217 ((atm.ATMtypes.Account) Utils.get(St.accounts, id)).get_balance().
doubleValue()
218 + amount.longValue();
219 //@ assert Utils.is_real(newBalance);
220
221 {
222 VDMMap stateDes_3 = St.get_accounts();
223
224 atm.ATMtypes.Account stateDes_4 = ((atm.ATMtypes.Account) Utils.get(
stateDes_3, id));
225
226 //@ assert stateDes_4 != null;
227
228 stateDes_4.set_balance(newBalance);





231 //@ assert Utils.is_(St,atm.ATMtypes.St.class);
232
233 //@ assert St.valid();
234
235 Number ret_8 = newBalance;






242 public static void PrintAccount(final Number id) {
243
244 //@ assert (Utils.is_nat(id) && inv_ATM_AccountId(id));
245
246 final Number balance = ((atm.ATMtypes.Account) Utils.get(St.accounts, id
)).get_balance();
247 //@ assert Utils.is_real(balance);
248
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251
252 public static Number GetCurrentCardId() {
253
254 if (!(Utils.equals(Utils.copy(St.get_currentCard()), null))) {
255 Number ret_9 = St.get_currentCard().get_id();




260 } else {
261 Number ret_10 = null;






268 public static Number TestCurrentCardId() {
269
270 final Number id = GetCurrentCardId();
271 //@ assert ((id == null) || Utils.is_nat(id));
272
273 Number ret_11 = id;





279 public static Number TestStatus() {
280
281 final Number accId = 1L;
282 //@ assert Utils.is_nat1(accId);
283
284 final atm.ATMtypes.Card c1 = new atm.ATMtypes.Card(1L, 1234L);




289 OpenAccount(SetUtil.set(new atm.ATMtypes.Card(1L, 1234L)), accId);
290 {
291 final Tuple status = GetStatus();
292 //@ assert (V2J.isTup(status,2) && Utils.is_bool(V2J.field(status,0)
) && Utils.is_(V2J.field(status,1),String.class));
293
294 final Boolean awaitingCard = ((Boolean) status.get(0));
295 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(awaitingCard);
296
297 final String msg = SeqUtil.toStr(status.get(1));
298 //@ assert Utils.is_(msg,String.class);
299
300 {
301 IO.println("Message: " + msg);
302 Boolean andResult_8 = false;
303 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(andResult_8);
304
305 if (awaitingCard) {
306 if (Utils.equals(atm.quotes.AcceptQuote.getInstance(),
InsertCard(Utils.copy(c1)))) {
307 andResult_8 = true;
308 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(andResult_8);
52





313 if (andResult_8) {
314 NotifyUser(atm.quotes.AcceptQuote.getInstance());
315 EnterPin(1234L);





321 Number ret_12 = 0L;






328 public static Number TestWithdraw() {
329
330 final Number accId = 1L;
331 //@ assert Utils.is_nat1(accId);
332
333 final Number cardId = 1L;
334 //@ assert Utils.is_nat1(cardId);
335
336 final Number pin = 1234L;
337 //@ assert Utils.is_nat1(pin);
338
339 final atm.ATMtypes.Card c1 = new atm.ATMtypes.Card(cardId, pin);




344 OpenAccount(SetUtil.set(new atm.ATMtypes.Card(1L, 1234L)), accId);




348 final Number expense = 600L;
349 //@ assert Utils.is_nat1(expense);
350
351 final Number profit = 100L;
352 //@ assert Utils.is_nat1(profit);
353
354 {
355 final Number amount = expense.longValue() - profit.longValue();
356 //@ assert Utils.is_nat1(amount);
357









367 public static Number TestTotalBalance() {
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368
369 final atm.ATMtypes.Card card1 = new atm.ATMtypes.Card(1L, 1234L);
370 //@ assert Utils.is_(card1,atm.ATMtypes.Card.class);
371
372 final atm.ATMtypes.Card card2 = new atm.ATMtypes.Card(2L, 5678L);
373 //@ assert Utils.is_(card2,atm.ATMtypes.Card.class);
374
375 final atm.ATMtypes.Account ac1 =
376 new atm.ATMtypes.Account(SetUtil.set(Utils.copy(card1)), 1000L);
377 //@ assert Utils.is_(ac1,atm.ATMtypes.Account.class);
378
379 final atm.ATMtypes.Account ac2 = new atm.ATMtypes.Account(SetUtil.set(
Utils.copy(card2)), 500L);
380 //@ assert Utils.is_(ac2,atm.ATMtypes.Account.class);
381
382 return TotalBalance(SetUtil.set(Utils.copy(ac1), Utils.copy(ac2)));
383 }
384
385 public static void TestScenario() {
386
387 final Number accId1 = 1L;
388 //@ assert (Utils.is_nat(accId1) && inv_ATM_AccountId(accId1));
389
390 final Number pin1 = 1234L;
391 //@ assert Utils.is_nat1(pin1);
392
393 final atm.ATMtypes.Card card1 = new atm.ATMtypes.Card(1L, pin1);
394 //@ assert Utils.is_(card1,atm.ATMtypes.Card.class);
395
396 final Number pin2 = 2345L;
397 //@ assert Utils.is_nat1(pin2);
398
399 final atm.ATMtypes.Card card2 = new atm.ATMtypes.Card(2L, pin2);





405 OpenAccount(SetUtil.set(Utils.copy(card1), Utils.copy(card2)), accId1)
;
406 {
407 final Object ignorePattern_1 = InsertCard(Utils.copy(card2));










416 final Number ignorePattern_2 = Deposit(accId1, 200L);
417 //@ assert Utils.is_real(ignorePattern_2);
418











428 /*@ pure @*/
429
430 public static Number TotalBalance(final VDMSet acs) {
431
432 //@ assert (V2J.isSet(acs) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(acs
); Utils.is_(V2J.get(acs,i),atm.ATMtypes.Account.class)));
433
434 if (Utils.empty(acs)) {
435 Number ret_13 = 0L;




440 } else {
441 Number letBeStExp_1 = null;
442 atm.ATMtypes.Account a = null;
443
444 Boolean success_1 = false;
445 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(success_1);
446
447 VDMSet set_1 = Utils.copy(acs);
448 //@ assert (V2J.isSet(set_1) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size
(set_1); Utils.is_(V2J.get(set_1,i),atm.ATMtypes.Account.class)));
449
450 for (Iterator iterator_1 = set_1.iterator(); iterator_1.hasNext() &&
!(success_1); ) {
451 a = ((atm.ATMtypes.Account) iterator_1.next());
452 success_1 = true;
453 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(success_1);
454
455 }
456 if (!(success_1)) {






462 + TotalBalance(SetUtil.diff(Utils.copy(acs), SetUtil.set(Utils
.copy(a))))
463 .doubleValue();
464 //@ assert Utils.is_real(letBeStExp_1);
465
466 Number ret_14 = letBeStExp_1;





472 /*@ pure @*/
473
474 public static Number TotalBalanceMes(final VDMSet acs) {
475
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478 Number ret_15 = acs.size();




483 /*@ pure @*/
484
485 public static Boolean pre_OpenAccount(
486 final VDMSet cards, final Number id, final atm.ATMtypes.St St) {
487
488 //@ assert (V2J.isSet(cards) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(
cards); Utils.is_(V2J.get(cards,i),atm.ATMtypes.Card.class)));
489
490 //@ assert (Utils.is_nat(id) && inv_ATM_AccountId(id));
491
492 //@ assert Utils.is_(St,atm.ATMtypes.St.class);
493
494 Boolean ret_16 = !(SetUtil.inSet(id, MapUtil.dom(Utils.copy(St.
get_accounts()))));




499 /*@ pure @*/
500
501 public static Boolean post_OpenAccount(
502 final VDMSet cards, final Number id, final atm.ATMtypes.St _St, final
atm.ATMtypes.St St) {
503
504 //@ assert (V2J.isSet(cards) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(
cards); Utils.is_(V2J.get(cards,i),atm.ATMtypes.Card.class)));
505
506 //@ assert (Utils.is_nat(id) && inv_ATM_AccountId(id));
507
508 //@ assert Utils.is_(_St,atm.ATMtypes.St.class);
509
510 //@ assert Utils.is_(St,atm.ATMtypes.St.class);
511
512 Boolean andResult_1 = false;
513 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(andResult_1);
514
515 if (SetUtil.inSet(id, MapUtil.dom(Utils.copy(St.get_accounts())))) {
516 if (Utils.equals(((atm.ATMtypes.Account) Utils.get(St.accounts, id)).
get_balance(), 0L)) {
517 andResult_1 = true;





523 Boolean ret_17 = andResult_1;




528 /*@ pure @*/
529
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532 //@ assert Utils.is_(c,atm.ATMtypes.Card.class);
533
534 //@ assert Utils.is_(St,atm.ATMtypes.St.class);
535
536 Boolean ret_18 = !(SetUtil.inSet(c, Utils.copy(St.get_validCards())));




541 /*@ pure @*/
542
543 public static Boolean post_AddCard(
544 final atm.ATMtypes.Card c, final atm.ATMtypes.St _St, final atm.
ATMtypes.St St) {
545
546 //@ assert Utils.is_(c,atm.ATMtypes.Card.class);
547
548 //@ assert Utils.is_(_St,atm.ATMtypes.St.class);
549
550 //@ assert Utils.is_(St,atm.ATMtypes.St.class);
551
552 Boolean ret_19 = SetUtil.inSet(c, Utils.copy(St.get_validCards()));




557 /*@ pure @*/
558
559 public static Boolean pre_RemoveCard(final atm.ATMtypes.Card c, final atm.
ATMtypes.St St) {
560
561 //@ assert Utils.is_(c,atm.ATMtypes.Card.class);
562
563 //@ assert Utils.is_(St,atm.ATMtypes.St.class);
564
565 Boolean ret_20 = SetUtil.inSet(c, Utils.copy(St.get_validCards()));




570 /*@ pure @*/
571
572 public static Boolean post_RemoveCard(
573 final atm.ATMtypes.Card c, final atm.ATMtypes.St _St, final atm.
ATMtypes.St St) {
574
575 //@ assert Utils.is_(c,atm.ATMtypes.Card.class);
576
577 //@ assert Utils.is_(_St,atm.ATMtypes.St.class);
578
579 //@ assert Utils.is_(St,atm.ATMtypes.St.class);
580
581 Boolean ret_21 = !(SetUtil.inSet(c, Utils.copy(St.get_validCards())));




586 /*@ pure @*/
587
588 public static Boolean pre_InsertCard(final atm.ATMtypes.Card c, final atm.
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ATMtypes.St St) {
589
590 //@ assert Utils.is_(c,atm.ATMtypes.Card.class);
591
592 //@ assert Utils.is_(St,atm.ATMtypes.St.class);
593
594 Boolean ret_22 = Utils.equals(Utils.copy(St.get_currentCard()), null);




599 /*@ pure @*/
600
601 public static Boolean post_InsertCard(
602 final atm.ATMtypes.Card c,
603 final Object RESULT,
604 final atm.ATMtypes.St _St,
605 final atm.ATMtypes.St St) {
606
607 //@ assert Utils.is_(c,atm.ATMtypes.Card.class);
608




611 //@ assert Utils.is_(_St,atm.ATMtypes.St.class);
612
613 //@ assert Utils.is_(St,atm.ATMtypes.St.class);
614
615 if (Utils.equals(RESULT, atm.quotes.AcceptQuote.getInstance())) {
616 Boolean ret_23 = Utils.equals(Utils.copy(St.get_currentCard()), c);




621 } else {
622 if (Utils.equals(RESULT, atm.quotes.BusyQuote.getInstance())) {
623 Boolean ret_24 =
624 Utils.equals(Utils.copy(St.get_currentCard()), Utils.copy(_St.
get_currentCard()));




629 } else {
630 Boolean ret_25 = Utils.equals(Utils.copy(St.get_currentCard()), null
);






637 /*@ pure @*/
638
639 public static Boolean pre_EnterPin(final Number pin, final atm.ATMtypes.St
St) {
640
641 //@ assert (Utils.is_nat(pin) && inv_ATM_Pin(pin));
642
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643 //@ assert Utils.is_(St,atm.ATMtypes.St.class);
644
645 Boolean ret_26 = !(Utils.equals(Utils.copy(St.get_currentCard()), null))
;




650 /*@ pure @*/
651
652 public static Boolean pre_ReturnCard(final atm.ATMtypes.St St) {
653
654 //@ assert Utils.is_(St,atm.ATMtypes.St.class);
655
656 Boolean ret_27 = !(Utils.equals(Utils.copy(St.get_currentCard()), null))
;




661 /*@ pure @*/
662
663 public static Boolean post_ReturnCard(final atm.ATMtypes.St _St, final atm
.ATMtypes.St St) {
664
665 //@ assert Utils.is_(_St,atm.ATMtypes.St.class);
666
667 //@ assert Utils.is_(St,atm.ATMtypes.St.class);
668
669 Boolean andResult_2 = false;
670 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(andResult_2);
671
672 if (Utils.equals(Utils.copy(St.get_currentCard()), null)) {
673 if (!(St.get_pinOk())) {
674 andResult_2 = true;





680 Boolean ret_28 = andResult_2;




685 /*@ pure @*/
686
687 public static Boolean pre_Withdraw(
688 final Number id, final Number amount, final atm.ATMtypes.St St) {
689
690 //@ assert (Utils.is_nat(id) && inv_ATM_AccountId(id));
691
692 //@ assert (Utils.is_nat1(amount) && inv_ATM_Amount(amount));
693
694 //@ assert Utils.is_(St,atm.ATMtypes.St.class);
695
696 Boolean andResult_3 = false;
697 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(andResult_3);
698
699 if (SetUtil.inSet(Utils.copy(St.get_currentCard()), Utils.copy(St.
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get_validCards()))) {
700 Boolean andResult_4 = false;
701 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(andResult_4);
702
703 if (St.get_pinOk()) {
704 Boolean andResult_5 = false;




709 Utils.copy(((atm.ATMtypes.Account) Utils.get(St.accounts, id)).
get_cards()))) {
710 if (SetUtil.inSet(id, MapUtil.dom(Utils.copy(St.get_accounts()))))
{
711 andResult_5 = true;





717 if (andResult_5) {
718 andResult_4 = true;





724 if (andResult_4) {
725 andResult_3 = true;





731 Boolean ret_29 = andResult_3;




736 /*@ pure @*/
737
738 public static Boolean post_Withdraw(
739 final Number id,
740 final Number amount,
741 final Number RESULT,
742 final atm.ATMtypes.St _St,
743 final atm.ATMtypes.St St) {
744
745 //@ assert (Utils.is_nat(id) && inv_ATM_AccountId(id));
746
747 //@ assert (Utils.is_nat1(amount) && inv_ATM_Amount(amount));
748
749 //@ assert Utils.is_real(RESULT);
750
751 //@ assert Utils.is_(_St,atm.ATMtypes.St.class);
752
753 //@ assert Utils.is_(St,atm.ATMtypes.St.class);
754
755 final atm.ATMtypes.Account accountPre =
756 Utils.copy(((atm.ATMtypes.Account) Utils.get(_St.accounts, id)));
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757 //@ assert Utils.is_(accountPre,atm.ATMtypes.Account.class);
758
759 final atm.ATMtypes.Account accountPost =
760 Utils.copy(((atm.ATMtypes.Account) Utils.get(St.accounts, id)));
761 //@ assert Utils.is_(accountPost,atm.ATMtypes.Account.class);
762
763 Boolean andResult_6 = false;
764 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(andResult_6);
765
766 if (Utils.equals(
767 accountPre.get_balance(), accountPost.get_balance().doubleValue() +
amount.longValue())) {
768 if (Utils.equals(accountPost.get_balance(), RESULT)) {
769 andResult_6 = true;





775 Boolean ret_30 = andResult_6;




780 /*@ pure @*/
781
782 public static Boolean pre_Deposit(
783 final Number id, final Number amount, final atm.ATMtypes.St St) {
784
785 //@ assert (Utils.is_nat(id) && inv_ATM_AccountId(id));
786
787 //@ assert (Utils.is_nat1(amount) && inv_ATM_Amount(amount));
788
789 //@ assert Utils.is_(St,atm.ATMtypes.St.class);
790
791 Boolean ret_31 = pre_Withdraw(id, amount, Utils.copy(St));




796 /*@ pure @*/
797
798 public static Boolean post_Deposit(
799 final Number id,
800 final Number amount,
801 final Number RESULT,
802 final atm.ATMtypes.St _St,
803 final atm.ATMtypes.St St) {
804
805 //@ assert (Utils.is_nat(id) && inv_ATM_AccountId(id));
806
807 //@ assert (Utils.is_nat1(amount) && inv_ATM_Amount(amount));
808
809 //@ assert Utils.is_real(RESULT);
810
811 //@ assert Utils.is_(_St,atm.ATMtypes.St.class);
812
813 //@ assert Utils.is_(St,atm.ATMtypes.St.class);
814
815 final atm.ATMtypes.Account accountPre =
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816 Utils.copy(((atm.ATMtypes.Account) Utils.get(_St.accounts, id)));
817 //@ assert Utils.is_(accountPre,atm.ATMtypes.Account.class);
818
819 final atm.ATMtypes.Account accountPost =
820 Utils.copy(((atm.ATMtypes.Account) Utils.get(St.accounts, id)));
821 //@ assert Utils.is_(accountPost,atm.ATMtypes.Account.class);
822
823 Boolean andResult_7 = false;
824 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(andResult_7);
825
826 if (Utils.equals(
827 accountPre.get_balance().doubleValue() + amount.longValue(),
accountPost.get_balance())) {
828 if (Utils.equals(accountPost.get_balance(), RESULT)) {
829 andResult_7 = true;





835 Boolean ret_32 = andResult_7;





841 public String toString() {
842
843 return "ATM{" + "St := " + Utils.toString(St) + "}";
844 }
845
846 /*@ pure @*/
847 /*@ helper @*/
848
849 public static Boolean inv_ATM_Pin(final Object check_p) {
850
851 Number p = ((Number) check_p);
852
853 Boolean andResult_9 = false;
854
855 if (0L <= p.longValue()) {
856 if (p.longValue() <= 9999L) {







864 /*@ pure @*/
865 /*@ helper @*/
866
867 public static Boolean inv_ATM_AccountId(final Object check_id) {
868
869 Number id = ((Number) check_id);
870
871 return id.longValue() > 0L;
872 }
873
874 /*@ pure @*/
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875 /*@ helper @*/
876
877 public static Boolean inv_ATM_Amount(final Object check_a) {
878
879 Number a = ((Number) check_a);
880












10 final public class St implements Record, java.io.Serializable {
11 public VDMSet validCards;
12 public atm.ATMtypes.Card currentCard;
13 public Boolean pinOk;
14 public VDMMap accounts;




18 final VDMSet _validCards,
19 final atm.ATMtypes.Card _currentCard,
20 final Boolean _pinOk,
21 final VDMMap _accounts) {
22




25 //@ assert ((_currentCard == null) || Utils.is_(_currentCard,atm.
ATMtypes.Card.class));
26
27 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(_pinOk);
28





31 validCards = _validCards != null ? Utils.copy(_validCards) : null;




34 currentCard = _currentCard != null ? Utils.copy(_currentCard) : null;
35 //@ assert ((currentCard == null) || Utils.is_(currentCard,atm.ATMtypes.
Card.class));
36
37 pinOk = _pinOk;
38 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(pinOk);
39
40 accounts = _accounts != null ? Utils.copy(_accounts) : null;
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44 /*@ pure @*/
45
46 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
47




52 atm.ATMtypes.St other = ((atm.ATMtypes.St) obj);
53
54 return (Utils.equals(validCards, other.validCards))
55 && (Utils.equals(currentCard, other.currentCard))
56 && (Utils.equals(pinOk, other.pinOk))
57 && (Utils.equals(accounts, other.accounts));
58 }
59 /*@ pure @*/
60
61 public int hashCode() {
62
63 return Utils.hashCode(validCards, currentCard, pinOk, accounts);
64 }
65 /*@ pure @*/
66
67 public atm.ATMtypes.St copy() {
68
69 return new atm.ATMtypes.St(validCards, currentCard, pinOk, accounts);
70 }
71 /*@ pure @*/
72
73 public String toString() {
74
75 return "mk_ATM‘St" + Utils.formatFields(validCards, currentCard, pinOk,
accounts);
76 }
77 /*@ pure @*/
78
79 public VDMSet get_validCards() {
80
81 VDMSet ret_37 = validCards;
82 //@ assert atm.ATM.invChecksOn ==> ((V2J.isSet(ret_37) && (\forall int i






87 public void set_validCards(final VDMSet _validCards) {
88
89 //@ assert atm.ATM.invChecksOn ==> ((V2J.isSet(_validCards) && (\forall
int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(_validCards); Utils.is_(V2J.get(
_validCards,i),atm.ATMtypes.Card.class))));
90
91 validCards = _validCards;
92 //@ assert atm.ATM.invChecksOn ==> ((V2J.isSet(validCards) && (\forall
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95 /*@ pure @*/
96
97 public atm.ATMtypes.Card get_currentCard() {
98
99 atm.ATMtypes.Card ret_38 = currentCard;






105 public void set_currentCard(final atm.ATMtypes.Card _currentCard) {
106
107 //@ assert atm.ATM.invChecksOn ==> (((_currentCard == null) || Utils.is_
(_currentCard,atm.ATMtypes.Card.class)));
108
109 currentCard = _currentCard;




113 /*@ pure @*/
114
115 public Boolean get_pinOk() {
116
117 Boolean ret_39 = pinOk;





123 public void set_pinOk(final Boolean _pinOk) {
124
125 //@ assert atm.ATM.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_bool(_pinOk));
126
127 pinOk = _pinOk;
128 //@ assert atm.ATM.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_bool(pinOk));
129
130 }
131 /*@ pure @*/
132
133 public VDMMap get_accounts() {
134
135 VDMMap ret_40 = accounts;
136 //@ assert atm.ATM.invChecksOn ==> ((V2J.isMap(ret_40) && (\forall int i
; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(ret_40); (Utils.is_nat(V2J.getDom(ret_40,i)






141 public void set_accounts(final VDMMap _accounts) {
142
143 //@ assert atm.ATM.invChecksOn ==> ((V2J.isMap(_accounts) && (\forall
int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(_accounts); (Utils.is_nat(V2J.getDom(
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_accounts,i)) && inv_ATM_AccountId(V2J.getDom(_accounts,i))) &&
Utils.is_(V2J.getRng(_accounts,i),atm.ATMtypes.Account.class))));
144
145 accounts = _accounts;
146 //@ assert atm.ATM.invChecksOn ==> ((V2J.isMap(accounts) && (\forall int
i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(accounts); (Utils.is_nat(V2J.getDom(




149 /*@ pure @*/
150




155 /*@ pure @*/
156 /*@ helper @*/
157
158 public static Boolean inv_St(
159 final VDMSet _validCards,
160 final atm.ATMtypes.Card _currentCard,
161 final Boolean _pinOk,
162 final VDMMap _accounts) {
163
164 Boolean success_2 = true;
165 VDMSet v = null;
166 atm.ATMtypes.Card c = null;
167 Boolean p = null;
168 VDMMap a = null;
169 v = _validCards;
170 c = _currentCard;
171 p = _pinOk;
172 a = _accounts;
173
174 if (!(success_2)) {
175 throw new RuntimeException("Record pattern match failed");
176 }
177
178 Boolean andResult_10 = false;
179
180 Boolean orResult_1 = false;
181
182 Boolean orResult_2 = false;
183
184 if (p) {
185 orResult_2 = true;
186 } else {
187 orResult_2 = !(Utils.equals(c, null));
188 }
189
190 if (!(orResult_2)) {
191 orResult_1 = true;
192 } else {
193 orResult_1 = SetUtil.inSet(c, v);
194 }
195
196 if (orResult_1) {
197 Boolean forAllExpResult_1 = true;
198 VDMSet set_2 = MapUtil.dom(a);
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199 for (Iterator iterator_2 = set_2.iterator(); iterator_2.hasNext() &&
forAllExpResult_1; ) {
200 Number id1 = ((Number) iterator_2.next());
201 for (Iterator iterator_3 = set_2.iterator(); iterator_3.hasNext() &&
forAllExpResult_1; ) {
202 Number id2 = ((Number) iterator_3.next());
203 Boolean orResult_3 = false;
204
205 if (!(!(Utils.equals(id1, id2)))) {
206 orResult_3 = true;




211 Utils.copy(((atm.ATMtypes.Account) Utils.get(a, id1)
).cards),




215 forAllExpResult_1 = orResult_3;
216 }
217 }
218 if (forAllExpResult_1) {







226 /*@ pure @*/
227 /*@ helper @*/
228
229 public static Boolean inv_ATM_Pin(final Object check_p) {
230
231 Number p = ((Number) check_p);
232
233 Boolean andResult_9 = false;
234
235 if (0L <= p.longValue()) {
236 if (p.longValue() <= 9999L) {







244 /*@ pure @*/
245 /*@ helper @*/
246
247 public static Boolean inv_ATM_AccountId(final Object check_id) {
248
249 Number id = ((Number) check_id);
250
251 return id.longValue() > 0L;
252 }
253
254 /*@ pure @*/
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255 /*@ helper @*/
256
257 public static Boolean inv_ATM_Amount(final Object check_a) {
258
259 Number a = ((Number) check_a);
260












10 final public class Account implements Record, java.io.Serializable {
11 public VDMSet cards;
12 public Number balance;
13 //@ public instance invariant atm.ATM.invChecksOn ==> inv_Account(cards,
balance);
14
15 public Account(final VDMSet _cards, final Number _balance) {
16
17 //@ assert (V2J.isSet(_cards) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(
_cards); Utils.is_(V2J.get(_cards,i),atm.ATMtypes.Card.class)));
18
19 //@ assert Utils.is_real(_balance);
20
21 cards = _cards != null ? Utils.copy(_cards) : null;
22 //@ assert (V2J.isSet(cards) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(
cards); Utils.is_(V2J.get(cards,i),atm.ATMtypes.Card.class)));
23
24 balance = _balance;
25 //@ assert Utils.is_real(balance);
26
27 }
28 /*@ pure @*/
29
30 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
31




36 atm.ATMtypes.Account other = ((atm.ATMtypes.Account) obj);
37
38 return (Utils.equals(cards, other.cards)) && (Utils.equals(balance,
other.balance));
39 }
40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public int hashCode() {
43
44 return Utils.hashCode(cards, balance);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
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47
48 public atm.ATMtypes.Account copy() {
49
50 return new atm.ATMtypes.Account(cards, balance);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public String toString() {
55
56 return "mk_ATM‘Account" + Utils.formatFields(cards, balance);
57 }
58 /*@ pure @*/
59
60 public VDMSet get_cards() {
61
62 VDMSet ret_35 = cards;
63 //@ assert atm.ATM.invChecksOn ==> ((V2J.isSet(ret_35) && (\forall int i






68 public void set_cards(final VDMSet _cards) {
69
70 //@ assert atm.ATM.invChecksOn ==> ((V2J.isSet(_cards) && (\forall int i
; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(_cards); Utils.is_(V2J.get(_cards,i),atm.
ATMtypes.Card.class))));
71
72 cards = _cards;
73 //@ assert atm.ATM.invChecksOn ==> ((V2J.isSet(cards) && (\forall int i;




76 /*@ pure @*/
77
78 public Number get_balance() {
79
80 Number ret_36 = balance;





86 public void set_balance(final Number _balance) {
87
88 //@ assert atm.ATM.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_real(_balance));
89
90 balance = _balance;
91 //@ assert atm.ATM.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_real(balance));
92
93 }
94 /*@ pure @*/
95




100 /*@ pure @*/
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101 /*@ helper @*/
102
103 public static Boolean inv_Account(final VDMSet _cards, final Number
_balance) {
104
105 return _balance.doubleValue() >= -1000L;
106 }
107
108 /*@ pure @*/
109 /*@ helper @*/
110
111 public static Boolean inv_ATM_Pin(final Object check_p) {
112
113 Number p = ((Number) check_p);
114
115 Boolean andResult_9 = false;
116
117 if (0L <= p.longValue()) {
118 if (p.longValue() <= 9999L) {







126 /*@ pure @*/
127 /*@ helper @*/
128
129 public static Boolean inv_ATM_AccountId(final Object check_id) {
130
131 Number id = ((Number) check_id);
132
133 return id.longValue() > 0L;
134 }
135
136 /*@ pure @*/
137 /*@ helper @*/
138
139 public static Boolean inv_ATM_Amount(final Object check_a) {
140
141 Number a = ((Number) check_a);
142












10 final public class Card implements Record, java.io.Serializable {
11 public Number id;
12 public Number pin;
13
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14 public Card(final Number _id, final Number _pin) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(_id);
17
18 //@ assert (Utils.is_nat(_pin) && inv_ATM_Pin(_pin));
19
20 id = _id;
21 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(id);
22
23 pin = _pin;
24 //@ assert (Utils.is_nat(pin) && inv_ATM_Pin(pin));
25
26 }
27 /*@ pure @*/
28
29 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
30




35 atm.ATMtypes.Card other = ((atm.ATMtypes.Card) obj);
36
37 return (Utils.equals(id, other.id)) && (Utils.equals(pin, other.pin));
38 }
39 /*@ pure @*/
40
41 public int hashCode() {
42
43 return Utils.hashCode(id, pin);
44 }
45 /*@ pure @*/
46
47 public atm.ATMtypes.Card copy() {
48
49 return new atm.ATMtypes.Card(id, pin);
50 }
51 /*@ pure @*/
52
53 public String toString() {
54
55 return "mk_ATM‘Card" + Utils.formatFields(id, pin);
56 }
57 /*@ pure @*/
58
59 public Number get_id() {
60
61 Number ret_33 = id;





67 public void set_id(final Number _id) {
68
69 //@ assert atm.ATM.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_nat(_id));
70
71 id = _id;
72 //@ assert atm.ATM.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_nat(id));
73
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74 }
75 /*@ pure @*/
76
77 public Number get_pin() {
78
79 Number ret_34 = pin;






85 public void set_pin(final Number _pin) {
86
87 //@ assert atm.ATM.invChecksOn ==> ((Utils.is_nat(_pin) && inv_ATM_Pin(
_pin)));
88
89 pin = _pin;




93 /*@ pure @*/
94





100 /*@ pure @*/
101 /*@ helper @*/
102
103 public static Boolean inv_ATM_Pin(final Object check_p) {
104
105 Number p = ((Number) check_p);
106
107 Boolean andResult_9 = false;
108
109 if (0L <= p.longValue()) {
110 if (p.longValue() <= 9999L) {







118 /*@ pure @*/
119 /*@ helper @*/
120
121 public static Boolean inv_ATM_AccountId(final Object check_id) {
122
123 Number id = ((Number) check_id);
124
125 return id.longValue() > 0L;
126 }
127
128 /*@ pure @*/
129 /*@ helper @*/
130
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131 public static Boolean inv_ATM_Amount(final Object check_a) {
132
133 Number a = ((Number) check_a);
134











9 final public class startQuote implements java.io.Serializable {
10 private static int hc = 0;
11 private static startQuote instance = null;
12
13 public startQuote() {
14
15 if (Utils.equals(hc, 0)) {




20 public static startQuote getInstance() {
21
22 if (Utils.equals(instance, null)) {











34 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
35
36 return obj instanceof startQuote;
37 }
38
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8
9 final public class RejectQuote implements java.io.Serializable {
10 private static int hc = 0;
11 private static RejectQuote instance = null;
12
13 public RejectQuote() {
14
15 if (Utils.equals(hc, 0)) {




20 public static RejectQuote getInstance() {
21
22 if (Utils.equals(instance, null)) {











34 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
35
36 return obj instanceof RejectQuote;
37 }
38













9 final public class AcceptQuote implements java.io.Serializable {
10 private static int hc = 0;
11 private static AcceptQuote instance = null;
12
13 public AcceptQuote() {
14
15 if (Utils.equals(hc, 0)) {




20 public static AcceptQuote getInstance() {
21
22 if (Utils.equals(instance, null)) {
23 instance = new AcceptQuote();
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34 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
35
36 return obj instanceof AcceptQuote;
37 }
38













9 final public class appendQuote implements java.io.Serializable {
10 private static int hc = 0;
11 private static appendQuote instance = null;
12
13 public appendQuote() {
14
15 if (Utils.equals(hc, 0)) {




20 public static appendQuote getInstance() {
21
22 if (Utils.equals(instance, null)) {











34 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
35
36 return obj instanceof appendQuote;
37 }
38
39 public String toString() {
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9 final public class BusyQuote implements java.io.Serializable {
10 private static int hc = 0;
11 private static BusyQuote instance = null;
12
13 public BusyQuote() {
14
15 if (Utils.equals(hc, 0)) {




20 public static BusyQuote getInstance() {
21
22 if (Utils.equals(instance, null)) {











34 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
35
36 return obj instanceof BusyQuote;
37 }
38







Validation of the translation rules
Since the translation is not formally defined all the translation rules have been validated by run-
ning examples, or regression tests, through the tool (see section 2.8 for details). This appendix
contains all the regression tests that are used to test the translation rules. For each test, the input
model, the corresponding Java/JML and the OpenJML runtime assertion checker output is shown,
respectively. Alternatively, all the examples, including the generated output, can be downloaded
via [2].
C.1 Map.vdmsl









9 Run : () ==> ?
10 Run () ==
11 (
12 IO‘println("Before legal use");
13 let - : inmap nat to nat = {x |-> x | x in set {1,2,3} & x > 0} in skip;
14 let - : inmap nat to nat = {x |-> x | x in set {1,2,3}} in skip;
15 IO‘println("After legal use");
16 IO‘println("Before violations");
17 let - : inmap nat to nat = {x |-> 2 | x in set {1,2,3} & x > 1} in skip;
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10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 IO.println("Before legal use");
18 VDMMap mapCompResult_1 = MapUtil.map();




21 VDMSet set_1 = SetUtil.set(1L, 2L, 3L);
22 //@ assert (V2J.isSet(set_1) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(
set_1); Utils.is_nat1(V2J.get(set_1,i))));
23
24 for (Iterator iterator_1 = set_1.iterator(); iterator_1.hasNext(); ) {
25 Number x = ((Number) iterator_1.next());
26 //@ assert Utils.is_nat1(x);
27
28 if (x.longValue() > 0L) {




33 final VDMMap ignorePattern_1 = Utils.copy(mapCompResult_1);
34 //@ assert (V2J.isInjMap(ignorePattern_1) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i &&




36 /* skip */
37 }
38
39 VDMMap mapCompResult_2 = MapUtil.map();




42 VDMSet set_2 = SetUtil.set(1L, 2L, 3L);
43 //@ assert (V2J.isSet(set_2) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(
set_2); Utils.is_nat1(V2J.get(set_2,i))));
44
45 for (Iterator iterator_2 = set_2.iterator(); iterator_2.hasNext(); ) {
46 Number x = ((Number) iterator_2.next());
47 //@ assert Utils.is_nat1(x);
48
49 MapUtil.mapAdd(mapCompResult_2, new Maplet(x, x));
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50 }
51 {
52 final VDMMap ignorePattern_2 = Utils.copy(mapCompResult_2);
53 //@ assert (V2J.isInjMap(ignorePattern_2) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i &&




55 /* skip */
56 }
57
58 IO.println("After legal use");
59 IO.println("Before violations");
60 VDMMap mapCompResult_3 = MapUtil.map();




63 VDMSet set_3 = SetUtil.set(1L, 2L, 3L);
64 //@ assert (V2J.isSet(set_3) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(
set_3); Utils.is_nat1(V2J.get(set_3,i))));
65
66 for (Iterator iterator_3 = set_3.iterator(); iterator_3.hasNext(); ) {
67 Number x = ((Number) iterator_3.next());
68 //@ assert Utils.is_nat1(x);
69
70 if (x.longValue() > 1L) {




75 final VDMMap ignorePattern_3 = Utils.copy(mapCompResult_3);
76 //@ assert (V2J.isInjMap(ignorePattern_3) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i &&




78 /* skip */
79 }
80
81 VDMMap mapCompResult_4 = MapUtil.map();




84 VDMSet set_4 = SetUtil.set(1L, 2L, 3L);
85 //@ assert (V2J.isSet(set_4) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(
set_4); Utils.is_nat1(V2J.get(set_4,i))));
86
87 for (Iterator iterator_4 = set_4.iterator(); iterator_4.hasNext(); ) {
88 Number x = ((Number) iterator_4.next());
89 //@ assert Utils.is_nat1(x);
90
91 MapUtil.mapAdd(mapCompResult_4, new Maplet(x, 2L));
92 }
93 {
94 final VDMMap ignorePattern_4 = Utils.copy(mapCompResult_4);
95 //@ assert (V2J.isInjMap(ignorePattern_4) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i &&
i < V2J.size(ignorePattern_4); Utils.is_nat(V2J.getDom(
ignorePattern_4,i)) && Utils.is_nat(V2J.getRng(ignorePattern_4,i))
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));
96
















Entry.java:76: JML assertion is false




Entry.java:95: JML assertion is false















9 Run : () ==> ?
10 Run () ==
11 (
12 IO‘println("Before legal use");
13 let - : seq1 of nat = [x | x in set {1,2,3} & x > 0] in skip;
14 let - : seq1 of nat = [x | x in set {1,2,3}] in skip;
15 IO‘println("After legal use");
16 IO‘println("Before violations");
17 let - : seq1 of nat = [x | x in set {1,2,3} & x > 4] in skip;
18 let - : seq1 of nat = [x | x in set xs()] in skip;
19 IO‘println("After violations");
80






25 xs : () -> set of nat














10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 IO.println("Before legal use");
18 VDMSeq seqCompResult_1 = SeqUtil.seq();




21 VDMSet set_1 = SetUtil.set(1L, 2L, 3L);
22 //@ assert (V2J.isSet(set_1) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(
set_1); Utils.is_nat1(V2J.get(set_1,i))));
23
24 for (Iterator iterator_1 = set_1.iterator(); iterator_1.hasNext(); ) {
25 Number x = ((Number) iterator_1.next());
26 //@ assert Utils.is_nat1(x);
27





33 final VDMSeq ignorePattern_1 = Utils.copy(seqCompResult_1);




36 /* skip */
37 }
38
39 VDMSeq seqCompResult_2 = SeqUtil.seq();
40 //@ assert (V2J.isSeq(seqCompResult_2) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i <
V2J.size(seqCompResult_2); Utils.is_nat1(V2J.get(seqCompResult_2,i))
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));
41
42 VDMSet set_2 = SetUtil.set(1L, 2L, 3L);
43 //@ assert (V2J.isSet(set_2) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(
set_2); Utils.is_nat1(V2J.get(set_2,i))));
44
45 for (Iterator iterator_2 = set_2.iterator(); iterator_2.hasNext(); ) {
46 Number x = ((Number) iterator_2.next());





52 final VDMSeq ignorePattern_2 = Utils.copy(seqCompResult_2);




55 /* skip */
56 }
57
58 IO.println("After legal use");
59 IO.println("Before violations");
60 VDMSeq seqCompResult_3 = SeqUtil.seq();




63 VDMSet set_3 = SetUtil.set(1L, 2L, 3L);
64 //@ assert (V2J.isSet(set_3) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(
set_3); Utils.is_nat1(V2J.get(set_3,i))));
65
66 for (Iterator iterator_3 = set_3.iterator(); iterator_3.hasNext(); ) {
67 Number x = ((Number) iterator_3.next());
68 //@ assert Utils.is_nat1(x);
69





75 final VDMSeq ignorePattern_3 = Utils.copy(seqCompResult_3);




78 /* skip */
79 }
80
81 VDMSeq seqCompResult_4 = SeqUtil.seq();




84 VDMSet set_4 = xs();
85 //@ assert (V2J.isSet(set_4) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(
set_4); Utils.is_nat(V2J.get(set_4,i))));
86
87 for (Iterator iterator_4 = set_4.iterator(); iterator_4.hasNext(); ) {
88 Number x = ((Number) iterator_4.next());
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94 final VDMSeq ignorePattern_4 = Utils.copy(seqCompResult_4);










103 /*@ pure @*/
104
105 public static VDMSet xs() {
106
107 VDMSet ret_1 = SetUtil.set();















Entry.java:76: JML assertion is false




Entry.java:95: JML assertion is false






C.3.1 The VDM-SL model
1 module Entry
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2
3 exports all





9 Run : () ==> ?
10 Run () ==
11 (
12 IO‘println("Before legal use");
13 let - : set of nat1 = {x| x in set {1,2,3} & x > 0} in skip;
14 let - : set of nat1 = {x| x in set {1,2,3}} in skip;
15 IO‘println("After legal use");
16 IO‘println("Before violations");
17 let - : set of nat1 = {x| x in set {0,1,2} & x > -1} in skip;

















10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 IO.println("Before legal use");
18 VDMSet setCompResult_1 = SetUtil.set();




21 VDMSet set_1 = SetUtil.set(1L, 2L, 3L);
22 //@ assert (V2J.isSet(set_1) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(
set_1); Utils.is_nat1(V2J.get(set_1,i))));
23
24 for (Iterator iterator_1 = set_1.iterator(); iterator_1.hasNext(); ) {
25 Number x = ((Number) iterator_1.next());
26 //@ assert Utils.is_nat1(x);
27
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31 }
32 {
33 final VDMSet ignorePattern_1 = Utils.copy(setCompResult_1);




36 /* skip */
37 }
38
39 VDMSet setCompResult_2 = SetUtil.set();




42 VDMSet set_2 = SetUtil.set(1L, 2L, 3L);
43 //@ assert (V2J.isSet(set_2) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(
set_2); Utils.is_nat1(V2J.get(set_2,i))));
44
45 for (Iterator iterator_2 = set_2.iterator(); iterator_2.hasNext(); ) {
46 Number x = ((Number) iterator_2.next());





52 final VDMSet ignorePattern_2 = Utils.copy(setCompResult_2);




55 /* skip */
56 }
57
58 IO.println("After legal use");
59 IO.println("Before violations");
60 VDMSet setCompResult_3 = SetUtil.set();




63 VDMSet set_3 = SetUtil.set(0L, 1L, 2L);
64 //@ assert (V2J.isSet(set_3) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(
set_3); Utils.is_nat(V2J.get(set_3,i))));
65
66 for (Iterator iterator_3 = set_3.iterator(); iterator_3.hasNext(); ) {
67 Number x = ((Number) iterator_3.next());
68 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(x);
69





75 final VDMSet ignorePattern_3 = Utils.copy(setCompResult_3);




78 /* skip */
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79 }
80
81 VDMSet setCompResult_4 = SetUtil.set();




84 VDMSet set_4 = SetUtil.set(0L, 1L, 2L);
85 //@ assert (V2J.isSet(set_4) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(
set_4); Utils.is_nat(V2J.get(set_4,i))));
86
87 for (Iterator iterator_4 = set_4.iterator(); iterator_4.hasNext(); ) {
88 Number x = ((Number) iterator_4.next());





94 final VDMSet ignorePattern_4 = Utils.copy(setCompResult_4);




















Entry.java:76: JML assertion is false




Entry.java:95: JML assertion is false
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C.4 AtomicStateInvViolation.vdmsl
C.4.1 The VDM-SL model
1 module Entry
2
3 imports from IO all
4 definitions
5
6 state St of
7 x : nat
8 init s == s = mk_St(1)





14 Run : () ==> ?
15 Run () ==
16 (
17 IO‘println("Before first atomic (expecting violation after atomic)");
18 atomic
19 (
20 x := 2;
21 );
22 IO‘println("After first atomic (expected violation before this print
statement)");
23 IO‘println("Before second atomic");
24 atomic
25 (
26 x := 1;
27 );
















10 final public class St implements Record {
11 public Number x;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_St(x);
13
14 public St(final Number _x) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(_x);
17
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18 x = _x;
19 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(x);
20
21 }
22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25




30 project.Entrytypes.St other = ((project.Entrytypes.St) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(x, other.x);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35




40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.St copy() {
43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.St(x);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘St" + Utils.formatFields(x);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public Number get_x() {
55
56 Number ret_1 = x;





62 public void set_x(final Number _x) {
63
64 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_nat(_x));
65
66 x = _x;
67 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_nat(x));
68
69 }
70 /*@ pure @*/
71




76 /*@ pure @*/
77 /*@ helper @*/
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78
79 public static Boolean inv_St(final Number _x) {
80
81 return Utils.equals(_x, 1L);
82 }
83 }










10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ spec_public @*/
12
13 private static project.Entrytypes.St St = new project.Entrytypes.St(1L);
14 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
15
16 private Entry() {}
17
18 public static Object Run() {
19
20 IO.println("Before first atomic (expecting violation after atomic)");
21 Number atomicTmp_1 = 2L;
22 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(atomicTmp_1);
23
24 {
25 /* Start of atomic statement */
26 //@ set invChecksOn = false;
27




32 //@ set invChecksOn = true;
33
34 //@ assert St.valid();
35
36 } /* End of atomic statement */
37
38 IO.println("After first atomic (expected violation before this print
statement)");
39 IO.println("Before second atomic");
40 Number atomicTmp_2 = 1L;
41 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(atomicTmp_2);
42
43 {
44 /* Start of atomic statement */
45 //@ set invChecksOn = false;
46
47 //@ assert St != null;
48
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49 St.set_x(atomicTmp_2);
50
51 //@ set invChecksOn = true;
52
53 //@ assert St.valid();
54
55 } /* End of atomic statement */
56




61 public String toString() {
62
63 return "Entry{" + "St := " + Utils.toString(St) + "}";
64 }
65 }
C.4.4 The OpenJML runtime assertion checker output
"Before first atomic (expecting violation after atomic)"
St.java:72: JML invariant is false on leaving method project.Entrytypes.St.
valid()
public Boolean valid() {
^
St.java:12: Associated declaration
//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_St(x);
^




C.5.1 The VDM-SL model
1 module Entry
2
3 imports from IO all
4 definitions
5
6 state St of
7 x : nat
8 init s == s = mk_St(1)





14 Run : () ==> ?
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20 x := 2;



















10 final public class St implements Record {
11 public Number x;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_St(x);
13
14 public St(final Number _x) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(_x);
17
18 x = _x;
19 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(x);
20
21 }
22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25




30 project.Entrytypes.St other = ((project.Entrytypes.St) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(x, other.x);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35




40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.St copy() {
43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.St(x);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
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47
48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘St" + Utils.formatFields(x);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public Number get_x() {
55
56 Number ret_1 = x;





62 public void set_x(final Number _x) {
63
64 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_nat(_x));
65
66 x = _x;
67 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_nat(x));
68
69 }
70 /*@ pure @*/
71




76 /*@ pure @*/
77 /*@ helper @*/
78
79 public static Boolean inv_St(final Number _x) {
80
81 return Utils.equals(_x, 1L);
82 }
83 }










10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ spec_public @*/
12
13 private static project.Entrytypes.St St = new project.Entrytypes.St(1L);
14 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
15
16 private Entry() {}
17
18 public static Object Run() {
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19
20 IO.println("Before atomic");
21 Number atomicTmp_1 = 2L;
22 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(atomicTmp_1);
23
24 Number atomicTmp_2 = 1L;
25 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(atomicTmp_2);
26
27 {
28 /* Start of atomic statement */
29 //@ set invChecksOn = false;
30








39 //@ set invChecksOn = true;
40
41 //@ assert St.valid();
42






49 public String toString() {
50
51 return "Entry{" + "St := " + Utils.toString(St) + "}";
52 }
53 }











7 M :: x : int
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11
12 op : () ==> ()
13 op () ==
14 (
15 dcl m : M := mk_M(1);
16 atomic
17 (
18 m.x := -20;













32 E :: x : int




37 Run : () ==> ()
38 Run () ==
39 (
40 dcl e : E := mk_E(1);
41 atomic
42 (
43 e.x := -20;
44 e.x := 20;
45 );















10 final public class M implements Record {
11 public Number x;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Mod.invChecksOn ==> inv_M(x);
13
14 public M(final Number _x) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_int(_x);
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17
18 x = _x;
19 //@ assert Utils.is_int(x);
20
21 }
22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25




30 project.Modtypes.M other = ((project.Modtypes.M) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(x, other.x);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35




40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Modtypes.M copy() {
43
44 return new project.Modtypes.M(x);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Mod‘M" + Utils.formatFields(x);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public Number get_x() {
55
56 Number ret_1 = x;





62 public void set_x(final Number _x) {
63
64 //@ assert project.Mod.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(_x));
65
66 x = _x;
67 //@ assert project.Mod.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(x));
68
69 }
70 /*@ pure @*/
71




76 /*@ pure @*/
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77 /*@ helper @*/
78
79 public static Boolean inv_M(final Number _x) {
80
81 return _x.longValue() > 0L;
82 }
83 }










10 final public class Mod {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Mod() {}
14
15 public static void op() {
16
17 project.Modtypes.M m = new project.Modtypes.M(1L);
18 //@ assert Utils.is_(m,project.Modtypes.M.class);
19
20 Number atomicTmp_1 = -20L;
21 //@ assert Utils.is_int(atomicTmp_1);
22
23 Number atomicTmp_2 = 20L;
24 //@ assert Utils.is_int(atomicTmp_2);
25
26 {
27 /* Start of atomic statement */
28 //@ set invChecksOn = false;
29








38 //@ set invChecksOn = true;
39
40 //@ assert m.valid();
41
42 } /* End of atomic statement */
43 }
44
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49 }










10 final public class E implements Record {
11 public Number x;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Mod.invChecksOn ==> inv_E(x);
13
14 public E(final Number _x) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_int(_x);
17
18 x = _x;
19 //@ assert Utils.is_int(x);
20
21 }
22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25




30 project.Entrytypes.E other = ((project.Entrytypes.E) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(x, other.x);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35




40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.E copy() {
43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.E(x);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘E" + Utils.formatFields(x);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public Number get_x() {
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55
56 Number ret_2 = x;





62 public void set_x(final Number _x) {
63
64 //@ assert project.Mod.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(_x));
65
66 x = _x;
67 //@ assert project.Mod.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(x));
68
69 }
70 /*@ pure @*/
71




76 /*@ pure @*/
77 /*@ helper @*/
78
79 public static Boolean inv_E(final Number _x) {
80
81 return _x.longValue() > 0L;
82 }
83 }










10 final public class Entry {
11 private Entry() {}
12
13 public static void Run() {
14
15 project.Entrytypes.E e = new project.Entrytypes.E(1L);
16 //@ assert Utils.is_(e,project.Entrytypes.E.class);
17
18 Number atomicTmp_3 = -20L;
19 //@ assert Utils.is_int(atomicTmp_3);
20
21 Number atomicTmp_4 = 20L;
22 //@ assert Utils.is_int(atomicTmp_4);
23
24 {
25 /* Start of atomic statement */
26 //@ set project.Mod.invChecksOn = false;
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27








36 //@ set project.Mod.invChecksOn = true;
37
38 //@ assert e.valid();
39
40 } /* End of atomic statement */
41
42 IO.println("Done! Expected to exit without any errors");
43 }
44





C.6.6 The OpenJML runtime assertion checker output
"Done! Expected to exit without any errors"
C.7 AtomicRecUnion.vdmsl
C.7.1 The VDM-SL model
1 module Entry
2






9 R1 :: x : int
10 inv r1 == r1.x > 0;
11
12 R2 :: x : int




17 Run : () ==> ?
18 Run () ==
19 (dcl r : R1 | R2 := mk_R1(1);
20
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24 r.x := -5;
25 r.x := 5;
26 );
27 IO‘println("After valid use");
28
29 IO‘println("Before illegal use");
30 atomic
31 (
32 r.x := -5;
33 );

















10 final public class R1 implements Record {
11 public Number x;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R1(x);
13
14 public R1(final Number _x) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_int(_x);
17
18 x = _x;
19 //@ assert Utils.is_int(x);
20
21 }
22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25




30 project.Entrytypes.R1 other = ((project.Entrytypes.R1) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(x, other.x);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35
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40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.R1 copy() {
43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.R1(x);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘R1" + Utils.formatFields(x);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public Number get_x() {
55
56 Number ret_1 = x;





62 public void set_x(final Number _x) {
63
64 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(_x));
65
66 x = _x;
67 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(x));
68
69 }
70 /*@ pure @*/
71




76 /*@ pure @*/
77 /*@ helper @*/
78
79 public static Boolean inv_R1(final Number _x) {
80
81 return _x.longValue() > 0L;
82 }
83 }










10 final public class R2 implements Record {
11 public Number x;
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12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R2(x);
13
14 public R2(final Number _x) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_int(_x);
17
18 x = _x;
19 //@ assert Utils.is_int(x);
20
21 }
22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25




30 project.Entrytypes.R2 other = ((project.Entrytypes.R2) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(x, other.x);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35




40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.R2 copy() {
43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.R2(x);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘R2" + Utils.formatFields(x);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public Number get_x() {
55
56 Number ret_2 = x;





62 public void set_x(final Number _x) {
63
64 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(_x));
65
66 x = _x;
67 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(x));
68
69 }
70 /*@ pure @*/
71
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76 /*@ pure @*/
77 /*@ helper @*/
78
79 public static Boolean inv_R2(final Number _x) {
80
81 return _x.longValue() > 0L;
82 }
83 }










10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 Object r = new project.Entrytypes.R1(1L);
18 //@ assert (Utils.is_(r,project.Entrytypes.R1.class) || Utils.is_(r,
project.Entrytypes.R2.class));
19
20 IO.println("Before valid use");
21 Number atomicTmp_1 = -5L;
22 //@ assert Utils.is_int(atomicTmp_1);
23
24 Number atomicTmp_2 = 5L;
25 //@ assert Utils.is_int(atomicTmp_2);
26
27 {
28 /* Start of atomic statement */
29 //@ set invChecksOn = false;
30
31 if (r instanceof project.Entrytypes.R1) {




36 } else if (r instanceof project.Entrytypes.R2) {




41 } else {
42 throw new RuntimeException("Missing member: x");
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43 }
44
45 if (r instanceof project.Entrytypes.R1) {




50 } else if (r instanceof project.Entrytypes.R2) {




55 } else {
56 throw new RuntimeException("Missing member: x");
57 }
58
59 //@ set invChecksOn = true;
60
61 //@ assert r instanceof project.Entrytypes.R1 ==> ((project.Entrytypes
.R1) r).valid();
62
63 //@ assert r instanceof project.Entrytypes.R2 ==> ((project.Entrytypes
.R2) r).valid();
64
65 } /* End of atomic statement */
66
67 IO.println("After valid use");
68 IO.println("Before illegal use");
69 Number atomicTmp_3 = -5L;
70 //@ assert Utils.is_int(atomicTmp_3);
71
72 {
73 /* Start of atomic statement */
74 //@ set invChecksOn = false;
75
76 if (r instanceof project.Entrytypes.R1) {




81 } else if (r instanceof project.Entrytypes.R2) {




86 } else {
87 throw new RuntimeException("Missing member: x");
88 }
89
90 //@ set invChecksOn = true;
91
92 //@ assert r instanceof project.Entrytypes.R1 ==> ((project.Entrytypes
.R1) r).valid();
93
94 //@ assert r instanceof project.Entrytypes.R2 ==> ((project.Entrytypes
.R2) r).valid();
95
96 } /* End of atomic statement */
97
98 IO.println("After illegal use");
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project/Entrytypes/R1.java:72: JML invariant is false on leaving method
project.Entrytypes.R1.valid()
public Boolean valid() {
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/AtomicRecUnion/
project/Entrytypes/R1.java:12: Associated declaration: /home/peter/git-
repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/AtomicRecUnion/project/
Entrytypes/R1.java:72:












8 fOk : CN = ’a’;




13 CN = C|N
14 inv cn == is_char(cn) => cn = ’a’;
15 N = nat;




20 Run : () ==> ?
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10 final public class Entry {
11 //@ public static invariant ((fOk == null) || ((Utils.is_char(fOk) &&
inv_Entry_C(fOk)) || (Utils.is_nat(fOk) && inv_Entry_N(fOk))) &&
inv_Entry_CN(fOk));
12
13 public static final Object fOk = ’a’;
14 //@ public static invariant ((fBreak == null) || ((Utils.is_char(fBreak)
&& inv_Entry_C(fBreak)) || (Utils.is_nat(fBreak) && inv_Entry_N(fBreak
))) && inv_Entry_CN(fBreak));
15
16 public static final Object fBreak = ’b’;
17 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
18
19 private Entry() {}
20





26 public String toString() {
27




31 /*@ pure @*/
32 /*@ helper @*/
33
34 public static Boolean inv_Entry_CN(final Object check_cn) {
35
36 Object cn = ((Object) check_cn);
37
38 Boolean orResult_1 = false;
39
40 if (!(Utils.is_char(cn))) {
41 orResult_1 = true;
42 } else {






49 /*@ pure @*/
50 /*@ helper @*/
51
52 public static Boolean inv_Entry_N(final Object check_elem) {
53
106




57 /*@ pure @*/
58 /*@ helper @*/
59





C.8.3 The OpenJML runtime assertion checker output
Entry.java:10: JML static initialization may not be correct
final public class Entry {
^
Entry.java:14: Associated declaration
//@ public static invariant ((fBreak == null) || ((Utils.is_char(fBreak) &&
inv_Entry_C(fBreak)) || (Utils.is_nat(fBreak) && inv_Entry_N(fBreak))) &&
inv_Entry_CN(fBreak));
^





//@ public static invariant ((fBreak == null) || ((Utils.is_char(fBreak) &&
inv_Entry_C(fBreak)) || (Utils.is_nat(fBreak) && inv_Entry_N(fBreak))) &&
inv_Entry_CN(fBreak));
^
Entry.java:21: JML invariant is false on leaving method project.Entry.Run()
public static Object Run() {
^
Entry.java:14: Associated declaration
//@ public static invariant ((fBreak == null) || ((Utils.is_char(fBreak) &&













9 M = map ? to ?
10 inv m == forall x in set dom m & (is_nat(x) and is_nat(m(x))) => x + 1 = m(x
)
107




14 Run : () ==> ?
15 Run () ==
16 (
17 dcl m : M := {’a’ |-> 1, 1 |-> 2};
18 m(’a’) := 2;
19 m(1) := 2;
20 IO‘println("Breaking named type invariant for sequence");
















10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 VDMMap m = MapUtil.map(new Maplet(’a’, 1L), new Maplet(1L, 2L));
18 //@ assert ((V2J.isMap(m) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(m);
true && true)) && inv_Entry_M(m));
19
20 //@ assert m != null;
21
22 Utils.mapSeqUpdate(m, ’a’, 2L);
23 //@ assert ((V2J.isMap(m) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(m);
true && true)) && inv_Entry_M(m));
24
25 //@ assert m != null;
26
27 Utils.mapSeqUpdate(m, 1L, 2L);
28 //@ assert ((V2J.isMap(m) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(m);
true && true)) && inv_Entry_M(m));
29
30 IO.println("Breaking named type invariant for sequence");
31 //@ assert m != null;
32
33 Utils.mapSeqUpdate(m, 2L, 10L);
34 //@ assert ((V2J.isMap(m) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(m);
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37 }
38





44 /*@ pure @*/
45 /*@ helper @*/
46
47 public static Boolean inv_Entry_M(final Object check_m) {
48
49 VDMMap m = ((VDMMap) check_m);
50
51 Boolean forAllExpResult_1 = true;
52 VDMSet set_1 = MapUtil.dom(Utils.copy(m));
53 for (Iterator iterator_1 = set_1.iterator(); iterator_1.hasNext() &&
forAllExpResult_1; ) {
54 Object x = ((Object) iterator_1.next());
55 Boolean orResult_1 = false;
56
57 Boolean andResult_1 = false;
58
59 if (Utils.is_nat(x)) {
60 if (Utils.is_nat(Utils.get(m, x))) {




65 if (!(andResult_1)) {
66 orResult_1 = true;
67 } else {









C.9.3 The OpenJML runtime assertion checker output
"Breaking named type invariant for sequence"
Entry.java:34: JML assertion is false
//@ assert ((V2J.isMap(m) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(m);
true && true)) && inv_Entry_M(m));
^
C.10 NamedTypeInvSeqUpdate.vdmsl
C.10.1 The VDM-SL model
1 module Entry
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2
3 exports all





9 S = seq of ?




14 Run : () ==> ?
15 Run () ==
16 (
17 dcl s : S := [10,11,12];
18 s(1) := ’a’;
19 s(2) := nil;
20 IO‘println("Breaking named type invariant for sequence");
















10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 VDMSeq s = SeqUtil.seq(10L, 11L, 12L);
18 //@ assert ((V2J.isSeq(s) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(s);
true)) && inv_Entry_S(s));
19
20 //@ assert s != null;
21
22 Utils.mapSeqUpdate(s, 1L, ’a’);
23 //@ assert ((V2J.isSeq(s) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(s);
true)) && inv_Entry_S(s));
24
25 //@ assert s != null;
26
27 Utils.mapSeqUpdate(s, 2L, null);
28 //@ assert ((V2J.isSeq(s) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(s);
true)) && inv_Entry_S(s));
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29
30 IO.println("Breaking named type invariant for sequence");
31 //@ assert s != null;
32
33 Utils.mapSeqUpdate(s, 3L, 4L);











44 /*@ pure @*/
45 /*@ helper @*/
46
47 public static Boolean inv_Entry_S(final Object check_s) {
48
49 VDMSeq s = ((VDMSeq) check_s);
50
51 Boolean forAllExpResult_1 = true;
52 VDMSet set_1 = SeqUtil.elems(Utils.copy(s));
53 for (Iterator iterator_1 = set_1.iterator(); iterator_1.hasNext() &&
forAllExpResult_1; ) {
54 Object x = ((Object) iterator_1.next());
55 Boolean orResult_1 = false;
56
57 if (!(Utils.is_nat(x))) {
58 orResult_1 = true;
59 } else {
60 orResult_1 = ((Number) x).doubleValue() > 5L;
61 }
62





C.10.3 The OpenJML runtime assertion checker output
"Breaking named type invariant for sequence"
Entry.java:34: JML assertion is false




C.11.1 The VDM-SL model
1 module Entry
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2
3 exports all




8 T = nat | seq of T;
9




14 tNat : () ==> T
15 tNat () == return 1;
16
17 tSeq : () ==> T
18 tSeq () == return [[[1]]];
19
20 t1Nat : () ==> T1
21 t1Nat () == return 1;
22
23 t1Tup : () ==> T1
24 t1Tup () == return mk_(1,2);
25
26 Run : () ==> ?
27 Run () ==
28 (
29 IO‘println("Before legal use");
30 let - = tNat() in skip;
31 let - = t1Nat() in skip;
32 IO‘println("Before legal use");
33 IO‘println("Before illegal use");
34 let - = tSeq() in skip;
35 let - = t1Tup() in skip;
















10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object tNat() {
16
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17 Object ret_1 = 1L;
18 //@ assert ((Utils.is_nat(ret_1) || (V2J.isSeq(ret_1) && (\forall int i;





23 public static Object tSeq() {
24
25 Object ret_2 = SeqUtil.seq(SeqUtil.seq(SeqUtil.seq(1L)));
26 //@ assert ((Utils.is_nat(ret_2) || (V2J.isSeq(ret_2) && (\forall int i;





31 public static Object t1Nat() {
32
33 Object ret_3 = 1L;
34 //@ assert (((V2J.isTup(ret_3,2) && Utils.is_nat(V2J.field(ret_3,0)) &&





39 public static Object t1Tup() {
40
41 Object ret_4 = Tuple.mk_(1L, 2L);
42 //@ assert (((V2J.isTup(ret_4,2) && Utils.is_nat(V2J.field(ret_4,0)) &&





47 public static Object Run() {
48
49 IO.println("Before legal use");
50 {
51 final Object ignorePattern_1 = tNat();
52 //@ assert ((Utils.is_nat(ignorePattern_1) || (V2J.isSeq(
ignorePattern_1) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(
ignorePattern_1); false))) && inv_Entry_T(ignorePattern_1));
53




58 final Object ignorePattern_2 = t1Nat();
59 //@ assert (((V2J.isTup(ignorePattern_2,2) && Utils.is_nat(V2J.field(
ignorePattern_2,0)) && false) || Utils.is_nat(ignorePattern_2)) &&
inv_Entry_T1(ignorePattern_2));
60
61 /* skip */
62 }
63
64 IO.println("Before legal use");
65 IO.println("Before illegal use");
66 {
67 final Object ignorePattern_3 = tSeq();
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68 //@ assert ((Utils.is_nat(ignorePattern_3) || (V2J.isSeq(
ignorePattern_3) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(
ignorePattern_3); false))) && inv_Entry_T(ignorePattern_3));
69




74 final Object ignorePattern_4 = t1Tup();
75 //@ assert (((V2J.isTup(ignorePattern_4,2) && Utils.is_nat(V2J.field(
ignorePattern_4,0)) && false) || Utils.is_nat(ignorePattern_4)) &&
inv_Entry_T1(ignorePattern_4));
76
77 /* skip */
78 }
79









89 /*@ pure @*/
90 /*@ helper @*/
91





97 /*@ pure @*/
98 /*@ helper @*/
99









Entry.java:26: JML assertion is false
//@ assert ((Utils.is_nat(ret_2) || (V2J.isSeq(ret_2) && (\forall int i; 0
<= i && i < V2J.size(ret_2); false))) && inv_Entry_T(ret_2));
^
Entry.java:68: JML assertion is false
//@ assert ((Utils.is_nat(ignorePattern_3) || (V2J.isSeq(ignorePattern_3
) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(ignorePattern_3); false))
) && inv_Entry_T(ignorePattern_3));
^
Entry.java:42: JML assertion is false
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//@ assert (((V2J.isTup(ret_4,2) && Utils.is_nat(V2J.field(ret_4,0)) &&
false) || Utils.is_nat(ret_4)) && inv_Entry_T1(ret_4));
^
Entry.java:75: JML assertion is false
//@ assert (((V2J.isTup(ignorePattern_4,2) && Utils.is_nat(V2J.field(














9 No = Even | Large;
10
11 Even = nat
12 inv ev == ev mod 2 = 0;
13
14 Large = real




19 typeUseOk : () ==> ()
20 typeUseOk () ==
21 let - = 1,
22 even : No = 2,




27 typeUseNotOk : () ==> ()
28 typeUseNotOk () ==
29 (
30 IO‘println("Before breaking named type invariant");
31 (
32 dcl notLarge : No := 999;





38 Run : () ==> ?





















10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static void typeUseOk() {
16
17 final Number ignorePattern_1 = 1L;
18 //@ assert Utils.is_nat1(ignorePattern_1);
19
20 final Object even = 2L;
21 //@ assert (((Utils.is_nat(even) && inv_Entry_Even(even)) || (Utils.
is_real(even) && inv_Entry_Large(even))) && inv_Entry_No(even));
22
23 final Number ignorePattern_2 = 3L;
24 //@ assert Utils.is_nat1(ignorePattern_2);
25




30 public static void typeUseNotOk() {
31
32 IO.println("Before breaking named type invariant");
33 {
34 Object notLarge = 999L;
35 //@ assert (((Utils.is_nat(notLarge) && inv_Entry_Even(notLarge)) || (
Utils.is_real(notLarge) && inv_Entry_Large(notLarge))) &&
inv_Entry_No(notLarge));
36
37 IO.println("After breaking named type invariant");











49 public String toString() {
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54 /*@ pure @*/
55 /*@ helper @*/
56





62 /*@ pure @*/
63 /*@ helper @*/
64
65 public static Boolean inv_Entry_Even(final Object check_ev) {
66
67 Number ev = ((Number) check_ev);
68
69 return Utils.equals(Utils.mod(ev.longValue(), 2L), 0L);
70 }
71
72 /*@ pure @*/
73 /*@ helper @*/
74
75 public static Boolean inv_Entry_Large(final Object check_la) {
76
77 Number la = ((Number) check_la);
78
79 return la.doubleValue() > 1000L;
80 }
81 }
C.12.3 The OpenJML runtime assertion checker output
"Before breaking named type invariant"
Entry.java:35: JML assertion is false
//@ assert (((Utils.is_nat(notLarge) && inv_Entry_Even(notLarge)) || (
Utils.is_real(notLarge) && inv_Entry_Large(notLarge))) &&
inv_Entry_No(notLarge));
^
"After breaking named type invariant"
C.13 NamedTypeInvReturn.vdmsl
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9 A = [B | C]
10 inv c == is_char(c) => c = ’a’;
11 B = real;
12 C = char




17 Run : () ==> ?
18 Run () ==
19 let - = idC(’b’),
20 - = idC(’a’),
21 - = idA(nil),
22 - = idA(2.1),
23 - = constFunc()
24 in
25 (
26 IO‘println("Breaking named type invariant for return value");






33 idC : C -> C
34 idC (c) ==
35 c;
36
37 idA : A -> A
38 idA (a) ==
39 a;
40
41 constFunc : () -> A















10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 final Character ignorePattern_1 = idC(’b’);
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18 //@ assert (Utils.is_char(ignorePattern_1) && inv_Entry_C(
ignorePattern_1));
19
20 final Character ignorePattern_2 = idC(’a’);
21 //@ assert (Utils.is_char(ignorePattern_2) && inv_Entry_C(
ignorePattern_2));
22
23 final Object ignorePattern_3 = idA(null);
24 //@ assert ((ignorePattern_3 == null) || ((ignorePattern_3 == null) || (
Utils.is_real(ignorePattern_3) && inv_Entry_B(ignorePattern_3)) || (
Utils.is_char(ignorePattern_3) && inv_Entry_C(ignorePattern_3))) &&
inv_Entry_A(ignorePattern_3));
25
26 final Object ignorePattern_4 = idA(2.1);
27 //@ assert ((ignorePattern_4 == null) || ((ignorePattern_4 == null) || (
Utils.is_real(ignorePattern_4) && inv_Entry_B(ignorePattern_4)) || (
Utils.is_char(ignorePattern_4) && inv_Entry_C(ignorePattern_4))) &&
inv_Entry_A(ignorePattern_4));
28
29 final Object ignorePattern_5 = constFunc();
30 //@ assert ((ignorePattern_5 == null) || ((ignorePattern_5 == null) || (
Utils.is_real(ignorePattern_5) && inv_Entry_B(ignorePattern_5)) || (




33 IO.println("Breaking named type invariant for return value");
34 {
35 final Object ignorePattern_6 = idA(’b’);
36 //@ assert ((ignorePattern_6 == null) || ((ignorePattern_6 == null)
|| (Utils.is_real(ignorePattern_6) && inv_Entry_B(
ignorePattern_6)) || (Utils.is_char(ignorePattern_6) &&
inv_Entry_C(ignorePattern_6))) && inv_Entry_A(ignorePattern_6));
37






44 /*@ pure @*/
45
46 public static Character idC(final Character c) {
47
48 //@ assert (Utils.is_char(c) && inv_Entry_C(c));
49
50 Character ret_1 = c;




55 /*@ pure @*/
56
57 public static Object idA(final Object a) {
58
59 //@ assert ((a == null) || ((a == null) || (Utils.is_real(a) &&
inv_Entry_B(a)) || (Utils.is_char(a) && inv_Entry_C(a))) &&
inv_Entry_A(a));
60
61 Object ret_2 = a;
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62 //@ assert ((ret_2 == null) || ((ret_2 == null) || (Utils.is_real(ret_2)





66 /*@ pure @*/
67
68 public static Object constFunc() {
69
70 Object ret_3 = ’a’;
71 //@ assert ((ret_3 == null) || ((ret_3 == null) || (Utils.is_real(ret_3)











81 /*@ pure @*/
82 /*@ helper @*/
83
84 public static Boolean inv_Entry_A(final Object check_c) {
85
86 Object c = ((Object) check_c);
87
88 Boolean orResult_1 = false;
89
90 if (!(Utils.is_char(c))) {
91 orResult_1 = true;
92 } else {






99 /*@ pure @*/
100 /*@ helper @*/
101





107 /*@ pure @*/
108 /*@ helper @*/
109
110 public static Boolean inv_Entry_C(final Object check_c) {
111
112 Character c = ((Character) check_c);
113
114 Boolean orResult_2 = false;
115
116 if (Utils.equals(c, ’a’)) {
117 orResult_2 = true;
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118 } else {






C.13.3 The OpenJML runtime assertion checker output
"Breaking named type invariant for return value"
Entry.java:59: JML assertion is false
//@ assert ((a == null) || ((a == null) || (Utils.is_real(a) &&
inv_Entry_B(a)) || (Utils.is_char(a) && inv_Entry_C(a))) && inv_Entry_A
(a));
^
Entry.java:62: JML assertion is false
//@ assert ((ret_2 == null) || ((ret_2 == null) || (Utils.is_real(ret_2)
&& inv_Entry_B(ret_2)) || (Utils.is_char(ret_2) && inv_Entry_C(ret_2)))
&& inv_Entry_A(ret_2));
^
Entry.java:36: JML assertion is false
//@ assert ((ignorePattern_6 == null) || ((ignorePattern_6 == null) ||
(Utils.is_real(ignorePattern_6) && inv_Entry_B(ignorePattern_6))













9 Even = nat




14 Run : () ==> ?
15 Run () ==
16 let n1 = 2,
17 n2 = 3
18 in
19 (
20 let - = op(n1, 5, n1) in skip;
21 IO‘println("Breaking named type invariant for method parameter");
22 let - = op(n1, 6, n2) in skip;
23 return 0;
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24 );
25
26 op : Even * nat * Even ==> Even
27 op (a,b,c) ==














10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 final Number n1 = 2L;
18 //@ assert Utils.is_nat1(n1);
19
20 final Number n2 = 3L;




25 final Number ignorePattern_1 = op(n1, 5L, n1);
26 //@ assert (Utils.is_nat(ignorePattern_1) && inv_Entry_Even(
ignorePattern_1));
27
28 /* skip */
29 }
30
31 IO.println("Breaking named type invariant for method parameter");
32 {
33 final Number ignorePattern_2 = op(n1, 6L, n2);
34 //@ assert (Utils.is_nat(ignorePattern_2) && inv_Entry_Even(
ignorePattern_2));
35







43 public static Number op(final Number a, final Number b, final Number c) {
44
45 //@ assert (Utils.is_nat(a) && inv_Entry_Even(a));
46
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47 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(b);
48
49 //@ assert (Utils.is_nat(c) && inv_Entry_Even(c));
50
51 Number ret_1 = b.longValue() * (a.longValue() + c.longValue());










62 /*@ pure @*/
63 /*@ helper @*/
64
65 public static Boolean inv_Entry_Even(final Object check_n) {
66
67 Number n = ((Number) check_n);
68
69 return Utils.equals(Utils.mod(n.longValue(), 2L), 0L);
70 }
71 }
C.14.3 The OpenJML runtime assertion checker output
"Breaking named type invariant for method parameter"
Entry.java:49: JML assertion is false
//@ assert (Utils.is_nat(c) && inv_Entry_Even(c));
^
C.15 NamedTypeInvNullAllowed.vdmsl









9 N = [X | Y];
10
11 X = nat;




16 Run : () ==> ?
17 Run () ==
18 let e : N = nil
123
















10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 final Object e = null;
18 //@ assert ((e == null) || ((e == null) || (Utils.is_nat(e) &&











28 /*@ pure @*/
29 /*@ helper @*/
30





36 /*@ pure @*/
37 /*@ helper @*/
38





44 /*@ pure @*/
45 /*@ helper @*/
46
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50 }
51 }
C.15.3 The OpenJML runtime assertion checker output
C.16 NamedTypeMadeOptional.vdmsl









9 Even = nat




14 Run : () ==> ?
15 Run () ==
16 (
17 IO‘println("Before valid use");
18 (
19 dcl e : [Even] := 2;
20 e := nil;
21 );
22 IO‘println("After valid use");
23
24 IO‘println("Before invalid use");
25 (
26 dcl e : Even := 2;
27 e := Nil();
28 );






35 Nil : () -> [Even]
















10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 IO.println("Before valid use");
18 {
19 Number e = 2L;
20 //@ assert ((e == null) || Utils.is_nat(e) && inv_Entry_Even(e));
21
22 e = null;




27 IO.println("After valid use");
28 IO.println("Before invalid use");
29 {
30 Number e = 2L;
31 //@ assert (Utils.is_nat(e) && inv_Entry_Even(e));
32
33 e = Nil();




38 IO.println("After invalid use");
39 return 0L;
40 }
41 /*@ pure @*/
42
43 public static Number Nil() {
44
45 Number ret_1 = null;











56 /*@ pure @*/
57 /*@ helper @*/
58
59 public static Boolean inv_Entry_Even(final Object check_e) {
60
61 Number e = ((Number) check_e);
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62
63 return Utils.equals(Utils.mod(e.longValue(), 2L), 0L);
64 }
65 }




Entry.java:34: JML assertion is false








4 imports from IO all
5 definitions
6
7 state St of
8 x : PT





14 PT = PossiblyOne | True;
15 PossiblyOne = [nat]
16 inv p == p <> nil => p = 1;
17 True = bool




22 op1 : () ==> ()
23 op1 () ==
24 (
25 dcl p : PT := nil;
26 p := 1;
27 p := true;
28 St.x := nil;
29 St.x := 1;
30 St.x := true;
31 IO‘println("Breaking named type invariant (assigning record field)");
32 St.x := false;
33 );
34
35 op2 : () ==> ()
36 op2 () ==
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37 (
38 dcl p1 : PT := nil;
39 St.x := true;
40 IO‘println("Breaking named type invariant (assigning local variable)");
41 p1 := false;
42 );
43
44 Run : () ==> ?



















10 final public class St implements Record {
11 public Object x;
12
13 public St(final Object _x) {
14
15 //@ assert (((((_x == null) || Utils.is_nat(_x)) &&
inv_Entry_PossiblyOne(_x)) || (Utils.is_bool(_x) && inv_Entry_True(
_x))) && inv_Entry_PT(_x));
16
17 x = _x != null ? _x : null;
18 //@ assert (((((x == null) || Utils.is_nat(x)) && inv_Entry_PossiblyOne(
x)) || (Utils.is_bool(x) && inv_Entry_True(x))) && inv_Entry_PT(x));
19
20 }
21 /*@ pure @*/
22
23 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
24




29 project.Entrytypes.St other = ((project.Entrytypes.St) obj);
30
31 return Utils.equals(x, other.x);
32 }
33 /*@ pure @*/
34
35 public int hashCode() {
36
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37 return Utils.hashCode(x);
38 }
39 /*@ pure @*/
40
41 public project.Entrytypes.St copy() {
42
43 return new project.Entrytypes.St(x);
44 }
45 /*@ pure @*/
46
47 public String toString() {
48
49 return "mk_Entry‘St" + Utils.formatFields(x);
50 }
51 /*@ pure @*/
52
53 public Object get_x() {
54
55 Object ret_1 = x;
56 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> ((((((ret_1 == null) || Utils.
is_nat(ret_1)) && inv_Entry_PossiblyOne(ret_1)) || (Utils.is_bool(





61 public void set_x(final Object _x) {
62
63 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> ((((((_x == null) || Utils.
is_nat(_x)) && inv_Entry_PossiblyOne(_x)) || (Utils.is_bool(_x) &&
inv_Entry_True(_x))) && inv_Entry_PT(_x)));
64
65 x = _x;
66 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> ((((((x == null) || Utils.




69 /*@ pure @*/
70





76 /*@ pure @*/
77 /*@ helper @*/
78





84 /*@ pure @*/
85 /*@ helper @*/
86
87 public static Boolean inv_Entry_PossiblyOne(final Object check_p) {
88
89 Number p = ((Number) check_p);
90
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91 Boolean orResult_1 = false;
92
93 if (!(!(Utils.equals(p, null)))) {
94 orResult_1 = true;
95 } else {






102 /*@ pure @*/
103 /*@ helper @*/
104
105 public static Boolean inv_Entry_True(final Object check_b) {
106















10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ spec_public @*/
12
13 private static project.Entrytypes.St St = new project.Entrytypes.St(1L);
14 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
15
16 private Entry() {}
17
18 public static void op1() {
19
20 Object p = null;
21 //@ assert (((((p == null) || Utils.is_nat(p)) && inv_Entry_PossiblyOne(
p)) || (Utils.is_bool(p) && inv_Entry_True(p))) && inv_Entry_PT(p));
22
23 p = 1L;
24 //@ assert (((((p == null) || Utils.is_nat(p)) && inv_Entry_PossiblyOne(
p)) || (Utils.is_bool(p) && inv_Entry_True(p))) && inv_Entry_PT(p));
25
26 p = true;
27 //@ assert (((((p == null) || Utils.is_nat(p)) && inv_Entry_PossiblyOne(
p)) || (Utils.is_bool(p) && inv_Entry_True(p))) && inv_Entry_PT(p));
28
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32








41 IO.println("Breaking named type invariant (assigning record field)");





47 public static void op2() {
48
49 Object p1 = null;
50 //@ assert (((((p1 == null) || Utils.is_nat(p1)) &&
inv_Entry_PossiblyOne(p1)) || (Utils.is_bool(p1) && inv_Entry_True(
p1))) && inv_Entry_PT(p1));
51




56 IO.println("Breaking named type invariant (assigning local variable)");
57 p1 = false;
58 //@ assert (((((p1 == null) || Utils.is_nat(p1)) &&












69 public String toString() {
70
71 return "Entry{" + "St := " + Utils.toString(St) + "}";
72 }
73
74 /*@ pure @*/
75 /*@ helper @*/
76





82 /*@ pure @*/
83 /*@ helper @*/
84
85 public static Boolean inv_Entry_PossiblyOne(final Object check_p) {
86
87 Number p = ((Number) check_p);
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88
89 Boolean orResult_1 = false;
90
91 if (!(!(Utils.equals(p, null)))) {
92 orResult_1 = true;
93 } else {






100 /*@ pure @*/
101 /*@ helper @*/
102
103 public static Boolean inv_Entry_True(final Object check_b) {
104





C.17.4 The OpenJML runtime assertion checker output
"Breaking named type invariant (assigning record field)"
St.java:63: JML assertion is false
//@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> ((((((_x == null) || Utils.is_nat
(_x)) && inv_Entry_PossiblyOne(_x)) || (Utils.is_bool(_x) &&
inv_Entry_True(_x))) && inv_Entry_PT(_x)));
^
St.java:66: JML assertion is false
//@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> ((((((x == null) || Utils.is_nat(
x)) && inv_Entry_PossiblyOne(x)) || (Utils.is_bool(x) && inv_Entry_True
(x))) && inv_Entry_PT(x)));
^
"Breaking named type invariant (assigning local variable)"
Entry.java:58: JML assertion is false
//@ assert (((((p1 == null) || Utils.is_nat(p1)) && inv_Entry_PossiblyOne(
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9 Run : () ==> ?
10 Run () ==
11 (
12 let - = f(2) in skip;






19 f : nat -> nat
20 f (a) ==
21 cases a:
22 1 -> 4,
23 2 -> 8,















10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 {
18 final Number ignorePattern_1 = f(2L);
19 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(ignorePattern_1);
20
21 /* skip */
22 }
23
24 IO.println("Done! Expected no violations");
25 return 0L;
26 }
27 /*@ pure @*/
28
29 public static Number f(final Number a) {
30
31 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(a);
32
33 Number casesExpResult_1 = null;
34
35 Number intPattern_1 = a;
36 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(intPattern_1);
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37
38 Boolean success_1 = Utils.equals(intPattern_1, 1L);
39 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(success_1);
40
41 if (!(success_1)) {
42 Number intPattern_2 = a;
43 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(intPattern_2);
44
45 success_1 = Utils.equals(intPattern_2, 2L);
46 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(success_1);
47
48 if (success_1) {
49 casesExpResult_1 = 8L;
50 //@ assert Utils.is_nat1(casesExpResult_1);
51
52 } else {
53 casesExpResult_1 = 2L;




58 } else {
59 casesExpResult_1 = 4L;




64 Number ret_1 = casesExpResult_1;










C.18.3 The OpenJML runtime assertion checker output
"Done! Expected no violations"
C.19 TernaryIf.vdmsl
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9 Rec :: x : int




14 Run : () ==> ?
15 Run () ==
16 (
17 let - = f() in skip;
18 let - = g() in skip;






25 g : () -> nat
26 g () ==




31 f : () -> nat
32 f () ==














10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 {
18 final Number ignorePattern_1 = f();
19 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(ignorePattern_1);
20




25 final Number ignorePattern_2 = g();
26 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(ignorePattern_2);
27
28 /* skip */
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29 }
30
31 IO.println("Done! Expected no violations");
32 return 0L;
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35
36 public static Number g() {
37
38 Number ternaryIfExp_1 = null;
39
40 if (Utils.equals(1L, 1L)) {
41 ternaryIfExp_1 = 1L;
42 //@ assert Utils.is_nat1(ternaryIfExp_1);
43
44 } else {
45 ternaryIfExp_1 = 2L;




50 final Number x = ternaryIfExp_1;
51 //@ assert Utils.is_nat1(x);
52
53 Number ret_1 = x;




58 /*@ pure @*/
59
60 public static Number f() {
61
62 if (Utils.equals(1L, 1L)) {
63 Number ret_2 = 1L;




68 } else {
69 Number ret_3 = 2L;























10 final public class Rec implements Record {
11 public Number x;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_Rec(x);
13
14 public Rec(final Number _x) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_int(_x);
17
18 x = _x;
19 //@ assert Utils.is_int(x);
20
21 }
22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25




30 project.Entrytypes.Rec other = ((project.Entrytypes.Rec) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(x, other.x);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35




40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.Rec copy() {
43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.Rec(x);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘Rec" + Utils.formatFields(x);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public Number get_x() {
55
56 Number ret_4 = x;





62 public void set_x(final Number _x) {
63
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64 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(_x));
65
66 x = _x;
67 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(x));
68
69 }
70 /*@ pure @*/
71




76 /*@ pure @*/
77 /*@ helper @*/
78
79 public static Boolean inv_Rec(final Number _x) {
80
81 return _x.longValue() > 0L;
82 }
83 }
C.19.4 The OpenJML runtime assertion checker output
"Done! Expected no violations"
C.20 LetBeStStm.vdmsl









9 Run : () ==> ?
10 Run () ==
11 (
12 let - in set {1,2,3} in skip;
13 let x in set {1,2,3} be st x > 1 in skip;


















10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 {
18 Number ignorePattern_1 = null;
19
20 Boolean success_1 = false;
21 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(success_1);
22
23 VDMSet set_1 = SetUtil.set(1L, 2L, 3L);
24 //@ assert (V2J.isSet(set_1) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size
(set_1); Utils.is_nat1(V2J.get(set_1,i))));
25
26 for (Iterator iterator_1 = set_1.iterator(); iterator_1.hasNext() &&
!(success_1); ) {
27 ignorePattern_1 = ((Number) iterator_1.next());
28 success_1 = true;
29 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(success_1);
30
31 }
32 if (!(success_1)) {








40 Number x = null;
41
42 Boolean success_2 = false;
43 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(success_2);
44
45 VDMSet set_2 = SetUtil.set(1L, 2L, 3L);
46 //@ assert (V2J.isSet(set_2) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size
(set_2); Utils.is_nat1(V2J.get(set_2,i))));
47
48 for (Iterator iterator_2 = set_2.iterator(); iterator_2.hasNext() &&
!(success_2); ) {
49 x = ((Number) iterator_2.next());
50 success_2 = x.longValue() > 1L;
51 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(success_2);
52
53 }
54 if (!(success_2)) {
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58 /* skip */
59 }
60









C.20.3 The OpenJML runtime assertion checker output
"Done! Expected no violations"
C.21 LetBeStExp.vdmsl









9 Run : () ==> ?
10 Run () ==
11 (
12 let - = f() in skip;
13 let - = g() in skip;






20 f : () -> nat
21 f () ==
22 let - in set {1,2,3} in 0;
23
24 g : () -> nat
25 g () ==




C.21.2 The generated Java/JML
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10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 {
18 final Number ignorePattern_1 = f();
19 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(ignorePattern_1);
20




25 final Number ignorePattern_2 = g();
26 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(ignorePattern_2);
27
28 /* skip */
29 }
30
31 IO.println("Done! Expected no violations");
32 return 0L;
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35
36 public static Number f() {
37
38 Number letBeStExp_1 = null;
39 Number ignorePattern_3 = null;
40
41 Boolean success_1 = false;
42 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(success_1);
43
44 VDMSet set_1 = SetUtil.set(1L, 2L, 3L);
45 //@ assert (V2J.isSet(set_1) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(
set_1); Utils.is_nat1(V2J.get(set_1,i))));
46
47 for (Iterator iterator_1 = set_1.iterator(); iterator_1.hasNext() && !(
success_1); ) {
48 ignorePattern_3 = ((Number) iterator_1.next());
49 success_1 = true;
50 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(success_1);
51
52 }
53 if (!(success_1)) {
54 throw new RuntimeException("Let Be St found no applicable bindings");
55 }
56
57 letBeStExp_1 = 0L;
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58 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(letBeStExp_1);
59
60 Number ret_1 = letBeStExp_1;




65 /*@ pure @*/
66
67 public static Number g() {
68
69 Number letBeStExp_2 = null;
70 Number x = null;
71
72 Boolean success_2 = false;
73 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(success_2);
74
75 VDMSet set_2 = SetUtil.set(1L, 2L, 3L);
76 //@ assert (V2J.isSet(set_2) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(
set_2); Utils.is_nat1(V2J.get(set_2,i))));
77
78 for (Iterator iterator_2 = set_2.iterator(); iterator_2.hasNext() && !(
success_2); ) {
79 x = ((Number) iterator_2.next());
80 success_2 = x.longValue() > 1L;
81 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(success_2);
82
83 }
84 if (!(success_2)) {
85 throw new RuntimeException("Let Be St found no applicable bindings");
86 }
87
88 letBeStExp_2 = 0L;
89 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(letBeStExp_2);
90
91 Number ret_2 = letBeStExp_2;










C.21.3 The OpenJML runtime assertion checker output
"Done! Expected no violations"
C.22 RealParamNil.vdmsl
C.22.1 The VDM-SL model
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9 Run : () ==> ?
10 Run () ==
11 (dcl r : [real] := 1.23;
12 IO‘println("Before valid use.");
13 doSkip(r);
14 r := nil;
15 IO‘println("After valid use.");
16 IO‘println("Before invalid use.");
17 doSkip(r);






24 doSkip : real ==> ()














10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 Number r = 1.23;
18 //@ assert ((r == null) || Utils.is_real(r));
19
20 IO.println("Before valid use.");
21 doSkip(r);
22 r = null;
23 //@ assert ((r == null) || Utils.is_real(r));
24
25 IO.println("After valid use.");
26 IO.println("Before invalid use.");
27 doSkip(r);
28 IO.println("After invalid use.");
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32 public static void doSkip(final Number ignorePattern_1) {
33
34 //@ assert Utils.is_real(ignorePattern_1);
35



























9 Run : () ==> ?
10 Run () ==
11 (
12 IO‘println("Before valid use.");
13 (dcl aOpt : [<A>] := nil;skip);
14 IO‘println("After valid use.");
15 IO‘println("Before invalid use.");
16 (dcl a : <A> := Nil(); skip);






23 Nil : () -> [<A>]
24 Nil () == nil;
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10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 IO.println("Before valid use.");
18 {
19 project.quotes.AQuote aOpt = null;
20 //@ assert ((aOpt == null) || Utils.is_(aOpt,project.quotes.AQuote.
class));
21
22 /* skip */
23 }
24
25 IO.println("After valid use.");
26 IO.println("Before invalid use.");
27 {
28 project.quotes.AQuote a = Nil();
29 //@ assert Utils.is_(a,project.quotes.AQuote.class);
30
31 /* skip */
32 }
33
34 IO.println("After invalid use.");
35 return 0L;
36 }
37 /*@ pure @*/
38
39 public static project.quotes.AQuote Nil() {
40
41 project.quotes.AQuote ret_1 = null;
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9 Run : () ==> ?
10 Run () ==
11 (
12 dcl n : [nat] := 0;
13 IO‘println("Before valid use.");
14 n := 1;
15 n := nil;
16 IO‘println("After valid use.");
17 IO‘println("Before invalid use.");
18 n := idNat(n);






25 idNat : nat -> nat














10 final public class Entry {
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11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 Number n = 0L;
18 //@ assert ((n == null) || Utils.is_nat(n));
19
20 IO.println("Before valid use.");
21 n = 1L;
22 //@ assert ((n == null) || Utils.is_nat(n));
23
24 n = null;
25 //@ assert ((n == null) || Utils.is_nat(n));
26
27 IO.println("After valid use.");
28 IO.println("Before invalid use.");
29 n = idNat(n);
30 //@ assert ((n == null) || Utils.is_nat(n));
31
32 IO.println("After invalid use.");
33 return 0L;
34 }
35 /*@ pure @*/
36
37 public static Number idNat(final Number x) {
38
39 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(x);
40
41 Number ret_1 = x;














Entry.java:39: JML assertion is false
//@ assert Utils.is_nat(x);
^
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9 Run : () ==> ?
10 Run () ==
11 (
12 IO‘println("Before valid use.");
13 let - : char = charA() in skip;
14 IO‘println("After valid use.");
15 IO‘println("Before invalid use.");
16 let - : char = charNil() in skip;






23 charA : () -> [char]
24 charA () == ’a’;
25
26 charNil : () -> [char]














10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 IO.println("Before valid use.");
18 {
19 final Character ignorePattern_1 = charA();
20 //@ assert Utils.is_char(ignorePattern_1);
21
22 /* skip */
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23 }
24
25 IO.println("After valid use.");
26 IO.println("Before invalid use.");
27 {
28 final Character ignorePattern_2 = charNil();
29 //@ assert Utils.is_char(ignorePattern_2);
30
31 /* skip */
32 }
33
34 IO.println("After invalid use.");
35 return 0L;
36 }
37 /*@ pure @*/
38
39 public static Character charA() {
40
41 Character ret_1 = ’a’;




46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public static Character charNil() {
49
50 Character ret_2 = null;
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3 exports all





9 Run : () ==> ?
10 Run () ==
11 (
12 dcl n : nat1 := 1;
13 IO‘println("Before valid use.");
14 n := 1;
15 IO‘println("After valid use.");
16 IO‘println("Before invalid use.");
17 (dcl n1 : nat1 := -1 + 1; skip);
















10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 Number n = 1L;
18 //@ assert Utils.is_nat1(n);
19
20 IO.println("Before valid use.");
21 n = 1L;
22 //@ assert Utils.is_nat1(n);
23
24 IO.println("After valid use.");
25 IO.println("Before invalid use.");
26 {
27 Number n1 = -1L + 1L;
28 //@ assert Utils.is_nat1(n1);
29
30 /* skip */
31 }
32
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36























9 Run : () ==> ?
10 Run () ==
11 (
12 dcl i : int := -1;
13 IO‘println("Before valid use.");
14 i := 1;
15 IO‘println("After valid use.");
16 IO‘println("Before invalid use.");
17 i := i + 0.5;
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8 //@ nullable_by_default
9
10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 Number i = -1L;
18 //@ assert Utils.is_int(i);
19
20 IO.println("Before valid use.");
21 i = 1L;
22 //@ assert Utils.is_int(i);
23
24 IO.println("After valid use.");
25 IO.println("Before invalid use.");
26 i = i.longValue() + 0.5;
27 //@ assert Utils.is_int(i);
28



























9 Run : () ==> ?
10 Run () ==
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11 (
12 dcl b : bool;
13 IO‘println("Before valid use.");
14 b := true;
15 IO‘println("After valid use.");
16 IO‘println("Before invalid use.");
17 b := boolNil();






24 boolTrue : () -> bool
25 boolTrue () == true;
26
27 boolNil : () -> [bool]














10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 Boolean b = false;
18 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(b);
19
20 IO.println("Before valid use.");
21 b = true;
22 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(b);
23
24 IO.println("After valid use.");
25 IO.println("Before invalid use.");
26 b = boolNil();
27 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(b);
28
29 IO.println("After invalid use.");
30 return 0L;
31 }
32 /*@ pure @*/
33
34 public static Boolean boolTrue() {
35
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36 Boolean ret_1 = true;




41 /*@ pure @*/
42
43 public static Boolean boolNil() {
44
45 Boolean ret_2 = null;




























9 Run : () ==> ?
10 Run () ==
11 (
12 dcl i : rat := 123.456;
13 IO‘println("Before valid use.");
14 i := i * i;
15 IO‘println("After valid use.");
16 IO‘println("Before invalid use.");
17 i := ratOpt();








24 ratOpt : () -> [rat]














10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 Number i = 123.456;
18 //@ assert Utils.is_rat(i);
19
20 IO.println("Before valid use.");
21 i = i.doubleValue() * i.doubleValue();
22 //@ assert Utils.is_rat(i);
23
24 IO.println("After valid use.");
25 IO.println("Before invalid use.");
26 i = ratOpt();
27 //@ assert Utils.is_rat(i);
28
29 IO.println("After invalid use.");
30 return 0L;
31 }
32 /*@ pure @*/
33
34 public static Number ratOpt() {
35
36 Number ret_1 = null;
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9 n : [token] = nil;




14 Run : () ==> ?
15 Run () ==
16 (
17 IO‘println("Before valid use.");
18 let - : token = t in skip;
19 IO‘println("After valid use.");
20 IO‘println("Before invalid use.");
21 let - : token = n in skip;
















10 final public class Entry {
11 //@ public static invariant ((n == null) || Utils.is_token(n));
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12
13 public static final Token n = null;
14 //@ public static invariant ((t == null) || Utils.is_token(t));
15
16 public static final Token t = new Token("");
17 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
18
19 private Entry() {}
20
21 public static Object Run() {
22
23 IO.println("Before valid use.");
24 {
25 final Token ignorePattern_1 = t;
26 //@ assert Utils.is_token(ignorePattern_1);
27
28 /* skip */
29 }
30
31 IO.println("After valid use.");
32 IO.println("Before invalid use.");
33 {
34 final Token ignorePattern_2 = n;
35 //@ assert Utils.is_token(ignorePattern_2);
36
37 /* skip */
38 }
39




44 public String toString() {
45
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3 exports all






10 x : nat




15 Run : () ==> ?
16 Run () ==
17 (
18 let - = f() in skip;






25 f : () -> nat
26 f () ==
27 let mk_R(a,b) = mk_R(1,2)
28 in














10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 {
18 final Number ignorePattern_1 = f();
19 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(ignorePattern_1);
20
21 /* skip */
22 }
23
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27 /*@ pure @*/
28
29 public static Number f() {
30
31 final project.Entrytypes.R recordPattern_1 = new project.Entrytypes.R(1L
, 2L);
32 //@ assert Utils.is_(recordPattern_1,project.Entrytypes.R.class);
33
34 Boolean success_1 = true;
35 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(success_1);
36
37 Number a = null;
38
39 Number b = null;
40
41 a = recordPattern_1.get_x();
42 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(a);
43
44 b = recordPattern_1.get_y();
45 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(b);
46
47 if (!(success_1)) {
48 throw new RuntimeException("Record pattern match failed");
49 }
50
51 Number ret_1 = a.longValue() + b.longValue();




















10 final public class R implements Record {
11 public Number x;
12 public Number y;
13
14 public R(final Number _x, final Number _y) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(_x);
17
18 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(_y);
19
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20 x = _x;
21 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(x);
22
23 y = _y;
24 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(y);
25
26 }
27 /*@ pure @*/
28
29 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
30




35 project.Entrytypes.R other = ((project.Entrytypes.R) obj);
36
37 return (Utils.equals(x, other.x)) && (Utils.equals(y, other.y));
38 }
39 /*@ pure @*/
40
41 public int hashCode() {
42
43 return Utils.hashCode(x, y);
44 }
45 /*@ pure @*/
46
47 public project.Entrytypes.R copy() {
48
49 return new project.Entrytypes.R(x, y);
50 }
51 /*@ pure @*/
52
53 public String toString() {
54
55 return "mk_Entry‘R" + Utils.formatFields(x, y);
56 }
57 /*@ pure @*/
58
59 public Number get_x() {
60
61 Number ret_2 = x;





67 public void set_x(final Number _x) {
68
69 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_nat(_x));
70
71 x = _x;
72 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_nat(x));
73
74 }
75 /*@ pure @*/
76
77 public Number get_y() {
78
79 Number ret_3 = y;
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85 public void set_y(final Number _y) {
86
87 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_nat(_y));
88
89 y = _y;
90 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_nat(y));
91
92 }
93 /*@ pure @*/
94





C.31.4 The OpenJML runtime assertion checker output
"Done! Expected no violations"
C.32 TupLet.vdmsl









9 Run : () ==> ?
10 Run () ==
11 (
12 let - = f() in skip;






19 f : () -> nat
20 f () ==
21 let mk_(a,b) = mk_(1,2)
22 in
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10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 {
18 final Number ignorePattern_1 = f();
19 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(ignorePattern_1);
20
21 /* skip */
22 }
23
24 IO.println("Done! Expected no violations");
25 return 0L;
26 }
27 /*@ pure @*/
28
29 public static Number f() {
30
31 final Tuple tuplePattern_1 = Tuple.mk_(1L, 2L);
32 //@ assert (V2J.isTup(tuplePattern_1,2) && Utils.is_nat1(V2J.field(
tuplePattern_1,0)) && Utils.is_nat1(V2J.field(tuplePattern_1,1)));
33
34 Boolean success_1 = tuplePattern_1.compatible(Number.class, Number.class
);
35 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(success_1);
36
37 Number a = null;
38
39 Number b = null;
40
41 if (success_1) {
42 a = ((Number) tuplePattern_1.get(0));
43 //@ assert Utils.is_nat1(a);
44
45 b = ((Number) tuplePattern_1.get(1));




50 if (!(success_1)) {
51 throw new RuntimeException("Tuple pattern match failed");
52 }
53
54 Number ret_1 = a.longValue() + b.longValue();
55 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(ret_1);
56
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C.32.3 The OpenJML runtime assertion checker output
"Done! Expected no violations"
C.33 RecParam.vdmsl














14 Run : () ==> ?
15 Run () ==
16 (
17 let - = f() in skip;






24 f : () -> bool
25 f () ==


















10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 {
18 final Boolean ignorePattern_1 = f();
19 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(ignorePattern_1);
20
21 /* skip */
22 }
23
24 IO.println("Done! Expected no violations");
25 return 0L;
26 }
27 /*@ pure @*/
28
29 public static Boolean f() {
30
31 Boolean letBeStExp_1 = null;
32 project.Entrytypes.R recordPattern_1 = null;
33
34 Boolean success_1 = false;
35 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(success_1);
36
37 VDMSet set_1 = SetUtil.set(new project.Entrytypes.R(false), new project.
Entrytypes.R(true));
38 //@ assert (V2J.isSet(set_1) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(
set_1); Utils.is_(V2J.get(set_1,i),project.Entrytypes.R.class)));
39
40 for (Iterator iterator_1 = set_1.iterator(); iterator_1.hasNext() && !(
success_1); ) {
41 recordPattern_1 = ((project.Entrytypes.R) iterator_1.next());
42 //@ assert Utils.is_(recordPattern_1,project.Entrytypes.R.class);
43
44 success_1 = true;
45 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(success_1);
46
47 Boolean boolPattern_1 = recordPattern_1.get_b();
48 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(boolPattern_1);
49
50 success_1 = Utils.equals(boolPattern_1, true);
51 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(success_1);
52




57 success_1 = true;
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61 if (!(success_1)) {
62 throw new RuntimeException("Let Be St found no applicable bindings");
63 }
64
65 letBeStExp_1 = true;
66 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(letBeStExp_1);
67
68 Boolean ret_1 = letBeStExp_1;




















10 final public class R implements Record {
11 public Boolean b;
12
13 public R(final Boolean _b) {
14
15 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(_b);
16
17 b = _b;
18 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(b);
19
20 }
21 /*@ pure @*/
22
23 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
24




29 project.Entrytypes.R other = ((project.Entrytypes.R) obj);
30
31 return Utils.equals(b, other.b);
32 }
33 /*@ pure @*/
34
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38 }
39 /*@ pure @*/
40
41 public project.Entrytypes.R copy() {
42
43 return new project.Entrytypes.R(b);
44 }
45 /*@ pure @*/
46
47 public String toString() {
48
49 return "mk_Entry‘R" + Utils.formatFields(b);
50 }
51 /*@ pure @*/
52
53 public Boolean get_b() {
54
55 Boolean ret_2 = b;





61 public void set_b(final Boolean _b) {
62
63 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_bool(_b));
64
65 b = _b;
66 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_bool(b));
67
68 }
69 /*@ pure @*/
70





C.33.4 The OpenJML runtime assertion checker output
"Done! Expected no violations"
C.34 TupParam.vdmsl
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9 Run : () ==> ?
10 Run () ==
11 (
12 let - = f(mk_(4,’a’)) in skip;






19 f : (nat * char) -> nat















10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 {
18 final Number ignorePattern_1 = f(Tuple.mk_(4L, ’a’));
19 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(ignorePattern_1);
20
21 /* skip */
22 }
23
24 IO.println("Done! Expected no violations");
25 return 0L;
26 }
27 /*@ pure @*/
28
29 public static Number f(final Tuple tuplePattern_1) {
30
31 //@ assert (V2J.isTup(tuplePattern_1,2) && Utils.is_nat(V2J.field(
tuplePattern_1,0)) && Utils.is_char(V2J.field(tuplePattern_1,1)));
32
33 Boolean success_1 = tuplePattern_1.compatible(Number.class, Character.
class);
34 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(success_1);
35
36 Number a = null;
37
38 if (success_1) {
167
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39 a = ((Number) tuplePattern_1.get(0));




44 if (!(success_1)) {
45 throw new RuntimeException("Tuple pattern match failed");
46 }
47
48 Number ret_1 = a;










C.34.3 The OpenJML runtime assertion checker output
"Done! Expected no violations"
C.35 SeqNat1BoolMaskedAsNamedTypeInv.vdmsl













13 Run : () ==> ?
14 Run () ==
15 (
16 IO‘println("Before legal use");
17 let - : SeqNat1Bool = [1,true,2,false,3] in skip;
18 IO‘println("After legal use");
19 IO‘println("Before illegal use");
20 let - : SeqNat1Bool = [1,true,2,false,minusOne()] in skip;
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27 minusOne : () -> int














10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 IO.println("Before legal use");
18 {
19 final VDMSeq ignorePattern_1 = SeqUtil.seq(1L, true, 2L, false, 3L);





22 /* skip */
23 }
24
25 IO.println("After legal use");
26 IO.println("Before illegal use");
27 {
28 final VDMSeq ignorePattern_2 = SeqUtil.seq(1L, true, 2L, false,
minusOne());





31 /* skip */
32 }
33
34 IO.println("After illegal use");
35 return 0L;
36 }
37 /*@ pure @*/
38
39 public static Number minusOne() {
40
41 Number ret_1 = -1L;
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45 }
46





52 /*@ pure @*/
53 /*@ helper @*/
54









Entry.java:29: JML assertion is false
//@ assert ((V2J.isSeq(ignorePattern_2) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i <
V2J.size(ignorePattern_2); (Utils.is_bool(V2J.get(ignorePattern_2,i)














9 Run : () ==> ?
10 Run () ==
11 (
12 IO‘println("Before legal use");
13 let - : seq of nat = [1,2,3] in skip;
14 IO‘println("After legal use");
15 IO‘println("Before illegal uses");
16 let - : seq of nat = seqOfNatsAndNil() in skip;
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23 seqOfNatsAndNil : () -> seq of [nat]














10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 IO.println("Before legal use");
18 {
19 final VDMSeq ignorePattern_1 = SeqUtil.seq(1L, 2L, 3L);




22 /* skip */
23 }
24
25 IO.println("After legal use");
26 IO.println("Before illegal uses");
27 {
28 final VDMSeq ignorePattern_2 = seqOfNatsAndNil();




31 /* skip */
32 }
33
34 IO.println("After illegal uses");
35 return 0L;
36 }
37 /*@ pure @*/
38
39 public static VDMSeq seqOfNatsAndNil() {
40
41 VDMSeq ret_1 = SeqUtil.seq(1L, null, 3L);
42 //@ assert (V2J.isSeq(ret_1) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(
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46









Entry.java:29: JML assertion is false















9 Seq1Even = seq1 of nat




14 Run : () ==> ?
15 Run () ==
16 (
17 IO‘println("Before legal use");
18 let - : Seq1Even = [2,4,6] in skip;
19 IO‘println("After legal use");
20 IO‘println("Before illegal use");
21 let - : Seq1Even = [2,4,6,9] in skip;
22 let - : Seq1Even = emptySeqOfNat() in skip;






29 emptySeqOfNat : () -> seq of nat
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10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 IO.println("Before legal use");
18 {
19 final VDMSeq ignorePattern_1 = SeqUtil.seq(2L, 4L, 6L);
20 //@ assert ((V2J.isSeq1(ignorePattern_1) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i &&
i < V2J.size(ignorePattern_1); Utils.is_nat(V2J.get(
ignorePattern_1,i)))) && inv_Entry_Seq1Even(ignorePattern_1));
21
22 /* skip */
23 }
24
25 IO.println("After legal use");
26 IO.println("Before illegal use");
27 {
28 final VDMSeq ignorePattern_2 = SeqUtil.seq(2L, 4L, 6L, 9L);
29 //@ assert ((V2J.isSeq1(ignorePattern_2) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i &&
i < V2J.size(ignorePattern_2); Utils.is_nat(V2J.get(
ignorePattern_2,i)))) && inv_Entry_Seq1Even(ignorePattern_2));
30




35 final VDMSeq ignorePattern_3 = emptySeqOfNat();
36 //@ assert ((V2J.isSeq1(ignorePattern_3) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i &&
i < V2J.size(ignorePattern_3); Utils.is_nat(V2J.get(
ignorePattern_3,i)))) && inv_Entry_Seq1Even(ignorePattern_3));
37
38 /* skip */
39 }
40
41 IO.println("After illegal use");
42 return 0L;
43 }
44 /*@ pure @*/
45
46 public static VDMSeq emptySeqOfNat() {
47
48 VDMSeq ret_1 = SeqUtil.seq();
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52 }
53





59 /*@ pure @*/
60 /*@ helper @*/
61
62 public static Boolean inv_Entry_Seq1Even(final Object check_xs) {
63
64 VDMSeq xs = ((VDMSeq) check_xs);
65
66 Boolean forAllExpResult_1 = true;
67 VDMSet set_1 = SeqUtil.elems(Utils.copy(xs));
68 for (Iterator iterator_1 = set_1.iterator(); iterator_1.hasNext() &&
forAllExpResult_1; ) {
69 Number x = ((Number) iterator_1.next());









Entry.java:29: JML assertion is false




Entry.java:36: JML assertion is false















9 Run : () ==> ?
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10 Run () ==
11 (
12 IO‘println("Before legal use");
13 let - : seq1 of nat = [1] in skip;
14 IO‘println("After legal use");
15 IO‘println("Before illegal use");
16 let - : seq1 of nat = emptySeqOfNat() in skip;






23 emptySeqOfNat : () -> seq of nat














10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 IO.println("Before legal use");
18 {
19 final VDMSeq ignorePattern_1 = SeqUtil.seq(1L);




22 /* skip */
23 }
24
25 IO.println("After legal use");
26 IO.println("Before illegal use");
27 {
28 final VDMSeq ignorePattern_2 = emptySeqOfNat();




31 /* skip */
32 }
33
34 IO.println("After illegal use");
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35 return 0L;
36 }
37 /*@ pure @*/
38
39 public static VDMSeq emptySeqOfNat() {
40
41 VDMSeq ret_1 = SeqUtil.seq();















Entry.java:29: JML assertion is false















9 SeqEven = seq of Even;
10
11 Even = nat




16 Run : () ==> ?
17 Run () ==
18 (
19 IO‘println("Before legal use");
20 let - : SeqEven = [] in skip;
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21 let - : SeqEven = [2,4,6,8] in skip;
22 IO‘println("After legal use");
23 IO‘println("Before illegal use");
24 let - : SeqEven = [2,4,6,8,9] in skip;
















10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 IO.println("Before legal use");
18 {
19 final VDMSeq ignorePattern_1 = SeqUtil.seq();









26 final VDMSeq ignorePattern_2 = SeqUtil.seq(2L, 4L, 6L, 8L);





29 /* skip */
30 }
31
32 IO.println("After legal use");
33 IO.println("Before illegal use");
34 {
35 final VDMSeq ignorePattern_3 = SeqUtil.seq(2L, 4L, 6L, 8L, 9L);
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38 /* skip */
39 }
40









50 /*@ pure @*/
51 /*@ helper @*/
52





58 /*@ pure @*/
59 /*@ helper @*/
60
61 public static Boolean inv_Entry_Even(final Object check_e) {
62
63 Number e = ((Number) check_e);
64
65 return Utils.equals(Utils.mod(e.longValue(), 2L), 0L);
66 }
67 }




Entry.java:36: JML assertion is false
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8 R1 :: r2 : R2
9 inv r1 == r1.r2.x <> -1;
10
11 R2 :: x : int




16 Run: () ==> ?
17 Run () ==
18 (
19 dcl r1 : R1 | nat := mk_R1(mk_R2(5));
20 r1.r2.x := -1;
21 IO‘println("\\invariant_for is not implemented in OpenJML RAC " ^
















10 final public class R1 implements Record {
11 public project.Entrytypes.R2 r2;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R1(r2);
13
14 public R1(final project.Entrytypes.R2 _r2) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_(_r2,project.Entrytypes.R2.class);
17
18 r2 = _r2 != null ? Utils.copy(_r2) : null;
19 //@ assert Utils.is_(r2,project.Entrytypes.R2.class);
20
21 }
22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25




30 project.Entrytypes.R1 other = ((project.Entrytypes.R1) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(r2, other.r2);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35
36 public int hashCode() {
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40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.R1 copy() {
43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.R1(r2);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘R1" + Utils.formatFields(r2);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public project.Entrytypes.R2 get_r2() {
55
56 project.Entrytypes.R2 ret_1 = r2;






62 public void set_r2(final project.Entrytypes.R2 _r2) {
63
64 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_(_r2,project.
Entrytypes.R2.class));
65
66 r2 = _r2;




70 /*@ pure @*/
71 /*@ helper @*/
72
73 public static Boolean inv_R1(final project.Entrytypes.R2 _r2) {
74
75 return !(Utils.equals(_r2.x, -1L));
76 }
77 }










10 final public class R2 implements Record {
11 public Number x;
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12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R2(x);
13
14 public R2(final Number _x) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_int(_x);
17
18 x = _x;
19 //@ assert Utils.is_int(x);
20
21 }
22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25




30 project.Entrytypes.R2 other = ((project.Entrytypes.R2) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(x, other.x);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35




40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.R2 copy() {
43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.R2(x);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘R2" + Utils.formatFields(x);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public Number get_x() {
55
56 Number ret_2 = x;





62 public void set_x(final Number _x) {
63
64 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(_x));
65
66 x = _x;
67 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(x));
68
69 }
70 /*@ pure @*/
71 /*@ helper @*/
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72
73 public static Boolean inv_R2(final Number _x) {
74
75 return !(Utils.equals(_x, -2L));
76 }
77 }










10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 Object r1 = new project.Entrytypes.R1(new project.Entrytypes.R2(5L));
18 //@ assert (Utils.is_(r1,project.Entrytypes.R1.class) || Utils.is_nat(r1
));
19
20 project.Entrytypes.R2 apply_1 = null;
21 if (r1 instanceof project.Entrytypes.R1) {
22 apply_1 = ((project.Entrytypes.R1) r1).get_r2();
23 //@ assert Utils.is_(apply_1,project.Entrytypes.R2.class);
24
25 } else {
26 throw new RuntimeException("Missing member: r2");
27 }
28
29 project.Entrytypes.R2 stateDes_1 = apply_1;
30 //@ assert stateDes_1 != null;
31
32 stateDes_1.set_x(-1L);
33 //@ assert (Utils.is_(r1,project.Entrytypes.R1.class) || Utils.is_nat(r1
));
34




38 "\\invariant_for is not implemented in OpenJML RAC "
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46 }
47 }
C.40.5 The OpenJML runtime assertion checker output
"\invariant_for is not implemented in OpenJML RAC so the \invariant_for check
will not detect the invariant violation"
C.41 Simple.vdmsl








8 R1 :: r2 : R2
9 inv r1 == r1.r2.x <> -1;
10
11 R2 :: x : int




16 Run: () ==> ?
17 Run () ==
18 (
19 dcl r1 : R1 := mk_R1(mk_R2(5));
20 r1.r2.x := -1;
21 IO‘println("\\invariant_for is not implemented in OpenJML RAC " ^















10 final public class R1 implements Record {
11 public project.Entrytypes.R2 r2;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R1(r2);
13
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14 public R1(final project.Entrytypes.R2 _r2) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_(_r2,project.Entrytypes.R2.class);
17
18 r2 = _r2 != null ? Utils.copy(_r2) : null;
19 //@ assert Utils.is_(r2,project.Entrytypes.R2.class);
20
21 }
22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25




30 project.Entrytypes.R1 other = ((project.Entrytypes.R1) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(r2, other.r2);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35




40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.R1 copy() {
43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.R1(r2);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘R1" + Utils.formatFields(r2);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public project.Entrytypes.R2 get_r2() {
55
56 project.Entrytypes.R2 ret_1 = r2;






62 public void set_r2(final project.Entrytypes.R2 _r2) {
63
64 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_(_r2,project.
Entrytypes.R2.class));
65
66 r2 = _r2;




70 /*@ pure @*/
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71 /*@ helper @*/
72
73 public static Boolean inv_R1(final project.Entrytypes.R2 _r2) {
74
75 return !(Utils.equals(_r2.x, -1L));
76 }
77 }










10 final public class R2 implements Record {
11 public Number x;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R2(x);
13
14 public R2(final Number _x) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_int(_x);
17
18 x = _x;
19 //@ assert Utils.is_int(x);
20
21 }
22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25




30 project.Entrytypes.R2 other = ((project.Entrytypes.R2) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(x, other.x);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35




40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.R2 copy() {
43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.R2(x);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public String toString() {
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49
50 return "mk_Entry‘R2" + Utils.formatFields(x);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public Number get_x() {
55
56 Number ret_2 = x;





62 public void set_x(final Number _x) {
63
64 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(_x));
65
66 x = _x;
67 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(x));
68
69 }
70 /*@ pure @*/
71 /*@ helper @*/
72
73 public static Boolean inv_R2(final Number _x) {
74
75 return !(Utils.equals(_x, -2L));
76 }
77 }










10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 project.Entrytypes.R1 r1 = new project.Entrytypes.R1(new project.
Entrytypes.R2(5L));
18 //@ assert Utils.is_(r1,project.Entrytypes.R1.class);
19
20 project.Entrytypes.R2 stateDes_1 = r1.get_r2();
21 //@ assert stateDes_1 != null;
22
23 stateDes_1.set_x(-1L);
24 //@ assert Utils.is_(r1,project.Entrytypes.R1.class);
25
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26 //@ assert \invariant_for(r1);
27
28 IO.println(
29 "\\invariant_for is not implemented in OpenJML RAC "










C.41.5 The OpenJML runtime assertion checker output
"\invariant_for is not implemented in OpenJML RAC so the \invariant_for check
will not detect the invariant violation"
C.42 AtomicRecUnion.vdmsl








8 R1 :: r2 : R2
9 inv r1 == r1.r2.x <> -1;
10
11 R2 :: x : int




16 Run: () ==> ?
17 Run () ==
18 (




23 r1.r2.x := -1;
24 r1.r2.x := 1;
25 );
26
27 IO‘println("\\invariant_for is not implemented in OpenJML RAC " ^
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10 final public class R1 implements Record {
11 public project.Entrytypes.R2 r2;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R1(r2);
13
14 public R1(final project.Entrytypes.R2 _r2) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_(_r2,project.Entrytypes.R2.class);
17
18 r2 = _r2 != null ? Utils.copy(_r2) : null;
19 //@ assert Utils.is_(r2,project.Entrytypes.R2.class);
20
21 }
22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25




30 project.Entrytypes.R1 other = ((project.Entrytypes.R1) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(r2, other.r2);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35




40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.R1 copy() {
43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.R1(r2);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘R1" + Utils.formatFields(r2);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public project.Entrytypes.R2 get_r2() {
55
56 project.Entrytypes.R2 ret_1 = r2;
57 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_(ret_1,project.
Entrytypes.R2.class));
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62 public void set_r2(final project.Entrytypes.R2 _r2) {
63
64 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_(_r2,project.
Entrytypes.R2.class));
65
66 r2 = _r2;




70 /*@ pure @*/
71 /*@ helper @*/
72
73 public static Boolean inv_R1(final project.Entrytypes.R2 _r2) {
74
75 return !(Utils.equals(_r2.x, -1L));
76 }
77 }










10 final public class R2 implements Record {
11 public Number x;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R2(x);
13
14 public R2(final Number _x) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_int(_x);
17
18 x = _x;
19 //@ assert Utils.is_int(x);
20
21 }
22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25




30 project.Entrytypes.R2 other = ((project.Entrytypes.R2) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(x, other.x);
33 }
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34 /*@ pure @*/
35




40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.R2 copy() {
43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.R2(x);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘R2" + Utils.formatFields(x);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public Number get_x() {
55
56 Number ret_2 = x;





62 public void set_x(final Number _x) {
63
64 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(_x));
65
66 x = _x;
67 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(x));
68
69 }
70 /*@ pure @*/
71 /*@ helper @*/
72
73 public static Boolean inv_R2(final Number _x) {
74
75 return !(Utils.equals(_x, -2L));
76 }
77 }










10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
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12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 Object r1 = new project.Entrytypes.R1(new project.Entrytypes.R2(5L));
18 //@ assert (Utils.is_(r1,project.Entrytypes.R1.class) || Utils.is_nat(r1
));
19
20 Number atomicTmp_1 = -1L;
21 //@ assert Utils.is_int(atomicTmp_1);
22
23 Number atomicTmp_2 = 1L;
24 //@ assert Utils.is_int(atomicTmp_2);
25
26 {
27 /* Start of atomic statement */
28 //@ set invChecksOn = false;
29
30 project.Entrytypes.R2 apply_1 = null;
31 if (r1 instanceof project.Entrytypes.R1) {
32 apply_1 = ((project.Entrytypes.R1) r1).get_r2();
33 } else {
34 throw new RuntimeException("Missing member: r2");
35 }
36
37 project.Entrytypes.R2 stateDes_1 = apply_1;




42 project.Entrytypes.R2 apply_2 = null;
43 if (r1 instanceof project.Entrytypes.R1) {
44 apply_2 = ((project.Entrytypes.R1) r1).get_r2();
45 } else {
46 throw new RuntimeException("Missing member: r2");
47 }
48
49 project.Entrytypes.R2 stateDes_2 = apply_2;




54 //@ set invChecksOn = true;
55
56 //@ assert \invariant_for(stateDes_1);
57
58 //@ assert (Utils.is_(r1,project.Entrytypes.R1.class) || Utils.is_nat(
r1));
59
60 //@ assert r1 instanceof project.Entrytypes.R1 ==> \invariant_for(((
project.Entrytypes.R1) r1));
61
62 //@ assert \invariant_for(stateDes_2);
63
64 } /* End of atomic statement */
65
66 IO.println(
67 "\\invariant_for is not implemented in OpenJML RAC "
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C.42.5 The OpenJML runtime assertion checker output
"\invariant_for is not implemented in OpenJML RAC so the \invariant_for check
will not detect the invariant violation"
C.43 SetEvenNamedTypeInv.vdmsl









9 SetEven = set of Even;
10 Even = nat




15 Run : () ==> ?
16 Run () ==
17 (
18 IO‘println("Before legal use");
19 let - : SetEven = {2, 4, 6} in skip;
20 IO‘println("After legal use");
21 IO‘println("Before illegal use");
22 let xs : SetEven = {2},
23 ys : set of nat = {1},
24 - : SetEven = xs union ys
25 in
26 skip;
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10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 IO.println("Before legal use");
18 {
19 final VDMSet ignorePattern_1 = SetUtil.set(2L, 4L, 6L);





22 /* skip */
23 }
24
25 IO.println("After legal use");
26 IO.println("Before illegal use");
27 {
28 final VDMSet xs = SetUtil.set(2L);
29 //@ assert ((V2J.isSet(xs) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(
xs); (Utils.is_nat(V2J.get(xs,i)) && inv_Entry_Even(V2J.get(xs,i))
))) && inv_Entry_SetEven(xs));
30
31 final VDMSet ys = SetUtil.set(1L);
32 //@ assert (V2J.isSet(ys) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(ys
); Utils.is_nat(V2J.get(ys,i))));
33
34 final VDMSet ignorePattern_2 = SetUtil.union(Utils.copy(xs), Utils.
copy(ys));





37 /* skip */
38 }
39
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49 /*@ pure @*/
50 /*@ helper @*/
51





57 /*@ pure @*/
58 /*@ helper @*/
59
60 public static Boolean inv_Entry_Even(final Object check_e) {
61
62 Number e = ((Number) check_e);
63
64 return Utils.equals(Utils.mod(e.longValue(), 2L), 0L);
65 }
66 }




Entry.java:35: JML assertion is false
















9 Run : () ==> ?
10 Run () ==
11 (
12 IO‘println("Before legal use");
13 let - : set of nat = {2,4,6} in skip;
14 IO‘println("After legal use");
15 IO‘println("Before illegal use");
16 let - : set of nat = setOfNat() in skip;








23 setOfNat : () -> [set of nat]














10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 IO.println("Before legal use");
18 {
19 final VDMSet ignorePattern_1 = SetUtil.set(2L, 4L, 6L);




22 /* skip */
23 }
24
25 IO.println("After legal use");
26 IO.println("Before illegal use");
27 {
28 final VDMSet ignorePattern_2 = setOfNat();




31 /* skip */
32 }
33
34 IO.println("After illegal use");
35 return 0L;
36 }
37 /*@ pure @*/
38
39 public static VDMSet setOfNat() {
40
41 VDMSet ret_1 = null;
42 //@ assert ((ret_1 == null) || (V2J.isSet(ret_1) && (\forall int i; 0 <=
i && i < V2J.size(ret_1); Utils.is_nat(V2J.get(ret_1,i)))));
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Entry.java:29: JML assertion is false















9 Run : () ==> ?
10 Run () ==
11 (
12 IO‘println("Before legal use");
13 (dcl r : set of bool := idSet({true, false}); skip);
14 IO‘println("After legal use");
15 IO‘println("Before illegal use");
16 (
17 dcl xs : [set of bool] := nil;
18 dcl r : set of bool := idSet(xs);
19 skip;
20 );






27 idSet : set of bool -> set of bool
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31 end Entry
 










10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 IO.println("Before legal use");
18 {
19 VDMSet r = idSet(SetUtil.set(true, false));
20 //@ assert (V2J.isSet(r) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(r);
Utils.is_bool(V2J.get(r,i))));
21
22 /* skip */
23 }
24
25 IO.println("After legal use");
26 IO.println("Before illegal use");
27 {
28 VDMSet xs = null;
29 //@ assert ((xs == null) || (V2J.isSet(xs) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i
&& i < V2J.size(xs); Utils.is_bool(V2J.get(xs,i)))));
30
31 VDMSet r = idSet(Utils.copy(xs));
32 //@ assert (V2J.isSet(r) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(r);
Utils.is_bool(V2J.get(r,i))));
33
34 /* skip */
35 }
36
37 IO.println("After illegal use");
38 return 0L;
39 }
40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public static VDMSet idSet(final VDMSet xs) {
43
44 //@ assert (V2J.isSet(xs) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(xs);
Utils.is_bool(V2J.get(xs,i))));
45
46 VDMSet ret_1 = Utils.copy(xs);
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50 }
51









Entry.java:44: JML assertion is false
//@ assert (V2J.isSet(xs) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(xs);
Utils.is_bool(V2J.get(xs,i))));
^
Entry.java:47: JML assertion is false
//@ assert (V2J.isSet(ret_1) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(
ret_1); Utils.is_bool(V2J.get(ret_1,i))));
^
Entry.java:32: JML assertion is false





C.46.1 The VDM-SL model
1 module Entry
2






9 R1 :: x : int
10 inv r1 == r1.x > 0;
11
12 R2 :: x : int




17 Run : () ==> ?
18 Run () ==
19 (dcl r : R1 | R2 := mk_R1(1);
20
21 IO‘println("Before valid use");
22 r.x := 5;
23 IO‘println("After valid use");
24
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25 IO‘println("Before illegal use");
26 r.x := -5;

















10 final public class R1 implements Record {
11 public Number x;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R1(x);
13
14 public R1(final Number _x) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_int(_x);
17
18 x = _x;
19 //@ assert Utils.is_int(x);
20
21 }
22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25




30 project.Entrytypes.R1 other = ((project.Entrytypes.R1) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(x, other.x);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35




40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.R1 copy() {
43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.R1(x);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
47
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48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘R1" + Utils.formatFields(x);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public Number get_x() {
55
56 Number ret_1 = x;





62 public void set_x(final Number _x) {
63
64 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(_x));
65
66 x = _x;
67 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(x));
68
69 }
70 /*@ pure @*/
71




76 /*@ pure @*/
77 /*@ helper @*/
78
79 public static Boolean inv_R1(final Number _x) {
80
81 return _x.longValue() > 0L;
82 }
83 }










10 final public class R2 implements Record {
11 public Number x;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R2(x);
13
14 public R2(final Number _x) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_int(_x);
17
18 x = _x;
19 //@ assert Utils.is_int(x);
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20
21 }
22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25




30 project.Entrytypes.R2 other = ((project.Entrytypes.R2) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(x, other.x);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35




40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.R2 copy() {
43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.R2(x);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘R2" + Utils.formatFields(x);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public Number get_x() {
55
56 Number ret_2 = x;





62 public void set_x(final Number _x) {
63
64 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(_x));
65
66 x = _x;
67 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(x));
68
69 }
70 /*@ pure @*/
71




76 /*@ pure @*/
77 /*@ helper @*/
78
79 public static Boolean inv_R2(final Number _x) {
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80
81 return _x.longValue() > 0L;
82 }
83 }










10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 Object r = new project.Entrytypes.R1(1L);
18 //@ assert (Utils.is_(r,project.Entrytypes.R1.class) || Utils.is_(r,
project.Entrytypes.R2.class));
19
20 IO.println("Before valid use");
21 if (r instanceof project.Entrytypes.R1) {




26 } else if (r instanceof project.Entrytypes.R2) {




31 } else {
32 throw new RuntimeException("Missing member: x");
33 }
34
35 IO.println("After valid use");
36 IO.println("Before illegal use");
37 if (r instanceof project.Entrytypes.R1) {




42 } else if (r instanceof project.Entrytypes.R2) {




47 } else {
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project/Entrytypes/R1.java:62: JML invariant is false on leaving method
project.Entrytypes.R1.set_x(java.lang.Number)
public void set_x(final Number _x) {
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/RecTypesUnion/
project/Entrytypes/R1.java:12: Associated declaration: /home/peter/git-
repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/RecTypesUnion/project/
Entrytypes/R1.java:62:













9 Run : () ==> ?
10 Run () ==
11 (
12 IO‘println("Before legal use");
13 (
14 dcl a : nat1 | char | bool := true;
15 a := 1;
16 a := ’a’;
17 a := true;
18 );
19 (
20 dcl b : [nat1 | char] | bool := true;
21 b := nil;
22 );
23 IO‘println("After legal use");
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24 IO‘println("Before illegal use");
25 (
26 dcl a : nat1 | char | bool := charNil();
27 skip;
28 );






35 charNil : () -> [char]














10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 IO.println("Before legal use");
18 {
19 Object a = true;
20 //@ assert (Utils.is_bool(a) || Utils.is_char(a) || Utils.is_nat1(a));
21
22 a = 1L;
23 //@ assert (Utils.is_bool(a) || Utils.is_char(a) || Utils.is_nat1(a));
24
25 a = ’a’;
26 //@ assert (Utils.is_bool(a) || Utils.is_char(a) || Utils.is_nat1(a));
27
28 a = true;





34 Object b = true;
35 //@ assert (((b == null) || Utils.is_char(b) || Utils.is_nat1(b)) ||
Utils.is_bool(b));
36
37 b = null;
38 //@ assert (((b == null) || Utils.is_char(b) || Utils.is_nat1(b)) ||
Utils.is_bool(b));
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42 IO.println("After legal use");
43 IO.println("Before illegal use");
44 {
45 Object a = charNil();
46 //@ assert (Utils.is_bool(a) || Utils.is_char(a) || Utils.is_nat1(a));
47
48 /* skip */
49 }
50
51 IO.println("After illegal use");
52 return 0L;
53 }
54 /*@ pure @*/
55
56 public static Character charNil() {
57
58 Character ret_1 = null;














Entry.java:46: JML assertion is false




C.48.1 The VDM-SL model
1 module Entry
2






9 A1 :: f : A2
10 inv a1 == a1.f.x > 0;
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11
12 A2 :: x : int
13 inv a2 == a2.x > 0;
14
15 B1 :: f : B2
16 inv b1 == b1.f.x > 0;
17
18 B2 :: x : int





24 Run : () ==> ?
25 Run () ==
26 (dcl r : A1 | B1 := mk_A1(mk_A2(1));
27
28 IO‘println("Before valid use");
29 r.f.x := 5;
30 IO‘println("After valid use");
31
32 IO‘println("Before illegal use");
33 r.f.x := -5;

















10 final public class B2 implements Record {
11 public Number x;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_B2(x);
13
14 public B2(final Number _x) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_int(_x);
17
18 x = _x;
19 //@ assert Utils.is_int(x);
20
21 }
22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25
26 if (!(obj instanceof project.Entrytypes.B2)) {
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30 project.Entrytypes.B2 other = ((project.Entrytypes.B2) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(x, other.x);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35




40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.B2 copy() {
43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.B2(x);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘B2" + Utils.formatFields(x);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public Number get_x() {
55
56 Number ret_4 = x;





62 public void set_x(final Number _x) {
63
64 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(_x));
65
66 x = _x;
67 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(x));
68
69 }
70 /*@ pure @*/
71




76 /*@ pure @*/
77 /*@ helper @*/
78
79 public static Boolean inv_B2(final Number _x) {
80
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10 final public class A1 implements Record {
11 public project.Entrytypes.A2 f;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_A1(f);
13
14 public A1(final project.Entrytypes.A2 _f) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_(_f,project.Entrytypes.A2.class);
17
18 f = _f != null ? Utils.copy(_f) : null;
19 //@ assert Utils.is_(f,project.Entrytypes.A2.class);
20
21 }
22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25




30 project.Entrytypes.A1 other = ((project.Entrytypes.A1) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(f, other.f);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35




40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.A1 copy() {
43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.A1(f);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘A1" + Utils.formatFields(f);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public project.Entrytypes.A2 get_f() {
55
56 project.Entrytypes.A2 ret_1 = f;
57 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_(ret_1,project.
Entrytypes.A2.class));
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62 public void set_f(final project.Entrytypes.A2 _f) {
63
64 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_(_f,project.
Entrytypes.A2.class));
65
66 f = _f;




70 /*@ pure @*/
71




76 /*@ pure @*/
77 /*@ helper @*/
78
79 public static Boolean inv_A1(final project.Entrytypes.A2 _f) {
80
81 return _f.x.longValue() > 0L;
82 }
83 }










10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 Object r = new project.Entrytypes.A1(new project.Entrytypes.A2(1L));
18 //@ assert (Utils.is_(r,project.Entrytypes.A1.class) || Utils.is_(r,
project.Entrytypes.B1.class));
19
20 IO.println("Before valid use");
21 Object apply_1 = null;
22 if (r instanceof project.Entrytypes.A1) {
23 apply_1 = ((project.Entrytypes.A1) r).get_f();
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26 } else if (r instanceof project.Entrytypes.B1) {
27 apply_1 = ((project.Entrytypes.B1) r).get_f();
28 //@ assert (Utils.is_(apply_1,project.Entrytypes.A2.class) || Utils.
is_(apply_1,project.Entrytypes.B2.class));
29
30 } else {
31 throw new RuntimeException("Missing member: f");
32 }
33
34 Object stateDes_1 = apply_1;
35 if (stateDes_1 instanceof project.Entrytypes.A2) {
36 //@ assert stateDes_1 != null;
37
38 ((project.Entrytypes.A2) stateDes_1).set_x(5L);
39 //@ assert (Utils.is_(r,project.Entrytypes.A1.class) || Utils.is_(r,
project.Entrytypes.B1.class));
40
41 //@ assert r instanceof project.Entrytypes.B1 ==> ((project.Entrytypes
.B1) r).valid();
42
43 //@ assert r instanceof project.Entrytypes.A1 ==> ((project.Entrytypes
.A1) r).valid();
44
45 } else if (stateDes_1 instanceof project.Entrytypes.B2) {
46 //@ assert stateDes_1 != null;
47
48 ((project.Entrytypes.B2) stateDes_1).set_x(5L);
49 //@ assert (Utils.is_(r,project.Entrytypes.A1.class) || Utils.is_(r,
project.Entrytypes.B1.class));
50
51 //@ assert r instanceof project.Entrytypes.B1 ==> ((project.Entrytypes
.B1) r).valid();
52
53 //@ assert r instanceof project.Entrytypes.A1 ==> ((project.Entrytypes
.A1) r).valid();
54
55 } else {
56 throw new RuntimeException("Missing member: x");
57 }
58
59 IO.println("After valid use");
60 IO.println("Before illegal use");
61 Object apply_2 = null;
62 if (r instanceof project.Entrytypes.A1) {
63 apply_2 = ((project.Entrytypes.A1) r).get_f();
64 //@ assert (Utils.is_(apply_2,project.Entrytypes.A2.class) || Utils.
is_(apply_2,project.Entrytypes.B2.class));
65
66 } else if (r instanceof project.Entrytypes.B1) {
67 apply_2 = ((project.Entrytypes.B1) r).get_f();
68 //@ assert (Utils.is_(apply_2,project.Entrytypes.A2.class) || Utils.
is_(apply_2,project.Entrytypes.B2.class));
69
70 } else {
71 throw new RuntimeException("Missing member: f");
72 }
73
74 Object stateDes_2 = apply_2;
75 if (stateDes_2 instanceof project.Entrytypes.A2) {
76 //@ assert stateDes_2 != null;
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77
78 ((project.Entrytypes.A2) stateDes_2).set_x(-5L);
79 //@ assert (Utils.is_(r,project.Entrytypes.A1.class) || Utils.is_(r,
project.Entrytypes.B1.class));
80
81 //@ assert r instanceof project.Entrytypes.B1 ==> ((project.Entrytypes
.B1) r).valid();
82
83 //@ assert r instanceof project.Entrytypes.A1 ==> ((project.Entrytypes
.A1) r).valid();
84
85 } else if (stateDes_2 instanceof project.Entrytypes.B2) {
86 //@ assert stateDes_2 != null;
87
88 ((project.Entrytypes.B2) stateDes_2).set_x(-5L);
89 //@ assert (Utils.is_(r,project.Entrytypes.A1.class) || Utils.is_(r,
project.Entrytypes.B1.class));
90
91 //@ assert r instanceof project.Entrytypes.B1 ==> ((project.Entrytypes
.B1) r).valid();
92
93 //@ assert r instanceof project.Entrytypes.A1 ==> ((project.Entrytypes
.A1) r).valid();
94
95 } else {
96 throw new RuntimeException("Missing member: x");
97 }
98



















10 final public class B1 implements Record {
11 public project.Entrytypes.B2 f;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_B1(f);
13
14 public B1(final project.Entrytypes.B2 _f) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_(_f,project.Entrytypes.B2.class);
17
18 f = _f != null ? Utils.copy(_f) : null;
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19 //@ assert Utils.is_(f,project.Entrytypes.B2.class);
20
21 }
22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25




30 project.Entrytypes.B1 other = ((project.Entrytypes.B1) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(f, other.f);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35




40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.B1 copy() {
43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.B1(f);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘B1" + Utils.formatFields(f);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public project.Entrytypes.B2 get_f() {
55
56 project.Entrytypes.B2 ret_3 = f;






62 public void set_f(final project.Entrytypes.B2 _f) {
63
64 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_(_f,project.
Entrytypes.B2.class));
65
66 f = _f;




70 /*@ pure @*/
71
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76 /*@ pure @*/
77 /*@ helper @*/
78
79 public static Boolean inv_B1(final project.Entrytypes.B2 _f) {
80
81 return _f.x.longValue() > 0L;
82 }
83 }










10 final public class A2 implements Record {
11 public Number x;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_A2(x);
13
14 public A2(final Number _x) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_int(_x);
17
18 x = _x;
19 //@ assert Utils.is_int(x);
20
21 }
22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25




30 project.Entrytypes.A2 other = ((project.Entrytypes.A2) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(x, other.x);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35




40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.A2 copy() {
43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.A2(x);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
47
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48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘A2" + Utils.formatFields(x);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public Number get_x() {
55
56 Number ret_2 = x;





62 public void set_x(final Number _x) {
63
64 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(_x));
65
66 x = _x;
67 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(x));
68
69 }
70 /*@ pure @*/
71




76 /*@ pure @*/
77 /*@ helper @*/
78
79 public static Boolean inv_A2(final Number _x) {
80
81 return _x.longValue() > 0L;
82 }
83 }





RecWithRecFieldUpdate/project/Entrytypes/A2.java:62: JML invariant is false
on leaving method project.Entrytypes.A2.set_x(java.lang.Number)






//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_A2(x);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
RecWithRecFieldUpdate/project/Entrytypes/A1.java:79: JML caller invariant
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//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_A2(x);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
RecWithRecFieldUpdate/project/Entrytypes/A1.java:79: JML invariant is false
on leaving method project.Entrytypes.A1.inv_A1(project.Entrytypes.A2) (
parameter _f)






//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_A2(x);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
RecWithRecFieldUpdate/project/Entrytypes/A1.java:79: JML caller invariant
is false on leaving calling method (Parameter: _f, Caller: project.
Entrytypes.A1.inv_A1(project.Entrytypes.A2), Callee: java.lang.Number.
longValue())






//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_A2(x);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
RecWithRecFieldUpdate/project/Entrytypes/A1.java:79: JML invariant is false
on leaving method project.Entrytypes.A1.inv_A1(project.Entrytypes.A2) (
parameter _f)






//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_A2(x);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
RecWithRecFieldUpdate/project/Entrytypes/A1.java:72: JML invariant is false
on leaving method project.Entrytypes.A1.valid()






//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_A1(f);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
RecWithRecFieldUpdate/project/Entrytypes/A2.java:12: JML invariant is false
//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_A2(x);
^
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"After illegal use"
C.49 RecWithRecFieldAtomicViolation.vdmsl
C.49.1 The VDM-SL model
1 module Entry
2






9 A1 :: f : A2
10 inv a1 == a1.f.x > 0;
11
12 A2 :: x : int
13 inv a2 == a2.x > 0;
14
15 B1 :: f : B2
16 inv b1 == b1.f.x > 0;
17
18 B2 :: x : int





24 Run : () ==> ?
25 Run () ==
26 (dcl r : A1 | B1 := mk_A1(mk_A2(1));
27
28 IO‘println("Before valid use");
29 atomic
30 (
31 r.f.x := -5;
32 r.f.x := 5;
33 );
34 IO‘println("After valid use");
35
36 IO‘println("Before illegal use");
37 atomic
38 (
39 r.f.x := 5;
40 r.f.x := -5;
41 );







C.49.2 The generated Java/JML
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10 final public class B2 implements Record {
11 public Number x;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_B2(x);
13
14 public B2(final Number _x) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_int(_x);
17
18 x = _x;
19 //@ assert Utils.is_int(x);
20
21 }
22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25




30 project.Entrytypes.B2 other = ((project.Entrytypes.B2) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(x, other.x);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35




40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.B2 copy() {
43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.B2(x);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘B2" + Utils.formatFields(x);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public Number get_x() {
55
56 Number ret_4 = x;
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60 }
61
62 public void set_x(final Number _x) {
63
64 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(_x));
65
66 x = _x;
67 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(x));
68
69 }
70 /*@ pure @*/
71




76 /*@ pure @*/
77 /*@ helper @*/
78
79 public static Boolean inv_B2(final Number _x) {
80
81 return _x.longValue() > 0L;
82 }
83 }










10 final public class A1 implements Record {
11 public project.Entrytypes.A2 f;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_A1(f);
13
14 public A1(final project.Entrytypes.A2 _f) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_(_f,project.Entrytypes.A2.class);
17
18 f = _f != null ? Utils.copy(_f) : null;
19 //@ assert Utils.is_(f,project.Entrytypes.A2.class);
20
21 }
22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25




30 project.Entrytypes.A1 other = ((project.Entrytypes.A1) obj);
31
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32 return Utils.equals(f, other.f);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35




40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.A1 copy() {
43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.A1(f);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘A1" + Utils.formatFields(f);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public project.Entrytypes.A2 get_f() {
55
56 project.Entrytypes.A2 ret_1 = f;






62 public void set_f(final project.Entrytypes.A2 _f) {
63
64 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_(_f,project.
Entrytypes.A2.class));
65
66 f = _f;




70 /*@ pure @*/
71




76 /*@ pure @*/
77 /*@ helper @*/
78
79 public static Boolean inv_A1(final project.Entrytypes.A2 _f) {
80
81 return _f.x.longValue() > 0L;
82 }
83 }
C.49.4 The generated Java/JML
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10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 Object r = new project.Entrytypes.A1(new project.Entrytypes.A2(1L));
18 //@ assert (Utils.is_(r,project.Entrytypes.A1.class) || Utils.is_(r,
project.Entrytypes.B1.class));
19
20 IO.println("Before valid use");
21 Number atomicTmp_1 = -5L;
22 //@ assert Utils.is_int(atomicTmp_1);
23
24 Number atomicTmp_2 = 5L;
25 //@ assert Utils.is_int(atomicTmp_2);
26
27 {
28 /* Start of atomic statement */
29 //@ set invChecksOn = false;
30
31 Object apply_1 = null;
32 if (r instanceof project.Entrytypes.A1) {
33 apply_1 = ((project.Entrytypes.A1) r).get_f();
34 } else if (r instanceof project.Entrytypes.B1) {
35 apply_1 = ((project.Entrytypes.B1) r).get_f();
36 } else {
37 throw new RuntimeException("Missing member: f");
38 }
39
40 Object stateDes_1 = apply_1;
41 if (stateDes_1 instanceof project.Entrytypes.A2) {




46 } else if (stateDes_1 instanceof project.Entrytypes.B2) {




51 } else {
52 throw new RuntimeException("Missing member: x");
53 }
54
55 Object apply_2 = null;
56 if (r instanceof project.Entrytypes.A1) {
57 apply_2 = ((project.Entrytypes.A1) r).get_f();
58 } else if (r instanceof project.Entrytypes.B1) {
59 apply_2 = ((project.Entrytypes.B1) r).get_f();
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60 } else {
61 throw new RuntimeException("Missing member: f");
62 }
63
64 Object stateDes_2 = apply_2;
65 if (stateDes_2 instanceof project.Entrytypes.A2) {




70 } else if (stateDes_2 instanceof project.Entrytypes.B2) {




75 } else {
76 throw new RuntimeException("Missing member: x");
77 }
78
79 //@ set invChecksOn = true;
80
81 //@ assert stateDes_1 instanceof project.Entrytypes.A2 ==> ((project.
Entrytypes.A2) stateDes_1).valid();
82
83 //@ assert (Utils.is_(r,project.Entrytypes.A1.class) || Utils.is_(r,
project.Entrytypes.B1.class));
84
85 //@ assert r instanceof project.Entrytypes.B1 ==> ((project.Entrytypes
.B1) r).valid();
86
87 //@ assert r instanceof project.Entrytypes.A1 ==> ((project.Entrytypes
.A1) r).valid();
88
89 //@ assert stateDes_1 instanceof project.Entrytypes.B2 ==> ((project.
Entrytypes.B2) stateDes_1).valid();
90
91 //@ assert stateDes_2 instanceof project.Entrytypes.A2 ==> ((project.
Entrytypes.A2) stateDes_2).valid();
92
93 //@ assert stateDes_2 instanceof project.Entrytypes.B2 ==> ((project.
Entrytypes.B2) stateDes_2).valid();
94
95 } /* End of atomic statement */
96
97 IO.println("After valid use");
98 IO.println("Before illegal use");
99 Number atomicTmp_3 = 5L;
100 //@ assert Utils.is_int(atomicTmp_3);
101
102 Number atomicTmp_4 = -5L;
103 //@ assert Utils.is_int(atomicTmp_4);
104
105 {
106 /* Start of atomic statement */
107 //@ set invChecksOn = false;
108
109 Object apply_3 = null;
110 if (r instanceof project.Entrytypes.A1) {
111 apply_3 = ((project.Entrytypes.A1) r).get_f();
112 } else if (r instanceof project.Entrytypes.B1) {
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113 apply_3 = ((project.Entrytypes.B1) r).get_f();
114 } else {
115 throw new RuntimeException("Missing member: f");
116 }
117
118 Object stateDes_3 = apply_3;
119 if (stateDes_3 instanceof project.Entrytypes.A2) {




124 } else if (stateDes_3 instanceof project.Entrytypes.B2) {




129 } else {
130 throw new RuntimeException("Missing member: x");
131 }
132
133 Object apply_4 = null;
134 if (r instanceof project.Entrytypes.A1) {
135 apply_4 = ((project.Entrytypes.A1) r).get_f();
136 } else if (r instanceof project.Entrytypes.B1) {
137 apply_4 = ((project.Entrytypes.B1) r).get_f();
138 } else {
139 throw new RuntimeException("Missing member: f");
140 }
141
142 Object stateDes_4 = apply_4;
143 if (stateDes_4 instanceof project.Entrytypes.A2) {




148 } else if (stateDes_4 instanceof project.Entrytypes.B2) {




153 } else {
154 throw new RuntimeException("Missing member: x");
155 }
156
157 //@ set invChecksOn = true;
158
159 //@ assert stateDes_3 instanceof project.Entrytypes.A2 ==> ((project.
Entrytypes.A2) stateDes_3).valid();
160
161 //@ assert (Utils.is_(r,project.Entrytypes.A1.class) || Utils.is_(r,
project.Entrytypes.B1.class));
162
163 //@ assert r instanceof project.Entrytypes.B1 ==> ((project.Entrytypes
.B1) r).valid();
164
165 //@ assert r instanceof project.Entrytypes.A1 ==> ((project.Entrytypes
.A1) r).valid();
166
167 //@ assert stateDes_3 instanceof project.Entrytypes.B2 ==> ((project.
Entrytypes.B2) stateDes_3).valid();
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168
169 //@ assert stateDes_4 instanceof project.Entrytypes.A2 ==> ((project.
Entrytypes.A2) stateDes_4).valid();
170
171 //@ assert stateDes_4 instanceof project.Entrytypes.B2 ==> ((project.
Entrytypes.B2) stateDes_4).valid();
172
173 } /* End of atomic statement */
174



















10 final public class B1 implements Record {
11 public project.Entrytypes.B2 f;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_B1(f);
13
14 public B1(final project.Entrytypes.B2 _f) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_(_f,project.Entrytypes.B2.class);
17
18 f = _f != null ? Utils.copy(_f) : null;
19 //@ assert Utils.is_(f,project.Entrytypes.B2.class);
20
21 }
22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25




30 project.Entrytypes.B1 other = ((project.Entrytypes.B1) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(f, other.f);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35
36 public int hashCode() {
37
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38 return Utils.hashCode(f);
39 }
40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.B1 copy() {
43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.B1(f);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘B1" + Utils.formatFields(f);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public project.Entrytypes.B2 get_f() {
55
56 project.Entrytypes.B2 ret_3 = f;






62 public void set_f(final project.Entrytypes.B2 _f) {
63
64 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_(_f,project.
Entrytypes.B2.class));
65
66 f = _f;




70 /*@ pure @*/
71




76 /*@ pure @*/
77 /*@ helper @*/
78
79 public static Boolean inv_B1(final project.Entrytypes.B2 _f) {
80
81 return _f.x.longValue() > 0L;
82 }
83 }












10 final public class A2 implements Record {
11 public Number x;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_A2(x);
13
14 public A2(final Number _x) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_int(_x);
17
18 x = _x;
19 //@ assert Utils.is_int(x);
20
21 }
22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25




30 project.Entrytypes.A2 other = ((project.Entrytypes.A2) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(x, other.x);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35




40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.A2 copy() {
43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.A2(x);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘A2" + Utils.formatFields(x);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public Number get_x() {
55
56 Number ret_2 = x;





62 public void set_x(final Number _x) {
63
64 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(_x));
65
66 x = _x;
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67 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(x));
68
69 }
70 /*@ pure @*/
71




76 /*@ pure @*/
77 /*@ helper @*/
78
79 public static Boolean inv_A2(final Number _x) {
80
81 return _x.longValue() > 0L;
82 }
83 }






is false on leaving method project.Entrytypes.A2.valid()










invariant is false on leaving calling method (Parameter: _f, Caller:
project.Entrytypes.A1.inv_A1(project.Entrytypes.A2), Callee: java.lang.
Number.longValue())










is false on leaving method project.Entrytypes.A1.inv_A1(project.Entrytypes
.A2) (parameter _f)






//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_A2(x);
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invariant is false on leaving calling method (Parameter: _f, Caller:
project.Entrytypes.A1.inv_A1(project.Entrytypes.A2), Callee: java.lang.
Number.longValue())










is false on leaving method project.Entrytypes.A1.inv_A1(project.Entrytypes
.A2) (parameter _f)










is false on leaving method project.Entrytypes.A1.valid()















is false on leaving method project.Entrytypes.A2.valid()
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C.50 CharUnionEven.vdmsl









9 Even = nat




14 Run : () ==> ?
15 Run () ==
16 (
17 IO‘println("Before legal use");
18 let - : char | Even = charA() in skip;
19 IO‘println("After legal use");
20 IO‘println("Before illegal use");
21 let - : char | Even = charNil() in skip;






28 charA : () -> char
29 charA () == ’a’;
30
31 charNil : () -> [char]














10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
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17 IO.println("Before legal use");
18 {
19 final Object ignorePattern_1 = charA();
20 //@ assert ((Utils.is_nat(ignorePattern_1) && inv_Entry_Even(
ignorePattern_1)) || Utils.is_char(ignorePattern_1));
21
22 /* skip */
23 }
24
25 IO.println("After legal use");
26 IO.println("Before illegal use");
27 {
28 final Object ignorePattern_2 = charNil();
29 //@ assert ((Utils.is_nat(ignorePattern_2) && inv_Entry_Even(
ignorePattern_2)) || Utils.is_char(ignorePattern_2));
30
31 /* skip */
32 }
33
34 IO.println("After illegal use");
35 return 0L;
36 }
37 /*@ pure @*/
38
39 public static Character charA() {
40
41 Character ret_1 = ’a’;




46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public static Character charNil() {
49
50 Character ret_2 = null;










61 /*@ pure @*/
62 /*@ helper @*/
63
64 public static Boolean inv_Entry_Even(final Object check_n) {
65
66 Number n = ((Number) check_n);
67
68 return Utils.equals(Utils.mod(n.longValue(), 2L), 0L);
69 }
70 }
C.50.3 The OpenJML runtime assertion checker output
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Entry.java:29: JML assertion is false





C.51.1 The VDM-SL model
1 module Entry
2






9 A1 :: f : A2
10 inv a1 == a1.f.x > 0;
11
12 A2 :: x : int
13 inv a2 == a2.x > 0;
14
15 B1 :: f : B2
16 inv b1 == b1.f.x > 0;
17
18 B2 :: x : int





24 Run : () ==> ?
25 Run () ==
26 (dcl r : A1 | B1 := mk_A1(mk_A2(1));
27 atomic
28 (
29 r.f.x := 5;
30 );


















10 final public class B2 implements Record {
11 public Number x;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_B2(x);
13
14 public B2(final Number _x) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_int(_x);
17
18 x = _x;
19 //@ assert Utils.is_int(x);
20
21 }
22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25




30 project.Entrytypes.B2 other = ((project.Entrytypes.B2) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(x, other.x);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35




40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.B2 copy() {
43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.B2(x);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘B2" + Utils.formatFields(x);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public Number get_x() {
55
56 Number ret_4 = x;





62 public void set_x(final Number _x) {
63
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64 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(_x));
65
66 x = _x;
67 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(x));
68
69 }
70 /*@ pure @*/
71




76 /*@ pure @*/
77 /*@ helper @*/
78
79 public static Boolean inv_B2(final Number _x) {
80
81 return _x.longValue() > 0L;
82 }
83 }










10 final public class A1 implements Record {
11 public project.Entrytypes.A2 f;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_A1(f);
13
14 public A1(final project.Entrytypes.A2 _f) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_(_f,project.Entrytypes.A2.class);
17
18 f = _f != null ? Utils.copy(_f) : null;
19 //@ assert Utils.is_(f,project.Entrytypes.A2.class);
20
21 }
22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25




30 project.Entrytypes.A1 other = ((project.Entrytypes.A1) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(f, other.f);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35
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40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.A1 copy() {
43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.A1(f);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘A1" + Utils.formatFields(f);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public project.Entrytypes.A2 get_f() {
55
56 project.Entrytypes.A2 ret_1 = f;






62 public void set_f(final project.Entrytypes.A2 _f) {
63
64 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_(_f,project.
Entrytypes.A2.class));
65
66 f = _f;




70 /*@ pure @*/
71




76 /*@ pure @*/
77 /*@ helper @*/
78
79 public static Boolean inv_A1(final project.Entrytypes.A2 _f) {
80
81 return _f.x.longValue() > 0L;
82 }
83 }












10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 Object r = new project.Entrytypes.A1(new project.Entrytypes.A2(1L));
18 //@ assert (Utils.is_(r,project.Entrytypes.A1.class) || Utils.is_(r,
project.Entrytypes.B1.class));
19
20 Number atomicTmp_1 = 5L;
21 //@ assert Utils.is_int(atomicTmp_1);
22
23 {
24 /* Start of atomic statement */
25 //@ set invChecksOn = false;
26
27 Object apply_1 = null;
28 if (r instanceof project.Entrytypes.A1) {
29 apply_1 = ((project.Entrytypes.A1) r).get_f();
30 } else if (r instanceof project.Entrytypes.B1) {
31 apply_1 = ((project.Entrytypes.B1) r).get_f();
32 } else {
33 throw new RuntimeException("Missing member: f");
34 }
35
36 Object stateDes_1 = apply_1;
37 if (stateDes_1 instanceof project.Entrytypes.A2) {




42 } else if (stateDes_1 instanceof project.Entrytypes.B2) {




47 } else {
48 throw new RuntimeException("Missing member: x");
49 }
50
51 //@ set invChecksOn = true;
52
53 //@ assert stateDes_1 instanceof project.Entrytypes.A2 ==> ((project.
Entrytypes.A2) stateDes_1).valid();
54
55 //@ assert (Utils.is_(r,project.Entrytypes.A1.class) || Utils.is_(r,
project.Entrytypes.B1.class));
56
57 //@ assert r instanceof project.Entrytypes.B1 ==> ((project.Entrytypes
.B1) r).valid();
58
59 //@ assert r instanceof project.Entrytypes.A1 ==> ((project.Entrytypes
.A1) r).valid();
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60
61 //@ assert stateDes_1 instanceof project.Entrytypes.B2 ==> ((project.
Entrytypes.B2) stateDes_1).valid();
62
63 } /* End of atomic statement */
64



















10 final public class B1 implements Record {
11 public project.Entrytypes.B2 f;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_B1(f);
13
14 public B1(final project.Entrytypes.B2 _f) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_(_f,project.Entrytypes.B2.class);
17
18 f = _f != null ? Utils.copy(_f) : null;
19 //@ assert Utils.is_(f,project.Entrytypes.B2.class);
20
21 }
22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25




30 project.Entrytypes.B1 other = ((project.Entrytypes.B1) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(f, other.f);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35




40 /*@ pure @*/
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41
42 public project.Entrytypes.B1 copy() {
43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.B1(f);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘B1" + Utils.formatFields(f);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public project.Entrytypes.B2 get_f() {
55
56 project.Entrytypes.B2 ret_3 = f;






62 public void set_f(final project.Entrytypes.B2 _f) {
63
64 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_(_f,project.
Entrytypes.B2.class));
65
66 f = _f;




70 /*@ pure @*/
71




76 /*@ pure @*/
77 /*@ helper @*/
78
79 public static Boolean inv_B1(final project.Entrytypes.B2 _f) {
80
81 return _f.x.longValue() > 0L;
82 }
83 }
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10 final public class A2 implements Record {
11 public Number x;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_A2(x);
13
14 public A2(final Number _x) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_int(_x);
17
18 x = _x;
19 //@ assert Utils.is_int(x);
20
21 }
22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25




30 project.Entrytypes.A2 other = ((project.Entrytypes.A2) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(x, other.x);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35




40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.A2 copy() {
43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.A2(x);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘A2" + Utils.formatFields(x);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public Number get_x() {
55
56 Number ret_2 = x;





62 public void set_x(final Number _x) {
63
64 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(_x));
65
66 x = _x;
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70 /*@ pure @*/
71




76 /*@ pure @*/
77 /*@ helper @*/
78
79 public static Boolean inv_A2(final Number _x) {
80
81 return _x.longValue() > 0L;
82 }
83 }
C.51.7 The OpenJML runtime assertion checker output
"Done! Expected no violations"
C.52 RecInRecInAtomic.vdmsl











11 R1 :: r2 : R2
12 inv r1 == r1.r2.r3.x <> 1;
13 R2 :: r3 : R3
14 inv r2 == r2.r3.x <> 2;
15 R3 :: x : int




20 Run : () ==> ?
21 Run () ==
22 (
23 IO‘println("Before useOk");
24 let - = useOk() in skip;
25 IO‘println("After useOk");
26 IO‘println("Before useNotOk");





32 useOk : () ==> nat
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33 useOk () ==
34 (




39 r1.r2.r3.x := 1;






46 useNotOk : () ==> nat
47 useNotOk () ==
48 (






















10 final public class R1 implements Record {
11 public project.Entrytypes.R2 r2;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R1(r2);
13
14 public R1(final project.Entrytypes.R2 _r2) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_(_r2,project.Entrytypes.R2.class);
17
18 r2 = _r2 != null ? Utils.copy(_r2) : null;
19 //@ assert Utils.is_(r2,project.Entrytypes.R2.class);
20
21 }
22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25
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29
30 project.Entrytypes.R1 other = ((project.Entrytypes.R1) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(r2, other.r2);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35




40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.R1 copy() {
43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.R1(r2);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘R1" + Utils.formatFields(r2);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public project.Entrytypes.R2 get_r2() {
55
56 project.Entrytypes.R2 ret_3 = r2;






62 public void set_r2(final project.Entrytypes.R2 _r2) {
63
64 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_(_r2,project.
Entrytypes.R2.class));
65
66 r2 = _r2;




70 /*@ pure @*/
71




76 /*@ pure @*/
77 /*@ helper @*/
78
79 public static Boolean inv_R1(final project.Entrytypes.R2 _r2) {
80
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10 final public class R2 implements Record {
11 public project.Entrytypes.R3 r3;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R2(r3);
13
14 public R2(final project.Entrytypes.R3 _r3) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_(_r3,project.Entrytypes.R3.class);
17
18 r3 = _r3 != null ? Utils.copy(_r3) : null;
19 //@ assert Utils.is_(r3,project.Entrytypes.R3.class);
20
21 }
22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25




30 project.Entrytypes.R2 other = ((project.Entrytypes.R2) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(r3, other.r3);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35




40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.R2 copy() {
43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.R2(r3);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘R2" + Utils.formatFields(r3);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public project.Entrytypes.R3 get_r3() {
55
56 project.Entrytypes.R3 ret_4 = r3;
57 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_(ret_4,project.
Entrytypes.R3.class));
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62 public void set_r3(final project.Entrytypes.R3 _r3) {
63
64 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_(_r3,project.
Entrytypes.R3.class));
65
66 r3 = _r3;




70 /*@ pure @*/
71




76 /*@ pure @*/
77 /*@ helper @*/
78
79 public static Boolean inv_R2(final project.Entrytypes.R3 _r3) {
80
81 return !(Utils.equals(_r3.x, 2L));
82 }
83 }










10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14




19 final Number ignorePattern_1 = useOk();
20 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(ignorePattern_1);
21
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28 final Number ignorePattern_2 = useNotOk();
29 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(ignorePattern_2);
30







38 public static Number useOk() {
39
40 project.Entrytypes.R1 r1 =
41 new project.Entrytypes.R1(new project.Entrytypes.R2(new project.
Entrytypes.R3(5L)));
42 //@ assert Utils.is_(r1,project.Entrytypes.R1.class);
43
44 Number atomicTmp_1 = 1L;
45 //@ assert Utils.is_int(atomicTmp_1);
46
47 Number atomicTmp_2 = 5L;
48 //@ assert Utils.is_int(atomicTmp_2);
49
50 {
51 /* Start of atomic statement */
52 //@ set invChecksOn = false;
53
54 project.Entrytypes.R2 stateDes_1 = r1.get_r2();
55
56 project.Entrytypes.R3 stateDes_2 = stateDes_1.get_r3();
57




62 project.Entrytypes.R2 stateDes_3 = r1.get_r2();
63
64 project.Entrytypes.R3 stateDes_4 = stateDes_3.get_r3();
65




70 //@ set invChecksOn = true;
71
72 //@ assert stateDes_2.valid();
73
74 //@ assert Utils.is_(stateDes_1,project.Entrytypes.R2.class);
75
76 //@ assert stateDes_1.valid();
77
78 //@ assert Utils.is_(r1,project.Entrytypes.R1.class);
79
80 //@ assert r1.valid();
81
82 //@ assert stateDes_4.valid();
83
84 //@ assert Utils.is_(stateDes_3,project.Entrytypes.R2.class);
85
86 //@ assert stateDes_3.valid();
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87
88 } /* End of atomic statement */
89
90 Number ret_1 = 0L;





96 public static Number useNotOk() {
97
98 project.Entrytypes.R1 r1 =
99 new project.Entrytypes.R1(new project.Entrytypes.R2(new project.
Entrytypes.R3(5L)));
100 //@ assert Utils.is_(r1,project.Entrytypes.R1.class);
101
102 Number atomicTmp_3 = 1L;
103 //@ assert Utils.is_int(atomicTmp_3);
104
105 {
106 /* Start of atomic statement */
107 //@ set invChecksOn = false;
108
109 project.Entrytypes.R2 stateDes_5 = r1.get_r2();
110
111 project.Entrytypes.R3 stateDes_6 = stateDes_5.get_r3();
112




117 //@ set invChecksOn = true;
118
119 //@ assert stateDes_6.valid();
120
121 //@ assert Utils.is_(stateDes_5,project.Entrytypes.R2.class);
122
123 //@ assert stateDes_5.valid();
124
125 //@ assert Utils.is_(r1,project.Entrytypes.R1.class);
126
127 //@ assert r1.valid();
128
129 } /* End of atomic statement */
130
131 Number ret_2 = 0L;
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10 final public class R3 implements Record {
11 public Number x;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R3(x);
13
14 public R3(final Number _x) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_int(_x);
17
18 x = _x;
19 //@ assert Utils.is_int(x);
20
21 }
22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25




30 project.Entrytypes.R3 other = ((project.Entrytypes.R3) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(x, other.x);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35




40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.R3 copy() {
43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.R3(x);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘R3" + Utils.formatFields(x);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public Number get_x() {
55
56 Number ret_5 = x;
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60 }
61
62 public void set_x(final Number _x) {
63
64 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(_x));
65
66 x = _x;
67 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(x));
68
69 }
70 /*@ pure @*/
71




76 /*@ pure @*/
77 /*@ helper @*/
78
79 public static Boolean inv_R3(final Number _x) {
80
81 return !(Utils.equals(_x, 3L));
82 }
83 }





RecInRecInAtomic/project/Entrytypes/R1.java:72: JML invariant is false on
leaving method project.Entrytypes.R1.valid()
public Boolean valid() {
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
RecInRecInAtomic/project/Entrytypes/R1.java:12: Associated declaration: /
home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
RecInRecInAtomic/project/Entrytypes/R1.java:72:
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9 types
10
11 R1 :: r2 : R2
12 inv r1 == r1.r2.t3.r4.x <> 1;
13
14 R2 :: t3 : T3
15 inv r2 == r2.t3.r4.x <> 2;
16
17 T3 = R3 | X
18 inv t3 == (is_(t3,R3) => t3.r4.x <> 10) and (is_(t3, X) => t3.b);
19
20 R3 :: r4 : R4
21 inv r3 == r3.r4.x <> 3;
22
23 R4 :: x : int
24 inv r4 == r4.x <> 4;
25




30 Run : () ==> ?
31 Run () ==
32 (
33 IO‘println("Before useOk");
34 let - = useOk() in skip;
35 IO‘println("After useOk");
36 IO‘println("Before useNotOk");





42 useOk : () ==> nat
43 useOk () ==
44 (




49 r1.r2.t3.r4.x := 10;
50 r1.r2.t3.r4.x := 3;






57 useNotOk : () ==> nat
58 useNotOk () ==
59 (
























10 final public class R1 implements Record {
11 public project.Entrytypes.R2 r2;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R1(r2);
13
14 public R1(final project.Entrytypes.R2 _r2) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_(_r2,project.Entrytypes.R2.class);
17
18 r2 = _r2 != null ? Utils.copy(_r2) : null;
19 //@ assert Utils.is_(r2,project.Entrytypes.R2.class);
20
21 }
22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25




30 project.Entrytypes.R1 other = ((project.Entrytypes.R1) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(r2, other.r2);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35




40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.R1 copy() {
43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.R1(r2);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘R1" + Utils.formatFields(r2);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
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54 public project.Entrytypes.R2 get_r2() {
55
56 project.Entrytypes.R2 ret_3 = r2;






62 public void set_r2(final project.Entrytypes.R2 _r2) {
63
64 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_(_r2,project.
Entrytypes.R2.class));
65
66 r2 = _r2;




70 /*@ pure @*/
71




76 /*@ pure @*/
77 /*@ helper @*/
78
79 public static Boolean inv_R1(final project.Entrytypes.R2 _r2) {
80
81 Object obj_2 = Utils.copy(_r2.t3);
82 project.Entrytypes.R4 apply_6 = null;
83 if (obj_2 instanceof project.Entrytypes.R3) {
84 apply_6 = Utils.copy(((project.Entrytypes.R3) obj_2).r4);
85 } else {
86 throw new RuntimeException("Missing member: r4");
87 }
88
89 return !(Utils.equals(apply_6.x, 1L));
90 }
91
92 /*@ pure @*/
93 /*@ helper @*/
94
95 public static Boolean inv_Entry_T3(final Object check_t3) {
96
97 Object t3 = ((Object) check_t3);
98
99 Boolean andResult_1 = false;
100
101 Boolean orResult_1 = false;
102
103 if (!(Utils.is_(t3, project.Entrytypes.R3.class))) {
104 orResult_1 = true;
105 } else {
106 project.Entrytypes.R4 apply_9 = null;
107 if (t3 instanceof project.Entrytypes.R3) {
108 apply_9 = ((project.Entrytypes.R3) t3).get_r4();
109 } else {
110 throw new RuntimeException("Missing member: r4");
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111 }
112
113 orResult_1 = !(Utils.equals(apply_9.get_x(), 10L));
114 }
115
116 if (orResult_1) {
117 Boolean orResult_2 = false;
118
119 if (!(Utils.is_(t3, project.Entrytypes.X.class))) {
120 orResult_2 = true;
121 } else {
122 Boolean apply_10 = null;
123 if (t3 instanceof project.Entrytypes.X) {
124 apply_10 = ((project.Entrytypes.X) t3).get_b();
125 } else {
126 throw new RuntimeException("Missing member: b");
127 }
128
129 orResult_2 = apply_10;
130 }
131
132 if (orResult_2) {

















10 final public class X implements Record {
11 public Boolean b;
12
13 public X(final Boolean _b) {
14
15 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(_b);
16
17 b = _b;
18 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(b);
19
20 }
21 /*@ pure @*/
22
23 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
24
25 if (!(obj instanceof project.Entrytypes.X)) {
26 return false;
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27 }
28
29 project.Entrytypes.X other = ((project.Entrytypes.X) obj);
30
31 return Utils.equals(b, other.b);
32 }
33 /*@ pure @*/
34




39 /*@ pure @*/
40
41 public project.Entrytypes.X copy() {
42
43 return new project.Entrytypes.X(b);
44 }
45 /*@ pure @*/
46
47 public String toString() {
48
49 return "mk_Entry‘X" + Utils.formatFields(b);
50 }
51 /*@ pure @*/
52
53 public Boolean get_b() {
54
55 Boolean ret_7 = b;





61 public void set_b(final Boolean _b) {
62
63 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_bool(_b));
64
65 b = _b;
66 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_bool(b));
67
68 }
69 /*@ pure @*/
70





76 /*@ pure @*/
77 /*@ helper @*/
78
79 public static Boolean inv_Entry_T3(final Object check_t3) {
80
81 Object t3 = ((Object) check_t3);
82
83 Boolean andResult_1 = false;
84
85 Boolean orResult_1 = false;
86
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87 if (!(Utils.is_(t3, project.Entrytypes.R3.class))) {
88 orResult_1 = true;
89 } else {
90 project.Entrytypes.R4 apply_9 = null;
91 if (t3 instanceof project.Entrytypes.R3) {
92 apply_9 = ((project.Entrytypes.R3) t3).get_r4();
93 } else {
94 throw new RuntimeException("Missing member: r4");
95 }
96
97 orResult_1 = !(Utils.equals(apply_9.get_x(), 10L));
98 }
99
100 if (orResult_1) {
101 Boolean orResult_2 = false;
102
103 if (!(Utils.is_(t3, project.Entrytypes.X.class))) {
104 orResult_2 = true;
105 } else {
106 Boolean apply_10 = null;
107 if (t3 instanceof project.Entrytypes.X) {
108 apply_10 = ((project.Entrytypes.X) t3).get_b();
109 } else {
110 throw new RuntimeException("Missing member: b");
111 }
112
113 orResult_2 = apply_10;
114 }
115
116 if (orResult_2) {

















10 final public class R2 implements Record {
11 public Object t3;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R2(t3);
13
14 public R2(final Object _t3) {
15
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18 t3 = _t3 != null ? Utils.copy(_t3) : null;




22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25




30 project.Entrytypes.R2 other = ((project.Entrytypes.R2) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(t3, other.t3);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35




40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.R2 copy() {
43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.R2(t3);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘R2" + Utils.formatFields(t3);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public Object get_t3() {
55
56 Object ret_4 = t3;







62 public void set_t3(final Object _t3) {
63




66 t3 = _t3;
67 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (((Utils.is_(t3,project.




70 /*@ pure @*/
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71




76 /*@ pure @*/
77 /*@ helper @*/
78
79 public static Boolean inv_R2(final Object _t3) {
80
81 Object obj_4 = _t3;
82 project.Entrytypes.R4 apply_8 = null;
83 if (obj_4 instanceof project.Entrytypes.R3) {
84 apply_8 = Utils.copy(((project.Entrytypes.R3) obj_4).r4);
85 } else {
86 throw new RuntimeException("Missing member: r4");
87 }
88
89 return !(Utils.equals(apply_8.x, 2L));
90 }
91
92 /*@ pure @*/
93 /*@ helper @*/
94
95 public static Boolean inv_Entry_T3(final Object check_t3) {
96
97 Object t3 = ((Object) check_t3);
98
99 Boolean andResult_1 = false;
100
101 Boolean orResult_1 = false;
102
103 if (!(Utils.is_(t3, project.Entrytypes.R3.class))) {
104 orResult_1 = true;
105 } else {
106 project.Entrytypes.R4 apply_9 = null;
107 if (t3 instanceof project.Entrytypes.R3) {
108 apply_9 = ((project.Entrytypes.R3) t3).get_r4();
109 } else {
110 throw new RuntimeException("Missing member: r4");
111 }
112
113 orResult_1 = !(Utils.equals(apply_9.get_x(), 10L));
114 }
115
116 if (orResult_1) {
117 Boolean orResult_2 = false;
118
119 if (!(Utils.is_(t3, project.Entrytypes.X.class))) {
120 orResult_2 = true;
121 } else {
122 Boolean apply_10 = null;
123 if (t3 instanceof project.Entrytypes.X) {
124 apply_10 = ((project.Entrytypes.X) t3).get_b();
125 } else {
126 throw new RuntimeException("Missing member: b");
127 }
128
129 orResult_2 = apply_10;
130 }
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131
132 if (orResult_2) {

















10 final public class R4 implements Record {
11 public Number x;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R4(x);
13
14 public R4(final Number _x) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_int(_x);
17
18 x = _x;
19 //@ assert Utils.is_int(x);
20
21 }
22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25




30 project.Entrytypes.R4 other = ((project.Entrytypes.R4) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(x, other.x);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35




40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.R4 copy() {
43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.R4(x);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
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47
48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘R4" + Utils.formatFields(x);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public Number get_x() {
55
56 Number ret_6 = x;





62 public void set_x(final Number _x) {
63
64 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(_x));
65
66 x = _x;
67 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(x));
68
69 }
70 /*@ pure @*/
71




76 /*@ pure @*/
77 /*@ helper @*/
78
79 public static Boolean inv_R4(final Number _x) {
80
81 return !(Utils.equals(_x, 4L));
82 }
83
84 /*@ pure @*/
85 /*@ helper @*/
86
87 public static Boolean inv_Entry_T3(final Object check_t3) {
88
89 Object t3 = ((Object) check_t3);
90
91 Boolean andResult_1 = false;
92
93 Boolean orResult_1 = false;
94
95 if (!(Utils.is_(t3, project.Entrytypes.R3.class))) {
96 orResult_1 = true;
97 } else {
98 project.Entrytypes.R4 apply_9 = null;
99 if (t3 instanceof project.Entrytypes.R3) {
100 apply_9 = ((project.Entrytypes.R3) t3).get_r4();
101 } else {
102 throw new RuntimeException("Missing member: r4");
103 }
104
105 orResult_1 = !(Utils.equals(apply_9.get_x(), 10L));
106 }
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107
108 if (orResult_1) {
109 Boolean orResult_2 = false;
110
111 if (!(Utils.is_(t3, project.Entrytypes.X.class))) {
112 orResult_2 = true;
113 } else {
114 Boolean apply_10 = null;
115 if (t3 instanceof project.Entrytypes.X) {
116 apply_10 = ((project.Entrytypes.X) t3).get_b();
117 } else {
118 throw new RuntimeException("Missing member: b");
119 }
120
121 orResult_2 = apply_10;
122 }
123
124 if (orResult_2) {

















10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14




19 final Number ignorePattern_1 = useOk();
20 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(ignorePattern_1);
21






28 final Number ignorePattern_2 = useNotOk();
29 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(ignorePattern_2);
30
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38 public static Number useOk() {
39
40 project.Entrytypes.R1 r1 =
41 new project.Entrytypes.R1(
42 new project.Entrytypes.R2(new project.Entrytypes.R3(new project.
Entrytypes.R4(5L))));
43 //@ assert Utils.is_(r1,project.Entrytypes.R1.class);
44
45 Number atomicTmp_1 = 10L;
46 //@ assert Utils.is_int(atomicTmp_1);
47
48 Number atomicTmp_2 = 3L;
49 //@ assert Utils.is_int(atomicTmp_2);
50
51 Number atomicTmp_3 = 5L;
52 //@ assert Utils.is_int(atomicTmp_3);
53
54 {
55 /* Start of atomic statement */
56 //@ set invChecksOn = false;
57
58 project.Entrytypes.R2 stateDes_1 = r1.get_r2();
59
60 Object stateDes_2 = stateDes_1.get_t3();
61
62 project.Entrytypes.R4 apply_1 = null;
63 if (stateDes_2 instanceof project.Entrytypes.R3) {
64 apply_1 = ((project.Entrytypes.R3) stateDes_2).get_r4();
65 } else {
66 throw new RuntimeException("Missing member: r4");
67 }
68
69 project.Entrytypes.R4 stateDes_3 = apply_1;




74 project.Entrytypes.R2 stateDes_4 = r1.get_r2();
75
76 Object stateDes_5 = stateDes_4.get_t3();
77
78 project.Entrytypes.R4 apply_2 = null;
79 if (stateDes_5 instanceof project.Entrytypes.R3) {
80 apply_2 = ((project.Entrytypes.R3) stateDes_5).get_r4();
81 } else {
82 throw new RuntimeException("Missing member: r4");
83 }
84
85 project.Entrytypes.R4 stateDes_6 = apply_2;
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90 project.Entrytypes.R2 stateDes_7 = r1.get_r2();
91
92 Object stateDes_8 = stateDes_7.get_t3();
93
94 project.Entrytypes.R4 apply_3 = null;
95 if (stateDes_8 instanceof project.Entrytypes.R3) {
96 apply_3 = ((project.Entrytypes.R3) stateDes_8).get_r4();
97 } else {
98 throw new RuntimeException("Missing member: r4");
99 }
100
101 project.Entrytypes.R4 stateDes_9 = apply_3;




106 //@ set invChecksOn = true;
107
108 //@ assert stateDes_3.valid();
109




112 //@ assert stateDes_2 instanceof project.Entrytypes.X ==> ((project.
Entrytypes.X) stateDes_2).valid();
113
114 //@ assert stateDes_2 instanceof project.Entrytypes.R3 ==> ((project.
Entrytypes.R3) stateDes_2).valid();
115
116 //@ assert Utils.is_(stateDes_1,project.Entrytypes.R2.class);
117
118 //@ assert stateDes_1.valid();
119
120 //@ assert Utils.is_(r1,project.Entrytypes.R1.class);
121
122 //@ assert r1.valid();
123
124 //@ assert stateDes_6.valid();
125




128 //@ assert stateDes_5 instanceof project.Entrytypes.X ==> ((project.
Entrytypes.X) stateDes_5).valid();
129
130 //@ assert stateDes_5 instanceof project.Entrytypes.R3 ==> ((project.
Entrytypes.R3) stateDes_5).valid();
131
132 //@ assert Utils.is_(stateDes_4,project.Entrytypes.R2.class);
133
134 //@ assert stateDes_4.valid();
135
136 //@ assert stateDes_9.valid();
137
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140 //@ assert stateDes_8 instanceof project.Entrytypes.X ==> ((project.
Entrytypes.X) stateDes_8).valid();
141
142 //@ assert stateDes_8 instanceof project.Entrytypes.R3 ==> ((project.
Entrytypes.R3) stateDes_8).valid();
143
144 //@ assert Utils.is_(stateDes_7,project.Entrytypes.R2.class);
145
146 //@ assert stateDes_7.valid();
147
148 } /* End of atomic statement */
149
150 Number ret_1 = 0L;





156 public static Number useNotOk() {
157
158 project.Entrytypes.R1 r1 =
159 new project.Entrytypes.R1(
160 new project.Entrytypes.R2(new project.Entrytypes.R3(new project.
Entrytypes.R4(5L))));
161 //@ assert Utils.is_(r1,project.Entrytypes.R1.class);
162
163 Number atomicTmp_4 = 3L;
164 //@ assert Utils.is_int(atomicTmp_4);
165
166 {
167 /* Start of atomic statement */
168 //@ set invChecksOn = false;
169
170 project.Entrytypes.R2 stateDes_10 = r1.get_r2();
171
172 Object stateDes_11 = stateDes_10.get_t3();
173
174 project.Entrytypes.R4 apply_4 = null;
175 if (stateDes_11 instanceof project.Entrytypes.R3) {
176 apply_4 = ((project.Entrytypes.R3) stateDes_11).get_r4();
177 } else {
178 throw new RuntimeException("Missing member: r4");
179 }
180
181 project.Entrytypes.R4 stateDes_12 = apply_4;




186 //@ set invChecksOn = true;
187
188 //@ assert stateDes_12.valid();
189
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194 //@ assert stateDes_11 instanceof project.Entrytypes.R3 ==> ((project.
Entrytypes.R3) stateDes_11).valid();
195
196 //@ assert Utils.is_(stateDes_10,project.Entrytypes.R2.class);
197
198 //@ assert stateDes_10.valid();
199
200 //@ assert Utils.is_(r1,project.Entrytypes.R1.class);
201
202 //@ assert r1.valid();
203
204 } /* End of atomic statement */
205
206 Number ret_2 = 0L;










217 /*@ pure @*/
218 /*@ helper @*/
219
220 public static Boolean inv_Entry_T3(final Object check_t3) {
221
222 Object t3 = ((Object) check_t3);
223
224 Boolean andResult_1 = false;
225
226 Boolean orResult_1 = false;
227
228 if (!(Utils.is_(t3, project.Entrytypes.R3.class))) {
229 orResult_1 = true;
230 } else {
231 project.Entrytypes.R4 apply_9 = null;
232 if (t3 instanceof project.Entrytypes.R3) {
233 apply_9 = ((project.Entrytypes.R3) t3).get_r4();
234 } else {
235 throw new RuntimeException("Missing member: r4");
236 }
237
238 orResult_1 = !(Utils.equals(apply_9.get_x(), 10L));
239 }
240
241 if (orResult_1) {
242 Boolean orResult_2 = false;
243
244 if (!(Utils.is_(t3, project.Entrytypes.X.class))) {
245 orResult_2 = true;
246 } else {
247 Boolean apply_10 = null;
248 if (t3 instanceof project.Entrytypes.X) {
249 apply_10 = ((project.Entrytypes.X) t3).get_b();
250 } else {
251 throw new RuntimeException("Missing member: b");
252 }
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253
254 orResult_2 = apply_10;
255 }
256
257 if (orResult_2) {

















10 final public class R3 implements Record {
11 public project.Entrytypes.R4 r4;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R3(r4);
13
14 public R3(final project.Entrytypes.R4 _r4) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_(_r4,project.Entrytypes.R4.class);
17
18 r4 = _r4 != null ? Utils.copy(_r4) : null;
19 //@ assert Utils.is_(r4,project.Entrytypes.R4.class);
20
21 }
22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25




30 project.Entrytypes.R3 other = ((project.Entrytypes.R3) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(r4, other.r4);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35




40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.R3 copy() {
43
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44 return new project.Entrytypes.R3(r4);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘R3" + Utils.formatFields(r4);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public project.Entrytypes.R4 get_r4() {
55
56 project.Entrytypes.R4 ret_5 = r4;






62 public void set_r4(final project.Entrytypes.R4 _r4) {
63
64 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_(_r4,project.
Entrytypes.R4.class));
65
66 r4 = _r4;




70 /*@ pure @*/
71




76 /*@ pure @*/
77 /*@ helper @*/
78
79 public static Boolean inv_R3(final project.Entrytypes.R4 _r4) {
80
81 return !(Utils.equals(_r4.x, 3L));
82 }
83
84 /*@ pure @*/
85 /*@ helper @*/
86
87 public static Boolean inv_Entry_T3(final Object check_t3) {
88
89 Object t3 = ((Object) check_t3);
90
91 Boolean andResult_1 = false;
92
93 Boolean orResult_1 = false;
94
95 if (!(Utils.is_(t3, project.Entrytypes.R3.class))) {
96 orResult_1 = true;
97 } else {
98 project.Entrytypes.R4 apply_9 = null;
99 if (t3 instanceof project.Entrytypes.R3) {
100 apply_9 = ((project.Entrytypes.R3) t3).get_r4();
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101 } else {
102 throw new RuntimeException("Missing member: r4");
103 }
104
105 orResult_1 = !(Utils.equals(apply_9.get_x(), 10L));
106 }
107
108 if (orResult_1) {
109 Boolean orResult_2 = false;
110
111 if (!(Utils.is_(t3, project.Entrytypes.X.class))) {
112 orResult_2 = true;
113 } else {
114 Boolean apply_10 = null;
115 if (t3 instanceof project.Entrytypes.X) {
116 apply_10 = ((project.Entrytypes.X) t3).get_b();
117 } else {
118 throw new RuntimeException("Missing member: b");
119 }
120
121 orResult_2 = apply_10;
122 }
123
124 if (orResult_2) {











Entry.java:233: JML invariant is false on entering method project.Entrytypes.
R3.get_r4() from project.Entry.inv_Entry_T3(java.lang.Object)
apply_9 = ((project.Entrytypes.R3) t3).get_r4();
^
Entry.java:233:
//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R3(r4);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
NamedTypeInvUnionTypeRec/project/Entrytypes/R3.java:54: JML invariant is
false on leaving method project.Entrytypes.R3.get_r4()






//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R3(r4);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
NamedTypeInvUnionTypeRec/project/Entrytypes/R3.java:72: JML invariant is
false on leaving method project.Entrytypes.R3.valid()
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//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R3(r4);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
NamedTypeInvUnionTypeRec/project/Entrytypes/R3.java:14: JML invariant is
false on leaving method project.Entrytypes.R3.R3(project.Entrytypes.R4)






//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R3(r4);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
NamedTypeInvUnionTypeRec/project/Entrytypes/R3.java:42: JML invariant is
false on leaving method project.Entrytypes.R3.copy()






//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R3(r4);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
NamedTypeInvUnionTypeRec/project/Entrytypes/R3.java:42: JML invariant is
false on leaving method project.Entrytypes.R3.copy() (for result type)




















//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R3(r4);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
NamedTypeInvUnionTypeRec/project/Entrytypes/R3.java:14: JML invariant is
false on leaving method project.Entrytypes.R3.R3(project.Entrytypes.R4)






//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R3(r4);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
NamedTypeInvUnionTypeRec/project/Entrytypes/R3.java:42: JML invariant is
false on leaving method project.Entrytypes.R3.copy()






//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R3(r4);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
NamedTypeInvUnionTypeRec/project/Entrytypes/R3.java:42: JML invariant is
false on leaving method project.Entrytypes.R3.copy() (for result type)





















11 A :: m : map nat to B
12 inv a == forall i in set dom a.m & a.m(i).x = 2;
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17 Run : () ==> ?
18 Run () ==
19 (
20 IO‘println("Before useOk");
21 let - = useOk() in skip;
22 IO‘println("After useOk");
23 IO‘println("Before useNotOk");





29 useOk : () ==> nat
30 useOk () ==
31 (
32 dcl a : A := mk_A({|->});




37 useNotOk : () ==> nat
38 useNotOk () ==
39 (
40 dcl a : A := mk_A({|->});
















10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14




19 final Number ignorePattern_1 = useOk();
20 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(ignorePattern_1);
21
22 /* skip */
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28 final Number ignorePattern_2 = useNotOk();
29 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(ignorePattern_2);
30







38 public static Number useOk() {
39
40 project.Entrytypes.A a = new project.Entrytypes.A(MapUtil.map());
41 //@ assert Utils.is_(a,project.Entrytypes.A.class);
42




47 Utils.copy(a.get_m()), MapUtil.map(new Maplet(1L, new project.
Entrytypes.B(2L)))));
48
49 Number ret_1 = 0L;





55 public static Number useNotOk() {
56
57 project.Entrytypes.A a = new project.Entrytypes.A(MapUtil.map());
58 //@ assert Utils.is_(a,project.Entrytypes.A.class);
59




64 Utils.copy(a.get_m()), MapUtil.map(new Maplet(1L, new project.
Entrytypes.B(1L)))));
65
66 Number ret_2 = 0L;










C.54.3 The generated Java/JML
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10 final public class A implements Record {
11 public VDMMap m;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_A(m);
13
14 public A(final VDMMap _m) {
15
16 //@ assert (V2J.isMap(_m) && (\forall int i_1; 0 <= i_1 && i_1 < V2J.
size(_m); Utils.is_nat(V2J.getDom(_m,i_1)) && Utils.is_(V2J.getRng(
_m,i_1),project.Entrytypes.B.class)));
17
18 m = _m != null ? Utils.copy(_m) : null;
19 //@ assert (V2J.isMap(m) && (\forall int i_1; 0 <= i_1 && i_1 < V2J.size




22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25




30 project.Entrytypes.A other = ((project.Entrytypes.A) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(m, other.m);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35




40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.A copy() {
43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.A(m);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘A" + Utils.formatFields(m);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public VDMMap get_m() {
55
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56 VDMMap ret_3 = m;
57 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> ((V2J.isMap(ret_3) && (\forall







62 public void set_m(final VDMMap _m) {
63
64 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> ((V2J.isMap(_m) && (\forall int
i_1; 0 <= i_1 && i_1 < V2J.size(_m); Utils.is_nat(V2J.getDom(_m,i_1
)) && Utils.is_(V2J.getRng(_m,i_1),project.Entrytypes.B.class))));
65
66 m = _m;
67 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> ((V2J.isMap(m) && (\forall int




70 /*@ pure @*/
71




76 /*@ pure @*/
77 /*@ helper @*/
78
79 public static Boolean inv_A(final VDMMap _m) {
80
81 Boolean forAllExpResult_2 = true;
82 VDMSet set_2 = MapUtil.dom(_m);
83 for (Iterator iterator_2 = set_2.iterator(); iterator_2.hasNext() &&
forAllExpResult_2; ) {
84 Number i = ((Number) iterator_2.next());
















10 final public class B implements Record {
11 public Number x;
12
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13 public B(final Number _x) {
14
15 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(_x);
16
17 x = _x;
18 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(x);
19
20 }
21 /*@ pure @*/
22
23 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
24




29 project.Entrytypes.B other = ((project.Entrytypes.B) obj);
30
31 return Utils.equals(x, other.x);
32 }
33 /*@ pure @*/
34




39 /*@ pure @*/
40
41 public project.Entrytypes.B copy() {
42
43 return new project.Entrytypes.B(x);
44 }
45 /*@ pure @*/
46
47 public String toString() {
48
49 return "mk_Entry‘B" + Utils.formatFields(x);
50 }
51 /*@ pure @*/
52
53 public Number get_x() {
54
55 Number ret_4 = x;





61 public void set_x(final Number _x) {
62
63 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_nat(_x));
64
65 x = _x;
66 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_nat(x));
67
68 }
69 /*@ pure @*/
70
71 public Boolean valid() {
72
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A.java:62: JML invariant is false on leaving method project.Entrytypes.A.set_m
(org.overture.codegen.runtime.VDMMap)
public void set_m(final VDMMap _m) {
^
A.java:12: Associated declaration













9 T1 :: t2 : T2
10 inv t1 == t1.t2.t3.t4.x > 1;
11
12 T2 :: t3 : T3
13 inv t2 == t2.t3.t4.x > 2 and t2.t3.t4.x <> 60;
14
15 T3 :: t4 : T4
16 inv t3 == t3.t4.x > 3;
17
18 T4 :: x : nat




23 useOk : () ==> nat
24 useOk () ==
25 (
26 dcl t1 : T1 := mk_T1(mk_T2(mk_T3(mk_T4(5))));
27 t1.t2.t3.t4.x := 6;




32 useNotOk : () ==> nat
33 useNotOk () ==
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34 (
35 dcl t1 : T1 := mk_T1(mk_T2(mk_T3(mk_T4(5))));
36 t1.t2.t3.t4.x := 60;




41 Run : () ==> ?
42 Run () ==
43 (
44 IO‘println("Before useOk");
45 let - = useOk() in skip;
46 IO‘println("After useOk");
47 IO‘println("Before useNotOk");

















10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Number useOk() {
16
17 project.Entrytypes.T1 t1 =
18 new project.Entrytypes.T1(
19 new project.Entrytypes.T2(new project.Entrytypes.T3(new project.
Entrytypes.T4(5L))));
20 //@ assert Utils.is_(t1,project.Entrytypes.T1.class);
21
22 project.Entrytypes.T2 stateDes_1 = t1.get_t2();
23
24 project.Entrytypes.T3 stateDes_2 = stateDes_1.get_t3();
25
26 project.Entrytypes.T4 stateDes_3 = stateDes_2.get_t4();
27
28 //@ assert stateDes_3 != null;
29
30 stateDes_3.set_x(6L);
31 //@ assert Utils.is_(stateDes_2,project.Entrytypes.T3.class);
32
33 //@ assert stateDes_2.valid();
34
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35 //@ assert Utils.is_(stateDes_1,project.Entrytypes.T2.class);
36
37 //@ assert stateDes_1.valid();
38
39 //@ assert Utils.is_(t1,project.Entrytypes.T1.class);
40
41 //@ assert t1.valid();
42
43 project.Entrytypes.T2 stateDes_4 = t1.get_t2();
44
45 project.Entrytypes.T3 stateDes_5 = stateDes_4.get_t3();
46
47 project.Entrytypes.T4 stateDes_6 = stateDes_5.get_t4();
48
49 //@ assert stateDes_6 != null;
50
51 stateDes_6.set_x(7L);
52 //@ assert Utils.is_(stateDes_5,project.Entrytypes.T3.class);
53
54 //@ assert stateDes_5.valid();
55
56 //@ assert Utils.is_(stateDes_4,project.Entrytypes.T2.class);
57
58 //@ assert stateDes_4.valid();
59
60 //@ assert Utils.is_(t1,project.Entrytypes.T1.class);
61
62 //@ assert t1.valid();
63
64 Number ret_1 = 0L;





70 public static Number useNotOk() {
71
72 project.Entrytypes.T1 t1 =
73 new project.Entrytypes.T1(
74 new project.Entrytypes.T2(new project.Entrytypes.T3(new project.
Entrytypes.T4(5L))));
75 //@ assert Utils.is_(t1,project.Entrytypes.T1.class);
76
77 project.Entrytypes.T2 stateDes_7 = t1.get_t2();
78
79 project.Entrytypes.T3 stateDes_8 = stateDes_7.get_t3();
80
81 project.Entrytypes.T4 stateDes_9 = stateDes_8.get_t4();
82
83 //@ assert stateDes_9 != null;
84
85 stateDes_9.set_x(60L);
86 //@ assert Utils.is_(stateDes_8,project.Entrytypes.T3.class);
87
88 //@ assert stateDes_8.valid();
89
90 //@ assert Utils.is_(stateDes_7,project.Entrytypes.T2.class);
91
92 //@ assert stateDes_7.valid();
93
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94 //@ assert Utils.is_(t1,project.Entrytypes.T1.class);
95
96 //@ assert t1.valid();
97
98 project.Entrytypes.T2 stateDes_10 = t1.get_t2();
99
100 project.Entrytypes.T3 stateDes_11 = stateDes_10.get_t3();
101
102 project.Entrytypes.T4 stateDes_12 = stateDes_11.get_t4();
103
104 //@ assert stateDes_12 != null;
105
106 stateDes_12.set_x(5L);
107 //@ assert Utils.is_(stateDes_11,project.Entrytypes.T3.class);
108
109 //@ assert stateDes_11.valid();
110
111 //@ assert Utils.is_(stateDes_10,project.Entrytypes.T2.class);
112
113 //@ assert stateDes_10.valid();
114
115 //@ assert Utils.is_(t1,project.Entrytypes.T1.class);
116
117 //@ assert t1.valid();
118
119 Number ret_2 = 0L;









129 final Number ignorePattern_1 = useOk();
130 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(ignorePattern_1);
131






138 final Number ignorePattern_2 = useNotOk();
139 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(ignorePattern_2);
140
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10 final public class T3 implements Record {
11 public project.Entrytypes.T4 t4;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_T3(t4);
13
14 public T3(final project.Entrytypes.T4 _t4) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_(_t4,project.Entrytypes.T4.class);
17
18 t4 = _t4 != null ? Utils.copy(_t4) : null;
19 //@ assert Utils.is_(t4,project.Entrytypes.T4.class);
20
21 }
22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25




30 project.Entrytypes.T3 other = ((project.Entrytypes.T3) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(t4, other.t4);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35




40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.T3 copy() {
43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.T3(t4);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘T3" + Utils.formatFields(t4);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public project.Entrytypes.T4 get_t4() {
55
56 project.Entrytypes.T4 ret_5 = t4;
57 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_(ret_5,project.
Entrytypes.T4.class));
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62 public void set_t4(final project.Entrytypes.T4 _t4) {
63
64 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_(_t4,project.
Entrytypes.T4.class));
65
66 t4 = _t4;




70 /*@ pure @*/
71




76 /*@ pure @*/
77 /*@ helper @*/
78
79 public static Boolean inv_T3(final project.Entrytypes.T4 _t4) {
80
81 return _t4.x.longValue() > 3L;
82 }
83 }










10 final public class T4 implements Record {
11 public Number x;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_T4(x);
13
14 public T4(final Number _x) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(_x);
17
18 x = _x;
19 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(x);
20
21 }
22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25
26 if (!(obj instanceof project.Entrytypes.T4)) {
27 return false;
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28 }
29
30 project.Entrytypes.T4 other = ((project.Entrytypes.T4) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(x, other.x);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35




40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.T4 copy() {
43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.T4(x);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘T4" + Utils.formatFields(x);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public Number get_x() {
55
56 Number ret_6 = x;





62 public void set_x(final Number _x) {
63
64 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_nat(_x));
65
66 x = _x;
67 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_nat(x));
68
69 }
70 /*@ pure @*/
71




76 /*@ pure @*/
77 /*@ helper @*/
78
79 public static Boolean inv_T4(final Number _x) {
80
81 return _x.longValue() > 4L;
82 }
83 }
C.55.5 The generated Java/JML
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10 final public class T1 implements Record {
11 public project.Entrytypes.T2 t2;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_T1(t2);
13
14 public T1(final project.Entrytypes.T2 _t2) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_(_t2,project.Entrytypes.T2.class);
17
18 t2 = _t2 != null ? Utils.copy(_t2) : null;
19 //@ assert Utils.is_(t2,project.Entrytypes.T2.class);
20
21 }
22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25




30 project.Entrytypes.T1 other = ((project.Entrytypes.T1) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(t2, other.t2);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35




40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.T1 copy() {
43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.T1(t2);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘T1" + Utils.formatFields(t2);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public project.Entrytypes.T2 get_t2() {
55
56 project.Entrytypes.T2 ret_3 = t2;








62 public void set_t2(final project.Entrytypes.T2 _t2) {
63
64 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_(_t2,project.
Entrytypes.T2.class));
65
66 t2 = _t2;




70 /*@ pure @*/
71




76 /*@ pure @*/
77 /*@ helper @*/
78
79 public static Boolean inv_T1(final project.Entrytypes.T2 _t2) {
80
81 return _t2.t3.t4.x.longValue() > 1L;
82 }
83 }










10 final public class T2 implements Record {
11 public project.Entrytypes.T3 t3;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_T2(t3);
13
14 public T2(final project.Entrytypes.T3 _t3) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_(_t3,project.Entrytypes.T3.class);
17
18 t3 = _t3 != null ? Utils.copy(_t3) : null;
19 //@ assert Utils.is_(t3,project.Entrytypes.T3.class);
20
21 }
22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25
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29
30 project.Entrytypes.T2 other = ((project.Entrytypes.T2) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(t3, other.t3);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35




40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.T2 copy() {
43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.T2(t3);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘T2" + Utils.formatFields(t3);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public project.Entrytypes.T3 get_t3() {
55
56 project.Entrytypes.T3 ret_4 = t3;






62 public void set_t3(final project.Entrytypes.T3 _t3) {
63
64 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_(_t3,project.
Entrytypes.T3.class));
65
66 t3 = _t3;




70 /*@ pure @*/
71




76 /*@ pure @*/
77 /*@ helper @*/
78
79 public static Boolean inv_T2(final project.Entrytypes.T3 _t3) {
80
81 Boolean andResult_2 = false;
82
83 if (_t3.t4.x.longValue() > 2L) {
84 if (!(Utils.equals(_t3.t4.x, 60L))) {
85 andResult_2 = true;
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RecInRecInvViolation/project/Entrytypes/T2.java:72: JML invariant is false
on leaving method project.Entrytypes.T2.valid()






//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_T2(t3);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
RecInRecInvViolation/project/Entrytypes/T1.java:79: JML caller invariant is
false on leaving calling method (Parameter: _t2, Caller: project.
Entrytypes.T1.inv_T1(project.Entrytypes.T2), Callee: java.lang.Number.
longValue())






//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_T2(t3);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
RecInRecInvViolation/project/Entrytypes/T1.java:79: JML invariant is false
on leaving method project.Entrytypes.T1.inv_T1(project.Entrytypes.T2) (
parameter _t2)






//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_T2(t3);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
RecInRecInvViolation/project/Entrytypes/T1.java:79: JML caller invariant is
false on leaving calling method (Parameter: _t2, Caller: project.
Entrytypes.T1.inv_T1(project.Entrytypes.T2), Callee: java.lang.Number.
longValue())
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/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
RecInRecInvViolation/project/Entrytypes/T1.java:79:
//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_T2(t3);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
RecInRecInvViolation/project/Entrytypes/T1.java:79: JML invariant is false
on leaving method project.Entrytypes.T1.inv_T1(project.Entrytypes.T2) (
parameter _t2)






//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_T2(t3);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
RecInRecInvViolation/project/Entrytypes/T2.java:12: JML invariant is false
//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_T2(t3);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
RecInRecInvViolation/project/Entrytypes/T1.java:79: JML caller invariant is
false on leaving calling method (Parameter: _t2, Caller: project.
Entrytypes.T1.inv_T1(project.Entrytypes.T2), Callee: java.lang.Number.
longValue())






//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_T2(t3);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
RecInRecInvViolation/project/Entrytypes/T1.java:79: JML invariant is false
on leaving method project.Entrytypes.T1.inv_T1(project.Entrytypes.T2) (
parameter _t2)






//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_T2(t3);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
RecInRecInvViolation/project/Entrytypes/T1.java:79: JML caller invariant is
false on leaving calling method (Parameter: _t2, Caller: project.
Entrytypes.T1.inv_T1(project.Entrytypes.T2), Callee: java.lang.Number.
longValue())






//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_T2(t3);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
RecInRecInvViolation/project/Entrytypes/T1.java:79: JML invariant is false
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on leaving method project.Entrytypes.T1.inv_T1(project.Entrytypes.T2) (
parameter _t2)






//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_T2(t3);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
RecInRecInvViolation/project/Entrytypes/T1.java:79: JML caller invariant is
false on leaving calling method (Parameter: _t2, Caller: project.
Entrytypes.T1.inv_T1(project.Entrytypes.T2), Callee: java.lang.Number.
longValue())






//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_T2(t3);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
RecInRecInvViolation/project/Entrytypes/T1.java:79: JML invariant is false
on leaving method project.Entrytypes.T1.inv_T1(project.Entrytypes.T2) (
parameter _t2)






//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_T2(t3);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
RecInRecInvViolation/project/Entrytypes/T1.java:54: JML invariant is false
on leaving method project.Entrytypes.T1.get_t2() (for result type)






//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_T2(t3);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
RecInRecInvViolation/project/Entrytypes/T2.java:12: JML invariant is false
//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_T2(t3);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
RecInRecInvViolation/project/Entrytypes/T1.java:79: JML caller invariant is
false on leaving calling method (Parameter: _t2, Caller: project.
Entrytypes.T1.inv_T1(project.Entrytypes.T2), Callee: java.lang.Number.
longValue())
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RecInRecInvViolation/project/Entrytypes/T1.java:79:
//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_T2(t3);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
RecInRecInvViolation/project/Entrytypes/T1.java:79: JML invariant is false
on leaving method project.Entrytypes.T1.inv_T1(project.Entrytypes.T2) (
parameter _t2)






//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_T2(t3);
^
Entry.java:100: JML invariant is false on entering method project.Entrytypes.
T2.get_t3() from project.Entry.useNotOk()
project.Entrytypes.T3 stateDes_11 = stateDes_10.get_t3();
^
Entry.java:100:
//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_T2(t3);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
RecInRecInvViolation/project/Entrytypes/T2.java:54: JML invariant is false
on leaving method project.Entrytypes.T2.get_t3()





















11 R1 :: r2 : R2
12 inv r1 == r1.r2.t3.r4.x <> 1;
13
14 R2 :: t3 : T3
15 inv r2 == r2.t3.r4.x <> 2;
16
17 T3 = R3
18 inv t3 == t3.r4.x <> 10;
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19
20 R3 :: r4 : R4
21 inv r3 == r3.r4.x <> 3;
22
23 R4 :: x : int




28 Run : () ==> ?
29 Run () ==
30 (
31 IO‘println("Before useOk");
32 let - = useOk() in skip;
33 IO‘println("After useOk");
34 IO‘println("Before useNotOk");





40 useOk : () ==> nat
41 useOk () ==
42 (




47 r1.r2.t3.r4.x := 10;






54 useNotOk : () ==> nat
55 useNotOk () ==
56 (
























10 final public class R1 implements Record {
11 public project.Entrytypes.R2 r2;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R1(r2);
13
14 public R1(final project.Entrytypes.R2 _r2) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_(_r2,project.Entrytypes.R2.class);
17
18 r2 = _r2 != null ? Utils.copy(_r2) : null;
19 //@ assert Utils.is_(r2,project.Entrytypes.R2.class);
20
21 }
22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25




30 project.Entrytypes.R1 other = ((project.Entrytypes.R1) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(r2, other.r2);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35




40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.R1 copy() {
43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.R1(r2);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘R1" + Utils.formatFields(r2);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public project.Entrytypes.R2 get_r2() {
55
56 project.Entrytypes.R2 ret_3 = r2;






62 public void set_r2(final project.Entrytypes.R2 _r2) {
63
64 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_(_r2,project.
Entrytypes.R2.class));
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65
66 r2 = _r2;




70 /*@ pure @*/
71




76 /*@ pure @*/
77 /*@ helper @*/
78
79 public static Boolean inv_R1(final project.Entrytypes.R2 _r2) {
80
81 return !(Utils.equals(_r2.t3.r4.x, 1L));
82 }
83
84 /*@ pure @*/
85 /*@ helper @*/
86
87 public static Boolean inv_Entry_T3(final Object check_t3) {
88
89 project.Entrytypes.R3 t3 = ((project.Entrytypes.R3) check_t3);
90
91 return !(Utils.equals(t3.get_r4().get_x(), 10L));
92 }
93 }










10 final public class R2 implements Record {
11 public project.Entrytypes.R3 t3;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R2(t3);
13
14 public R2(final project.Entrytypes.R3 _t3) {
15
16 //@ assert (Utils.is_(_t3,project.Entrytypes.R3.class) && inv_Entry_T3(
_t3));
17
18 t3 = _t3 != null ? Utils.copy(_t3) : null;




22 /*@ pure @*/
23
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24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25




30 project.Entrytypes.R2 other = ((project.Entrytypes.R2) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(t3, other.t3);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35




40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.R2 copy() {
43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.R2(t3);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘R2" + Utils.formatFields(t3);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public project.Entrytypes.R3 get_t3() {
55
56 project.Entrytypes.R3 ret_4 = t3;






62 public void set_t3(final project.Entrytypes.R3 _t3) {
63
64 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> ((Utils.is_(_t3,project.
Entrytypes.R3.class) && inv_Entry_T3(_t3)));
65
66 t3 = _t3;




70 /*@ pure @*/
71




76 /*@ pure @*/
77 /*@ helper @*/
78
79 public static Boolean inv_R2(final project.Entrytypes.R3 _t3) {
80
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81 return !(Utils.equals(_t3.r4.x, 2L));
82 }
83
84 /*@ pure @*/
85 /*@ helper @*/
86
87 public static Boolean inv_Entry_T3(final Object check_t3) {
88
89 project.Entrytypes.R3 t3 = ((project.Entrytypes.R3) check_t3);
90
91 return !(Utils.equals(t3.get_r4().get_x(), 10L));
92 }
93 }










10 final public class R4 implements Record {
11 public Number x;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R4(x);
13
14 public R4(final Number _x) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_int(_x);
17
18 x = _x;
19 //@ assert Utils.is_int(x);
20
21 }
22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25




30 project.Entrytypes.R4 other = ((project.Entrytypes.R4) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(x, other.x);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35




40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.R4 copy() {
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43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.R4(x);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘R4" + Utils.formatFields(x);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public Number get_x() {
55
56 Number ret_6 = x;





62 public void set_x(final Number _x) {
63
64 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(_x));
65
66 x = _x;
67 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(x));
68
69 }
70 /*@ pure @*/
71




76 /*@ pure @*/
77 /*@ helper @*/
78
79 public static Boolean inv_R4(final Number _x) {
80
81 return !(Utils.equals(_x, 4L));
82 }
83
84 /*@ pure @*/
85 /*@ helper @*/
86
87 public static Boolean inv_Entry_T3(final Object check_t3) {
88
89 project.Entrytypes.R3 t3 = ((project.Entrytypes.R3) check_t3);
90
91 return !(Utils.equals(t3.get_r4().get_x(), 10L));
92 }
93 }












10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14




19 final Number ignorePattern_1 = useOk();
20 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(ignorePattern_1);
21






28 final Number ignorePattern_2 = useNotOk();
29 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(ignorePattern_2);
30







38 public static Number useOk() {
39
40 project.Entrytypes.R1 r1 =
41 new project.Entrytypes.R1(
42 new project.Entrytypes.R2(new project.Entrytypes.R3(new project.
Entrytypes.R4(5L))));
43 //@ assert Utils.is_(r1,project.Entrytypes.R1.class);
44
45 Number atomicTmp_1 = 10L;
46 //@ assert Utils.is_int(atomicTmp_1);
47
48 Number atomicTmp_2 = 5L;
49 //@ assert Utils.is_int(atomicTmp_2);
50
51 {
52 /* Start of atomic statement */
53 //@ set invChecksOn = false;
54
55 project.Entrytypes.R2 stateDes_1 = r1.get_r2();
56
57 project.Entrytypes.R3 stateDes_2 = stateDes_1.get_t3();
58
59 project.Entrytypes.R4 stateDes_3 = stateDes_2.get_r4();
60
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64
65 project.Entrytypes.R2 stateDes_4 = r1.get_r2();
66
67 project.Entrytypes.R3 stateDes_5 = stateDes_4.get_t3();
68
69 project.Entrytypes.R4 stateDes_6 = stateDes_5.get_r4();
70




75 //@ set invChecksOn = true;
76
77 //@ assert stateDes_3.valid();
78
79 //@ assert (Utils.is_(stateDes_2,project.Entrytypes.R3.class) &&
inv_Entry_T3(stateDes_2));
80
81 //@ assert stateDes_2.valid();
82
83 //@ assert Utils.is_(stateDes_1,project.Entrytypes.R2.class);
84
85 //@ assert stateDes_1.valid();
86
87 //@ assert Utils.is_(r1,project.Entrytypes.R1.class);
88
89 //@ assert r1.valid();
90
91 //@ assert stateDes_6.valid();
92
93 //@ assert (Utils.is_(stateDes_5,project.Entrytypes.R3.class) &&
inv_Entry_T3(stateDes_5));
94
95 //@ assert stateDes_5.valid();
96
97 //@ assert Utils.is_(stateDes_4,project.Entrytypes.R2.class);
98
99 //@ assert stateDes_4.valid();
100
101 } /* End of atomic statement */
102
103 Number ret_1 = 0L;





109 public static Number useNotOk() {
110
111 project.Entrytypes.R1 r1 =
112 new project.Entrytypes.R1(
113 new project.Entrytypes.R2(new project.Entrytypes.R3(new project.
Entrytypes.R4(5L))));
114 //@ assert Utils.is_(r1,project.Entrytypes.R1.class);
115
116 Number atomicTmp_3 = 10L;
117 //@ assert Utils.is_int(atomicTmp_3);
118
119 {
120 /* Start of atomic statement */
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121 //@ set invChecksOn = false;
122
123 project.Entrytypes.R2 stateDes_7 = r1.get_r2();
124
125 project.Entrytypes.R3 stateDes_8 = stateDes_7.get_t3();
126
127 project.Entrytypes.R4 stateDes_9 = stateDes_8.get_r4();
128




133 //@ set invChecksOn = true;
134
135 //@ assert stateDes_9.valid();
136
137 //@ assert (Utils.is_(stateDes_8,project.Entrytypes.R3.class) &&
inv_Entry_T3(stateDes_8));
138
139 //@ assert stateDes_8.valid();
140
141 //@ assert Utils.is_(stateDes_7,project.Entrytypes.R2.class);
142
143 //@ assert stateDes_7.valid();
144
145 //@ assert Utils.is_(r1,project.Entrytypes.R1.class);
146
147 //@ assert r1.valid();
148
149 } /* End of atomic statement */
150
151 Number ret_2 = 0L;










162 /*@ pure @*/
163 /*@ helper @*/
164
165 public static Boolean inv_Entry_T3(final Object check_t3) {
166
167 project.Entrytypes.R3 t3 = ((project.Entrytypes.R3) check_t3);
168
169 return !(Utils.equals(t3.get_r4().get_x(), 10L));
170 }
171 }












10 final public class R3 implements Record {
11 public project.Entrytypes.R4 r4;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R3(r4);
13
14 public R3(final project.Entrytypes.R4 _r4) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_(_r4,project.Entrytypes.R4.class);
17
18 r4 = _r4 != null ? Utils.copy(_r4) : null;
19 //@ assert Utils.is_(r4,project.Entrytypes.R4.class);
20
21 }
22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25




30 project.Entrytypes.R3 other = ((project.Entrytypes.R3) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(r4, other.r4);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35




40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.R3 copy() {
43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.R3(r4);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘R3" + Utils.formatFields(r4);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public project.Entrytypes.R4 get_r4() {
55
56 project.Entrytypes.R4 ret_5 = r4;






62 public void set_r4(final project.Entrytypes.R4 _r4) {
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63
64 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_(_r4,project.
Entrytypes.R4.class));
65
66 r4 = _r4;




70 /*@ pure @*/
71




76 /*@ pure @*/
77 /*@ helper @*/
78
79 public static Boolean inv_R3(final project.Entrytypes.R4 _r4) {
80
81 return !(Utils.equals(_r4.x, 3L));
82 }
83
84 /*@ pure @*/
85 /*@ helper @*/
86
87 public static Boolean inv_Entry_T3(final Object check_t3) {
88
89 project.Entrytypes.R3 t3 = ((project.Entrytypes.R3) check_t3);
90
91 return !(Utils.equals(t3.get_r4().get_x(), 10L));
92 }
93 }




Entry.java:137: JML assertion is false


















11 R1 :: r2 : R2
12 inv r1 == r1.r2.t3.r4.x <> 1;
13
14 R2 :: t3 : T3
15 inv r2 == r2.t3.r4.x <> 2;
16
17 T3 = R3
18 inv t3 == t3.r4.x <> 10;
19
20 R3 :: r4 : R4
21 inv r3 == r3.r4.x <> 3;
22
23 R4 :: x : int




28 Run : () ==> ?
29 Run () ==
30 (
31 IO‘println("Before useOk");
32 let - = useOk() in skip;
33 IO‘println("After useOk");
34 IO‘println("Before useNotOk");





40 useOk : () ==> nat
41 useOk () ==
42 (




47 r1.r2.t3.r4.x := 10;
48 r1.r2.t3.r4.x := 3;






55 useNotOk : () ==> nat
56 useNotOk () ==
57 (
























10 final public class R1 implements Record {
11 public project.Entrytypes.R2 r2;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R1(r2);
13
14 public R1(final project.Entrytypes.R2 _r2) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_(_r2,project.Entrytypes.R2.class);
17
18 r2 = _r2 != null ? Utils.copy(_r2) : null;
19 //@ assert Utils.is_(r2,project.Entrytypes.R2.class);
20
21 }
22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25




30 project.Entrytypes.R1 other = ((project.Entrytypes.R1) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(r2, other.r2);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35




40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.R1 copy() {
43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.R1(r2);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘R1" + Utils.formatFields(r2);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
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54 public project.Entrytypes.R2 get_r2() {
55
56 project.Entrytypes.R2 ret_3 = r2;






62 public void set_r2(final project.Entrytypes.R2 _r2) {
63
64 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_(_r2,project.
Entrytypes.R2.class));
65
66 r2 = _r2;




70 /*@ pure @*/
71




76 /*@ pure @*/
77 /*@ helper @*/
78
79 public static Boolean inv_R1(final project.Entrytypes.R2 _r2) {
80
81 return !(Utils.equals(_r2.t3.r4.x, 1L));
82 }
83
84 /*@ pure @*/
85 /*@ helper @*/
86
87 public static Boolean inv_Entry_T3(final Object check_t3) {
88
89 project.Entrytypes.R3 t3 = ((project.Entrytypes.R3) check_t3);
90
91 return !(Utils.equals(t3.get_r4().get_x(), 10L));
92 }
93 }










10 final public class R2 implements Record {
11 public project.Entrytypes.R3 t3;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R2(t3);
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13
14 public R2(final project.Entrytypes.R3 _t3) {
15
16 //@ assert (Utils.is_(_t3,project.Entrytypes.R3.class) && inv_Entry_T3(
_t3));
17
18 t3 = _t3 != null ? Utils.copy(_t3) : null;




22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25




30 project.Entrytypes.R2 other = ((project.Entrytypes.R2) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(t3, other.t3);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35




40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.R2 copy() {
43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.R2(t3);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘R2" + Utils.formatFields(t3);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public project.Entrytypes.R3 get_t3() {
55
56 project.Entrytypes.R3 ret_4 = t3;






62 public void set_t3(final project.Entrytypes.R3 _t3) {
63
64 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> ((Utils.is_(_t3,project.
Entrytypes.R3.class) && inv_Entry_T3(_t3)));
65
66 t3 = _t3;
67 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> ((Utils.is_(t3,project.
Entrytypes.R3.class) && inv_Entry_T3(t3)));
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68
69 }
70 /*@ pure @*/
71




76 /*@ pure @*/
77 /*@ helper @*/
78
79 public static Boolean inv_R2(final project.Entrytypes.R3 _t3) {
80
81 return !(Utils.equals(_t3.r4.x, 2L));
82 }
83
84 /*@ pure @*/
85 /*@ helper @*/
86
87 public static Boolean inv_Entry_T3(final Object check_t3) {
88
89 project.Entrytypes.R3 t3 = ((project.Entrytypes.R3) check_t3);
90
91 return !(Utils.equals(t3.get_r4().get_x(), 10L));
92 }
93 }










10 final public class R4 implements Record {
11 public Number x;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R4(x);
13
14 public R4(final Number _x) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_int(_x);
17
18 x = _x;
19 //@ assert Utils.is_int(x);
20
21 }
22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25
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30 project.Entrytypes.R4 other = ((project.Entrytypes.R4) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(x, other.x);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35




40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.R4 copy() {
43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.R4(x);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘R4" + Utils.formatFields(x);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public Number get_x() {
55
56 Number ret_6 = x;





62 public void set_x(final Number _x) {
63
64 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(_x));
65
66 x = _x;
67 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(x));
68
69 }
70 /*@ pure @*/
71




76 /*@ pure @*/
77 /*@ helper @*/
78
79 public static Boolean inv_R4(final Number _x) {
80
81 return !(Utils.equals(_x, 4L));
82 }
83
84 /*@ pure @*/
85 /*@ helper @*/
86
87 public static Boolean inv_Entry_T3(final Object check_t3) {
88
89 project.Entrytypes.R3 t3 = ((project.Entrytypes.R3) check_t3);
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90
91 return !(Utils.equals(t3.get_r4().get_x(), 10L));
92 }
93 }










10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14




19 final Number ignorePattern_1 = useOk();
20 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(ignorePattern_1);
21






28 final Number ignorePattern_2 = useNotOk();
29 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(ignorePattern_2);
30







38 public static Number useOk() {
39
40 project.Entrytypes.R1 r1 =
41 new project.Entrytypes.R1(
42 new project.Entrytypes.R2(new project.Entrytypes.R3(new project.
Entrytypes.R4(5L))));
43 //@ assert Utils.is_(r1,project.Entrytypes.R1.class);
44
45 Number atomicTmp_1 = 10L;
46 //@ assert Utils.is_int(atomicTmp_1);
47
48 Number atomicTmp_2 = 3L;
49 //@ assert Utils.is_int(atomicTmp_2);
50
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51 Number atomicTmp_3 = 5L;
52 //@ assert Utils.is_int(atomicTmp_3);
53
54 {
55 /* Start of atomic statement */
56 //@ set invChecksOn = false;
57
58 project.Entrytypes.R2 stateDes_1 = r1.get_r2();
59
60 project.Entrytypes.R3 stateDes_2 = stateDes_1.get_t3();
61
62 project.Entrytypes.R4 stateDes_3 = stateDes_2.get_r4();
63




68 project.Entrytypes.R2 stateDes_4 = r1.get_r2();
69
70 project.Entrytypes.R3 stateDes_5 = stateDes_4.get_t3();
71
72 project.Entrytypes.R4 stateDes_6 = stateDes_5.get_r4();
73




78 project.Entrytypes.R2 stateDes_7 = r1.get_r2();
79
80 project.Entrytypes.R3 stateDes_8 = stateDes_7.get_t3();
81
82 project.Entrytypes.R4 stateDes_9 = stateDes_8.get_r4();
83




88 //@ set invChecksOn = true;
89
90 //@ assert stateDes_3.valid();
91
92 //@ assert (Utils.is_(stateDes_2,project.Entrytypes.R3.class) &&
inv_Entry_T3(stateDes_2));
93
94 //@ assert stateDes_2.valid();
95
96 //@ assert Utils.is_(stateDes_1,project.Entrytypes.R2.class);
97
98 //@ assert stateDes_1.valid();
99
100 //@ assert Utils.is_(r1,project.Entrytypes.R1.class);
101
102 //@ assert r1.valid();
103
104 //@ assert stateDes_6.valid();
105
106 //@ assert (Utils.is_(stateDes_5,project.Entrytypes.R3.class) &&
inv_Entry_T3(stateDes_5));
107
108 //@ assert stateDes_5.valid();
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109
110 //@ assert Utils.is_(stateDes_4,project.Entrytypes.R2.class);
111
112 //@ assert stateDes_4.valid();
113
114 //@ assert stateDes_9.valid();
115
116 //@ assert (Utils.is_(stateDes_8,project.Entrytypes.R3.class) &&
inv_Entry_T3(stateDes_8));
117
118 //@ assert stateDes_8.valid();
119
120 //@ assert Utils.is_(stateDes_7,project.Entrytypes.R2.class);
121
122 //@ assert stateDes_7.valid();
123
124 } /* End of atomic statement */
125
126 Number ret_1 = 0L;





132 public static Number useNotOk() {
133
134 project.Entrytypes.R1 r1 =
135 new project.Entrytypes.R1(
136 new project.Entrytypes.R2(new project.Entrytypes.R3(new project.
Entrytypes.R4(5L))));
137 //@ assert Utils.is_(r1,project.Entrytypes.R1.class);
138
139 Number atomicTmp_4 = 3L;
140 //@ assert Utils.is_int(atomicTmp_4);
141
142 {
143 /* Start of atomic statement */
144 //@ set invChecksOn = false;
145
146 project.Entrytypes.R2 stateDes_10 = r1.get_r2();
147
148 project.Entrytypes.R3 stateDes_11 = stateDes_10.get_t3();
149
150 project.Entrytypes.R4 stateDes_12 = stateDes_11.get_r4();
151




156 //@ set invChecksOn = true;
157
158 //@ assert stateDes_12.valid();
159
160 //@ assert (Utils.is_(stateDes_11,project.Entrytypes.R3.class) &&
inv_Entry_T3(stateDes_11));
161
162 //@ assert stateDes_11.valid();
163
164 //@ assert Utils.is_(stateDes_10,project.Entrytypes.R2.class);
165
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166 //@ assert stateDes_10.valid();
167
168 //@ assert Utils.is_(r1,project.Entrytypes.R1.class);
169
170 //@ assert r1.valid();
171
172 } /* End of atomic statement */
173
174 Number ret_2 = 0L;










185 /*@ pure @*/
186 /*@ helper @*/
187
188 public static Boolean inv_Entry_T3(final Object check_t3) {
189
190 project.Entrytypes.R3 t3 = ((project.Entrytypes.R3) check_t3);
191
192 return !(Utils.equals(t3.get_r4().get_x(), 10L));
193 }
194 }










10 final public class R3 implements Record {
11 public project.Entrytypes.R4 r4;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R3(r4);
13
14 public R3(final project.Entrytypes.R4 _r4) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_(_r4,project.Entrytypes.R4.class);
17
18 r4 = _r4 != null ? Utils.copy(_r4) : null;
19 //@ assert Utils.is_(r4,project.Entrytypes.R4.class);
20
21 }
22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25
26 if (!(obj instanceof project.Entrytypes.R3)) {
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30 project.Entrytypes.R3 other = ((project.Entrytypes.R3) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(r4, other.r4);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35




40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.R3 copy() {
43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.R3(r4);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘R3" + Utils.formatFields(r4);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public project.Entrytypes.R4 get_r4() {
55
56 project.Entrytypes.R4 ret_5 = r4;






62 public void set_r4(final project.Entrytypes.R4 _r4) {
63
64 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_(_r4,project.
Entrytypes.R4.class));
65
66 r4 = _r4;




70 /*@ pure @*/
71




76 /*@ pure @*/
77 /*@ helper @*/
78
79 public static Boolean inv_R3(final project.Entrytypes.R4 _r4) {
80
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84 /*@ pure @*/
85 /*@ helper @*/
86
87 public static Boolean inv_Entry_T3(final Object check_t3) {
88
89 project.Entrytypes.R3 t3 = ((project.Entrytypes.R3) check_t3);
90
91 return !(Utils.equals(t3.get_r4().get_x(), 10L));
92 }
93 }









//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R3(r4);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
MaskedRecInvViolated/project/Entrytypes/R3.java:54: JML invariant is false
on leaving method project.Entrytypes.R3.get_r4()






//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R3(r4);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
MaskedRecInvViolated/project/Entrytypes/R3.java:72: JML invariant is false
on leaving method project.Entrytypes.R3.valid()






//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R3(r4);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
MaskedRecInvViolated/project/Entrytypes/R2.java:79: JML caller invariant is
false on leaving calling method (Parameter: _t3, Caller: project.
Entrytypes.R2.inv_R2(project.Entrytypes.R3), Callee: org.overture.codegen.
runtime.Utils.equals(java.lang.Object,java.lang.Object))






//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R3(r4);
^
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/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
MaskedRecInvViolated/project/Entrytypes/R2.java:79: JML invariant is false
on leaving method project.Entrytypes.R2.inv_R2(project.Entrytypes.R3) (
parameter _t3)






//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R3(r4);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
MaskedRecInvViolated/project/Entrytypes/R2.java:79: JML caller invariant is
false on leaving calling method (Parameter: _t3, Caller: project.
Entrytypes.R2.inv_R2(project.Entrytypes.R3), Callee: org.overture.codegen.
runtime.Utils.equals(java.lang.Object,java.lang.Object))






//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R3(r4);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
MaskedRecInvViolated/project/Entrytypes/R2.java:79: JML invariant is false
on leaving method project.Entrytypes.R2.inv_R2(project.Entrytypes.R3) (
parameter _t3)






//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R3(r4);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
MaskedRecInvViolated/project/Entrytypes/R3.java:12: JML invariant is false
//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R3(r4);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
MaskedRecInvViolated/project/Entrytypes/R2.java:79: JML caller invariant is
false on leaving calling method (Parameter: _t3, Caller: project.
Entrytypes.R2.inv_R2(project.Entrytypes.R3), Callee: org.overture.codegen.
runtime.Utils.equals(java.lang.Object,java.lang.Object))






//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R3(r4);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
MaskedRecInvViolated/project/Entrytypes/R2.java:79: JML invariant is false
on leaving method project.Entrytypes.R2.inv_R2(project.Entrytypes.R3) (
parameter _t3)
public static Boolean inv_R2(final project.Entrytypes.R3 _t3) {
^
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//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R3(r4);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
MaskedRecInvViolated/project/Entrytypes/R2.java:79: JML caller invariant is
false on leaving calling method (Parameter: _t3, Caller: project.
Entrytypes.R2.inv_R2(project.Entrytypes.R3), Callee: org.overture.codegen.
runtime.Utils.equals(java.lang.Object,java.lang.Object))






//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R3(r4);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
MaskedRecInvViolated/project/Entrytypes/R2.java:79: JML invariant is false
on leaving method project.Entrytypes.R2.inv_R2(project.Entrytypes.R3) (
parameter _t3)






//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R3(r4);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
MaskedRecInvViolated/project/Entrytypes/R2.java:79: JML caller invariant is
false on leaving calling method (Parameter: _t3, Caller: project.
Entrytypes.R2.inv_R2(project.Entrytypes.R3), Callee: org.overture.codegen.
runtime.Utils.equals(java.lang.Object,java.lang.Object))






//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R3(r4);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
MaskedRecInvViolated/project/Entrytypes/R2.java:79: JML invariant is false
on leaving method project.Entrytypes.R2.inv_R2(project.Entrytypes.R3) (
parameter _t3)






//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R3(r4);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
MaskedRecInvViolated/project/Entrytypes/R2.java:79: JML caller invariant is
false on leaving calling method (Parameter: _t3, Caller: project.
Entrytypes.R2.inv_R2(project.Entrytypes.R3), Callee: org.overture.codegen.
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runtime.Utils.equals(java.lang.Object,java.lang.Object))






//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R3(r4);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
MaskedRecInvViolated/project/Entrytypes/R2.java:79: JML invariant is false
on leaving method project.Entrytypes.R2.inv_R2(project.Entrytypes.R3) (
parameter _t3)






//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R3(r4);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
MaskedRecInvViolated/project/Entrytypes/R2.java:79: JML caller invariant is
false on leaving calling method (Parameter: _t3, Caller: project.
Entrytypes.R2.inv_R2(project.Entrytypes.R3), Callee: org.overture.codegen.
runtime.Utils.equals(java.lang.Object,java.lang.Object))






//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R3(r4);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
MaskedRecInvViolated/project/Entrytypes/R2.java:79: JML invariant is false
on leaving method project.Entrytypes.R2.inv_R2(project.Entrytypes.R3) (
parameter _t3)






//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R3(r4);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
MaskedRecInvViolated/project/Entrytypes/R2.java:79: JML caller invariant is
false on leaving calling method (Parameter: _t3, Caller: project.
Entrytypes.R2.inv_R2(project.Entrytypes.R3), Callee: org.overture.codegen.
runtime.Utils.equals(java.lang.Object,java.lang.Object))






//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R3(r4);
^
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/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
MaskedRecInvViolated/project/Entrytypes/R2.java:79: JML invariant is false
on leaving method project.Entrytypes.R2.inv_R2(project.Entrytypes.R3) (
parameter _t3)






//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R3(r4);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
MaskedRecInvViolated/project/Entrytypes/R2.java:79: JML caller invariant is
false on leaving calling method (Parameter: _t3, Caller: project.
Entrytypes.R2.inv_R2(project.Entrytypes.R3), Callee: org.overture.codegen.
runtime.Utils.equals(java.lang.Object,java.lang.Object))






//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R3(r4);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
MaskedRecInvViolated/project/Entrytypes/R2.java:79: JML invariant is false
on leaving method project.Entrytypes.R2.inv_R2(project.Entrytypes.R3) (
parameter _t3)






//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R3(r4);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
MaskedRecInvViolated/project/Entrytypes/R2.java:79: JML caller invariant is
false on leaving calling method (Parameter: _t3, Caller: project.
Entrytypes.R2.inv_R2(project.Entrytypes.R3), Callee: org.overture.codegen.
runtime.Utils.equals(java.lang.Object,java.lang.Object))






//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R3(r4);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
MaskedRecInvViolated/project/Entrytypes/R2.java:79: JML invariant is false
on leaving method project.Entrytypes.R2.inv_R2(project.Entrytypes.R3) (
parameter _t3)
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//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R3(r4);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
MaskedRecInvViolated/project/Entrytypes/R2.java:79: JML caller invariant is
false on leaving calling method (Parameter: _t3, Caller: project.
Entrytypes.R2.inv_R2(project.Entrytypes.R3), Callee: org.overture.codegen.
runtime.Utils.equals(java.lang.Object,java.lang.Object))






//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R3(r4);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
MaskedRecInvViolated/project/Entrytypes/R2.java:79: JML invariant is false
on leaving method project.Entrytypes.R2.inv_R2(project.Entrytypes.R3) (
parameter _t3)






//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R3(r4);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
MaskedRecInvViolated/project/Entrytypes/R2.java:79: JML caller invariant is
false on leaving calling method (Parameter: _t3, Caller: project.
Entrytypes.R2.inv_R2(project.Entrytypes.R3), Callee: org.overture.codegen.
runtime.Utils.equals(java.lang.Object,java.lang.Object))






//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_R3(r4);
^
/home/peter/git-repos/ovt/core/codegen/vdm2jml/target/jml/code/
MaskedRecInvViolated/project/Entrytypes/R2.java:79: JML invariant is false
on leaving method project.Entrytypes.R2.inv_R2(project.Entrytypes.R3) (
parameter _t3)
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C.58 ModifyRecInMap.vdmsl











11 A :: m : map nat to B
12 inv a == forall i in set dom a.m & a.m(i).x = 2;




17 Run : () ==> ?
18 Run () ==
19 (
20 IO‘println("Before useOk");
21 let - = useOk() in skip;
22 IO‘println("After useOk");
23 IO‘println("Before useNotOk");





29 useOk : () ==> nat
30 useOk () ==
31 (
32 dcl a : A := mk_A({1 |-> mk_B(2)});




37 useNotOk : () ==> nat
38 useNotOk () ==
39 (
40 dcl a : A := mk_A({1 |-> mk_B(2)});


















10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14




19 final Number ignorePattern_1 = useOk();
20 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(ignorePattern_1);
21






28 final Number ignorePattern_2 = useNotOk();
29 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(ignorePattern_2);
30







38 public static Number useOk() {
39
40 project.Entrytypes.A a =
41 new project.Entrytypes.A(MapUtil.map(new Maplet(1L, new project.
Entrytypes.B(2L))));
42 //@ assert Utils.is_(a,project.Entrytypes.A.class);
43
44 VDMMap stateDes_1 = a.get_m();
45
46 project.Entrytypes.B stateDes_2 = ((project.Entrytypes.B) Utils.get(
stateDes_1, 1L));
47
48 //@ assert stateDes_2 != null;
49
50 stateDes_2.set_x(2L);




53 //@ assert Utils.is_(a,project.Entrytypes.A.class);
54
55 //@ assert a.valid();
56
57 Number ret_1 = 0L;
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62
63 public static Number useNotOk() {
64
65 project.Entrytypes.A a =
66 new project.Entrytypes.A(MapUtil.map(new Maplet(1L, new project.
Entrytypes.B(2L))));
67 //@ assert Utils.is_(a,project.Entrytypes.A.class);
68
69 VDMMap stateDes_3 = a.get_m();
70
71 project.Entrytypes.B stateDes_4 = ((project.Entrytypes.B) Utils.get(
stateDes_3, 1L));
72
73 //@ assert stateDes_4 != null;
74
75 stateDes_4.set_x(1L);




78 //@ assert Utils.is_(a,project.Entrytypes.A.class);
79
80 //@ assert a.valid();
81
82 Number ret_2 = 0L;




















10 final public class A implements Record {
11 public VDMMap m;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_A(m);
13
14 public A(final VDMMap _m) {
15
16 //@ assert (V2J.isMap(_m) && (\forall int i_1; 0 <= i_1 && i_1 < V2J.
size(_m); Utils.is_nat(V2J.getDom(_m,i_1)) && Utils.is_(V2J.getRng(
_m,i_1),project.Entrytypes.B.class)));
17
18 m = _m != null ? Utils.copy(_m) : null;
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19 //@ assert (V2J.isMap(m) && (\forall int i_1; 0 <= i_1 && i_1 < V2J.size




22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25




30 project.Entrytypes.A other = ((project.Entrytypes.A) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(m, other.m);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35




40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.A copy() {
43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.A(m);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘A" + Utils.formatFields(m);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public VDMMap get_m() {
55
56 VDMMap ret_3 = m;
57 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> ((V2J.isMap(ret_3) && (\forall







62 public void set_m(final VDMMap _m) {
63
64 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> ((V2J.isMap(_m) && (\forall int
i_1; 0 <= i_1 && i_1 < V2J.size(_m); Utils.is_nat(V2J.getDom(_m,i_1
)) && Utils.is_(V2J.getRng(_m,i_1),project.Entrytypes.B.class))));
65
66 m = _m;
67 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> ((V2J.isMap(m) && (\forall int
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70 /*@ pure @*/
71




76 /*@ pure @*/
77 /*@ helper @*/
78
79 public static Boolean inv_A(final VDMMap _m) {
80
81 Boolean forAllExpResult_2 = true;
82 VDMSet set_2 = MapUtil.dom(_m);
83 for (Iterator iterator_2 = set_2.iterator(); iterator_2.hasNext() &&
forAllExpResult_2; ) {
84 Number i = ((Number) iterator_2.next());
















10 final public class B implements Record {
11 public Number x;
12
13 public B(final Number _x) {
14
15 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(_x);
16
17 x = _x;
18 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(x);
19
20 }
21 /*@ pure @*/
22
23 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
24




29 project.Entrytypes.B other = ((project.Entrytypes.B) obj);
30
31 return Utils.equals(x, other.x);
32 }
33 /*@ pure @*/
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34




39 /*@ pure @*/
40
41 public project.Entrytypes.B copy() {
42
43 return new project.Entrytypes.B(x);
44 }
45 /*@ pure @*/
46
47 public String toString() {
48
49 return "mk_Entry‘B" + Utils.formatFields(x);
50 }
51 /*@ pure @*/
52
53 public Number get_x() {
54
55 Number ret_4 = x;





61 public void set_x(final Number _x) {
62
63 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_nat(_x));
64
65 x = _x;
66 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_nat(x));
67
68 }
69 /*@ pure @*/
70









A.java:72: JML invariant is false on leaving method project.Entrytypes.A.valid
()
public Boolean valid() {
^
A.java:12: Associated declaration
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C.59 Bool.vdmsl









9 Run : () ==> ?
10 Run () ==
11 (
12 let - = f() in skip;






19 f : () -> bool
20 f () ==
















10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 {
18 final Boolean ignorePattern_1 = f();
19 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(ignorePattern_1);
20
21 /* skip */
22 }
23
24 IO.println("Done! Expected no violations");
25 return 0L;
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26 }
27 /*@ pure @*/
28
29 public static Boolean f() {
30
31 final Boolean boolPattern_1 = true;
32 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(boolPattern_1);
33
34 Boolean success_1 = Utils.equals(boolPattern_1, true);
35 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(success_1);
36
37 if (!(success_1)) {
38 throw new RuntimeException("Bool pattern match failed");
39 }
40
41 Boolean ret_1 = true;










C.59.3 The OpenJML runtime assertion checker output
"Done! Expected no violations"
C.60 Real.vdmsl









9 Run : () ==> ?
10 Run () ==
11 (
12 let - = f() in skip;






19 f : () -> real
20 f () ==
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10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 {
18 final Number ignorePattern_1 = f();
19 //@ assert Utils.is_real(ignorePattern_1);
20
21 /* skip */
22 }
23
24 IO.println("Done! Expected no violations");
25 return 0L;
26 }
27 /*@ pure @*/
28
29 public static Number f() {
30
31 final Number realPattern_1 = 1.5;
32 //@ assert Utils.is_rat(realPattern_1);
33
34 Boolean success_1 = Utils.equals(realPattern_1, 1.5);
35 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(success_1);
36
37 if (!(success_1)) {
38 throw new RuntimeException("Real pattern match failed");
39 }
40
41 Number ret_1 = 1.5;
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51 }
C.60.3 The OpenJML runtime assertion checker output
"Done! Expected no violations"
C.61 String.vdmsl









9 Run : () ==> ?
10 Run () ==
11 (
12 let - = f() in skip;






19 f : () -> seq of char
20 f () ==
















10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
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16
17 {
18 final String ignorePattern_1 = f();
19 //@ assert Utils.is_(ignorePattern_1,String.class);
20
21 /* skip */
22 }
23
24 IO.println("Done! Expected no violations");
25 return 0L;
26 }
27 /*@ pure @*/
28
29 public static String f() {
30
31 final String stringPattern_1 = "a";
32 //@ assert Utils.is_(stringPattern_1,String.class);
33
34 Boolean success_1 = Utils.equals(stringPattern_1, "a");
35 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(success_1);
36
37 if (!(success_1)) {
38 throw new RuntimeException("String pattern match failed");
39 }
40
41 String ret_1 = "a";










C.61.3 The OpenJML runtime assertion checker output
"Done! Expected no violations"
C.62 Quote.vdmsl









9 Run : () ==> ?
10 Run () ==
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11 (
12 let - = f() in skip;






19 f : () -> <A>
20 f () ==
















10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 {
18 final project.quotes.AQuote ignorePattern_1 = f();
19 //@ assert Utils.is_(ignorePattern_1,project.quotes.AQuote.class);
20
21 /* skip */
22 }
23
24 IO.println("Done! Expected no violations");
25 return 0L;
26 }
27 /*@ pure @*/
28
29 public static project.quotes.AQuote f() {
30
31 final project.quotes.AQuote quotePattern_1 = project.quotes.AQuote.
getInstance();
32 //@ assert Utils.is_(quotePattern_1,project.quotes.AQuote.class);
33
34 Boolean success_1 = Utils.equals(quotePattern_1, project.quotes.AQuote.
getInstance());
35 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(success_1);
36
37 if (!(success_1)) {
38 throw new RuntimeException("Quote pattern match failed");
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39 }
40
41 project.quotes.AQuote ret_1 = project.quotes.AQuote.getInstance();










C.62.3 The OpenJML runtime assertion checker output
"Done! Expected no violations"
C.63 Int.vdmsl









9 Run : () ==> ?
10 Run () ==
11 (
12 let - = f(1) in skip;






19 f : nat -> nat

















10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 {
18 final Number ignorePattern_1 = f(1L);
19 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(ignorePattern_1);
20
21 /* skip */
22 }
23
24 IO.println("Done! Expected no violations");
25 return 0L;
26 }
27 /*@ pure @*/
28
29 public static Number f(final Number intPattern_1) {
30
31 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(intPattern_1);
32
33 Boolean success_1 = Utils.equals(intPattern_1, 1L);
34 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(success_1);
35
36 if (!(success_1)) {
37 throw new RuntimeException("Integer pattern match failed");
38 }
39
40 Number ret_1 = 2L;










C.63.3 The OpenJML runtime assertion checker output
"Done! Expected no violations"
C.64 Nil.vdmsl
C.64.1 The VDM-SL model
1 module Entry
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2
3 exports all





9 Run : () ==> ?
10 Run () ==
11 (
12 let - = f() in skip;






19 f : () -> [nat]
20 f () ==
















10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 {
18 final Number ignorePattern_1 = f();
19 //@ assert ((ignorePattern_1 == null) || Utils.is_nat(ignorePattern_1)
);
20
21 /* skip */
22 }
23
24 IO.println("Done! Expected no violations");
25 return 0L;
26 }
27 /*@ pure @*/
28
29 public static Number f() {
30
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31 Object letBeStExp_1 = null;
32 Object nullPattern_1 = null;
33
34 Boolean success_1 = false;
35 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(success_1);
36
37 VDMSet set_1 = SetUtil.set(null);
38 //@ assert (V2J.isSet(set_1) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(
set_1); true));
39
40 for (Iterator iterator_1 = set_1.iterator(); iterator_1.hasNext() && !(
success_1); ) {
41 nullPattern_1 = ((Object) iterator_1.next());
42 success_1 = Utils.equals(nullPattern_1, null);
43 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(success_1);
44




49 success_1 = true;
50 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(success_1);
51
52 }
53 if (!(success_1)) {
54 throw new RuntimeException("Let Be St found no applicable bindings");
55 }
56
57 letBeStExp_1 = null;
58 Number ret_1 = ((Number) letBeStExp_1);










C.64.3 The OpenJML runtime assertion checker output
"Done! Expected no violations"
C.65 Char.vdmsl
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7 operations
8
9 Run : () ==> ?
10 Run () ==
11 (
12 let - = f() in skip;






19 f : () -> char
20 f () ==
















10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 {
18 final Character ignorePattern_1 = f();
19 //@ assert Utils.is_char(ignorePattern_1);
20
21 /* skip */
22 }
23
24 IO.println("Done! Expected no violations");
25 return 0L;
26 }
27 /*@ pure @*/
28
29 public static Character f() {
30
31 Character letBeStExp_1 = null;
32 Character charPattern_1 = null;
33
34 Boolean success_1 = false;
35 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(success_1);
36
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37 VDMSet set_1 = SetUtil.set(’a’);
38 //@ assert (V2J.isSet(set_1) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(
set_1); Utils.is_char(V2J.get(set_1,i))));
39
40 for (Iterator iterator_1 = set_1.iterator(); iterator_1.hasNext() && !(
success_1); ) {
41 charPattern_1 = ((Character) iterator_1.next());
42 //@ assert Utils.is_char(charPattern_1);
43
44 success_1 = Utils.equals(charPattern_1, ’a’);
45 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(success_1);
46




51 success_1 = true;
52 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(success_1);
53
54 }
55 if (!(success_1)) {
56 throw new RuntimeException("Let Be St found no applicable bindings");
57 }
58
59 letBeStExp_1 = ’a’;
60 //@ assert Utils.is_char(letBeStExp_1);
61
62 Character ret_1 = letBeStExp_1;










C.65.3 The OpenJML runtime assertion checker output
"Done! Expected no violations"
C.66 StateInitViolatesInv.vdmsl






6 state St of
7 x : int
8 init s == s = mk_St(-5)
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14 Run : () ==> ?















10 final public class St implements Record {
11 public Number x;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_St(x);
13
14 public St(final Number _x) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_int(_x);
17
18 x = _x;
19 //@ assert Utils.is_int(x);
20
21 }
22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25




30 project.Entrytypes.St other = ((project.Entrytypes.St) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(x, other.x);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35




40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.St copy() {
43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.St(x);
45 }
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46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘St" + Utils.formatFields(x);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public Number get_x() {
55
56 Number ret_1 = x;





62 public void set_x(final Number _x) {
63
64 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(_x));
65
66 x = _x;
67 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(x));
68
69 }
70 /*@ pure @*/
71




76 /*@ pure @*/
77 /*@ helper @*/
78
79 public static Boolean inv_St(final Number _x) {
80
81 return _x.longValue() > 0L;
82 }
83 }










10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ spec_public @*/
12
13 private static project.Entrytypes.St St = new project.Entrytypes.St(-5L);
14 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
15
16 private Entry() {}
17
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23 public String toString() {
24
25 return "Entry{" + "St := " + Utils.toString(St) + "}";
26 }
27 }
C.66.4 The OpenJML runtime assertion checker output
St.java:12: JML invariant is false
//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_St(x);
^
C.67 RecTypeDefInv.vdmsl










10 x : int
11 y : int




16 Run : () ==> ?
17 Run () ==
18 (
19 recInvOk();
20 IO‘println("Before breaking record invariant");
21 recInvBreak();




26 recInvOk : () ==> ()
27 recInvOk () ==




32 recInvBreak : () ==> ()
33 recInvBreak () ==
34 let - = mk_Rec(1,-2)
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10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 recInvOk();
18 IO.println("Before breaking record invariant");
19 recInvBreak();




24 public static void recInvOk() {
25
26 final project.Entrytypes.Rec ignorePattern_1 = new project.Entrytypes.
Rec(1L, 2L);
27 //@ assert Utils.is_(ignorePattern_1,project.Entrytypes.Rec.class);
28




33 public static void recInvBreak() {
34
35 final project.Entrytypes.Rec ignorePattern_2 = new project.Entrytypes.
Rec(1L, -2L);
36 //@ assert Utils.is_(ignorePattern_2,project.Entrytypes.Rec.class);
37
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10 final public class Rec implements Record {
11 public Number x;
12 public Number y;
13 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_Rec(x,y);
14
15 public Rec(final Number _x, final Number _y) {
16
17 //@ assert Utils.is_int(_x);
18
19 //@ assert Utils.is_int(_y);
20
21 x = _x;
22 //@ assert Utils.is_int(x);
23
24 y = _y;
25 //@ assert Utils.is_int(y);
26
27 }
28 /*@ pure @*/
29
30 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
31




36 project.Entrytypes.Rec other = ((project.Entrytypes.Rec) obj);
37
38 return (Utils.equals(x, other.x)) && (Utils.equals(y, other.y));
39 }
40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public int hashCode() {
43
44 return Utils.hashCode(x, y);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public project.Entrytypes.Rec copy() {
49
50 return new project.Entrytypes.Rec(x, y);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public String toString() {
55
56 return "mk_Entry‘Rec" + Utils.formatFields(x, y);
57 }
58 /*@ pure @*/
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59
60 public Number get_x() {
61
62 Number ret_1 = x;





68 public void set_x(final Number _x) {
69
70 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(_x));
71
72 x = _x;
73 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(x));
74
75 }
76 /*@ pure @*/
77
78 public Number get_y() {
79
80 Number ret_2 = y;





86 public void set_y(final Number _y) {
87
88 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(_y));
89
90 y = _y;
91 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(y));
92
93 }
94 /*@ pure @*/
95




100 /*@ pure @*/
101 /*@ helper @*/
102
103 public static Boolean inv_Rec(final Number _x, final Number _y) {
104
105 Boolean success_2 = true;
106 Number x = null;
107 Number y = null;
108 x = _x;
109 y = _y;
110
111 if (!(success_2)) {
112 throw new RuntimeException("Record pattern match failed");
113 }
114
115 Boolean andResult_2 = false;
116
117 if (x.longValue() > 0L) {
118 if (y.longValue() > 0L) {
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C.67.4 The OpenJML runtime assertion checker output
"Before breaking record invariant"
Rec.java:15: JML invariant is false on leaving method project.Entrytypes.Rec.
Rec(java.lang.Number,java.lang.Number)
public Rec(final Number _x, final Number _y) {
^
Rec.java:13: Associated declaration
//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_Rec(x,y);
^
"After breaking record invariant"
C.68 StateInv.vdmsl




4 imports from IO all
5 definitions
6
7 state St of
8 x : int
9 init s == s = mk_St(5)





15 Run : () ==> ?
16 Run () ==
17 (
18 opAtomic();
19 IO‘println("Before breaking state invariant");
20 op();




25 opAtomic : () ==> ()
26 opAtomic () ==
27 atomic
28 (
29 x := -1;
30 x := 1;
31 );
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32
33 op : () ==> ()
34 op () ==
35 (
36 x := -10;















10 final public class St implements Record {
11 public Number x;
12 //@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_St(x);
13
14 public St(final Number _x) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_int(_x);
17
18 x = _x;
19 //@ assert Utils.is_int(x);
20
21 }
22 /*@ pure @*/
23
24 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
25




30 project.Entrytypes.St other = ((project.Entrytypes.St) obj);
31
32 return Utils.equals(x, other.x);
33 }
34 /*@ pure @*/
35




40 /*@ pure @*/
41
42 public project.Entrytypes.St copy() {
43
44 return new project.Entrytypes.St(x);
45 }
46 /*@ pure @*/
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47
48 public String toString() {
49
50 return "mk_Entry‘St" + Utils.formatFields(x);
51 }
52 /*@ pure @*/
53
54 public Number get_x() {
55
56 Number ret_1 = x;





62 public void set_x(final Number _x) {
63
64 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(_x));
65
66 x = _x;
67 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(x));
68
69 }
70 /*@ pure @*/
71




76 /*@ pure @*/
77 /*@ helper @*/
78
79 public static Boolean inv_St(final Number _x) {
80
81 return _x.longValue() > 0L;
82 }
83 }










10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ spec_public @*/
12
13 private static project.Entrytypes.St St = new project.Entrytypes.St(5L);
14 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
15
16 private Entry() {}
17
18 public static Object Run() {
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19
20 opAtomic();
21 IO.println("Before breaking state invariant");
22 op();




27 public static void opAtomic() {
28
29 Number atomicTmp_1 = -1L;
30 //@ assert Utils.is_int(atomicTmp_1);
31
32 Number atomicTmp_2 = 1L;
33 //@ assert Utils.is_int(atomicTmp_2);
34
35 {
36 /* Start of atomic statement */
37 //@ set invChecksOn = false;
38








47 //@ set invChecksOn = true;
48
49 //@ assert St.valid();
50
51 } /* End of atomic statement */
52 }
53
54 public static void op() {
55









65 public String toString() {
66
67 return "Entry{" + "St := " + Utils.toString(St) + "}";
68 }
69 }
C.68.4 The OpenJML runtime assertion checker output
"Before breaking state invariant"
St.java:62: JML invariant is false on leaving method project.Entrytypes.St.
set_x(java.lang.Number)
public void set_x(final Number _x) {
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^
St.java:12: Associated declaration
//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_St(x);
^





//@ public instance invariant project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> inv_St(x);
^
"After breaking state invariant"
C.69 PostCond.vdmsl




4 imports from IO all
5 definitions
6
7 state St of
8 x : nat





14 f : nat -> nat
15 f (a) ==
16 if a mod 2 = 0 then a + 2 else a + 1




21 Run : () ==> ?
22 Run () ==
23 let - = opRet(1),




28 IO‘println("Before breaking post condition");
29 let - = opRet(4) in skip;




34 opVoid : () ==> ()
35 opVoid () ==
36 x := x + 1
37 post x = x~+1;
38
39 opRet : nat ==> nat
40 opRet (a) ==
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41 (
42 x := x + 1;
43 return x;
44 )














10 final public class St implements Record {
11 public Number x;
12
13 public St(final Number _x) {
14
15 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(_x);
16
17 x = _x;
18 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(x);
19
20 }
21 /*@ pure @*/
22
23 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
24




29 project.Entrytypes.St other = ((project.Entrytypes.St) obj);
30
31 return Utils.equals(x, other.x);
32 }
33 /*@ pure @*/
34




39 /*@ pure @*/
40
41 public project.Entrytypes.St copy() {
42
43 return new project.Entrytypes.St(x);
44 }
45 /*@ pure @*/
46
47 public String toString() {
48
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49 return "mk_Entry‘St" + Utils.formatFields(x);
50 }
51 /*@ pure @*/
52
53 public Number get_x() {
54
55 Number ret_7 = x;





61 public void set_x(final Number _x) {
62
63 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_nat(_x));
64
65 x = _x;
66 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_nat(x));
67
68 }
69 /*@ pure @*/
70















10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ spec_public @*/
12
13 private static project.Entrytypes.St St = new project.Entrytypes.St(0L);
14 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
15
16 private Entry() {}
17
18 public static Object Run() {
19
20 final Number ignorePattern_1 = opRet(1L);
21 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(ignorePattern_1);
22
23 final Number ignorePattern_2 = f(3L);




28 IO.println("Before breaking post condition");
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29 {
30 final Number ignorePattern_3 = opRet(4L);
31 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(ignorePattern_3);
32
33 /* skip */
34 }
35




40 //@ ensures post_opVoid(\old(St.copy()),St);
41
42 public static void opVoid() {
43
44 //@ assert St != null;
45
46 St.set_x(St.get_x().longValue() + 1L);
47 }
48 //@ ensures post_opRet(a,\result,\old(St.copy()),St);
49
50 public static Number opRet(final Number a) {
51
52 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(a);
53
54 //@ assert St != null;
55
56 St.set_x(St.get_x().longValue() + 1L);
57
58 Number ret_1 = St.get_x();




63 //@ ensures post_f(a,\result);
64 /*@ pure @*/
65
66 public static Number f(final Number a) {
67
68 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(a);
69
70 if (Utils.equals(Utils.mod(a.longValue(), 2L), 0L)) {
71 Number ret_2 = a.longValue() + 2L;




76 } else {
77 Number ret_3 = a.longValue() + 1L;





83 /*@ pure @*/
84
85 public static Boolean post_opVoid(
86 final project.Entrytypes.St _St, final project.Entrytypes.St St) {
87
88 //@ assert Utils.is_(_St,project.Entrytypes.St.class);
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89
90 //@ assert Utils.is_(St,project.Entrytypes.St.class);
91
92 Boolean ret_4 = Utils.equals(St.get_x(), _St.get_x().longValue() + 1L);




97 /*@ pure @*/
98
99 public static Boolean post_opRet(
100 final Number a,
101 final Number RESULT,
102 final project.Entrytypes.St _St,
103 final project.Entrytypes.St St) {
104
105 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(a);
106
107 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(RESULT);
108
109 //@ assert Utils.is_(_St,project.Entrytypes.St.class);
110
111 //@ assert Utils.is_(St,project.Entrytypes.St.class);
112
113 Boolean andResult_1 = false;
114 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(andResult_1);
115
116 if (Utils.equals(St.get_x(), _St.get_x().longValue() + 1L)) {
117 if (Utils.equals(RESULT, a)) {
118 andResult_1 = true;





124 Boolean ret_5 = andResult_1;




129 /*@ pure @*/
130
131 public static Boolean post_f(final Number a, final Number RESULT) {
132
133 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(a);
134
135 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(RESULT);
136
137 Boolean ret_6 = Utils.equals(Utils.mod(RESULT.longValue(), 2L), 0L);





143 public String toString() {
144
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C.69.4 The OpenJML runtime assertion checker output
"Before breaking post condition"
Entry.java:50: JML postcondition is false





"After breaking post condition"
C.70 PreCond.vdmsl




4 imports from IO all
5 definitions
6
7 state St of
8 x : nat





14 Run : () ==> ?
15 Run () ==




20 IO‘println("Before breaking pre condition");
21 let - = id(-1) in skip;




26 opRet : nat ==> nat
27 opRet (a) ==
28 (
29 x := a + 1;
30 return x;
31 )
32 pre x > 0;
33
34 opVoid : nat ==> ()
35 opVoid (a) ==
36 x := a + 1




41 id : int -> int
42 id (a) == a
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10 final public class St implements Record {
11 public Number x;
12
13 public St(final Number _x) {
14
15 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(_x);
16
17 x = _x;
18 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(x);
19
20 }
21 /*@ pure @*/
22
23 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
24




29 project.Entrytypes.St other = ((project.Entrytypes.St) obj);
30
31 return Utils.equals(x, other.x);
32 }
33 /*@ pure @*/
34




39 /*@ pure @*/
40
41 public project.Entrytypes.St copy() {
42
43 return new project.Entrytypes.St(x);
44 }
45 /*@ pure @*/
46
47 public String toString() {
48
49 return "mk_Entry‘St" + Utils.formatFields(x);
50 }
51 /*@ pure @*/
52
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53 public Number get_x() {
54
55 Number ret_6 = x;





61 public void set_x(final Number _x) {
62
63 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_nat(_x));
64
65 x = _x;
66 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_nat(x));
67
68 }
69 /*@ pure @*/
70















10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ spec_public @*/
12
13 private static project.Entrytypes.St St = new project.Entrytypes.St(5L);
14 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
15
16 private Entry() {}
17
18 public static Object Run() {
19
20 final Number ignorePattern_1 = opRet(1L);




25 IO.println("Before breaking pre condition");
26 {
27 final Number ignorePattern_2 = id(-1L);
28 //@ assert Utils.is_int(ignorePattern_2);
29
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37 //@ requires pre_opRet(a,St);
38
39 public static Number opRet(final Number a) {
40
41 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(a);
42
43 //@ assert St != null;
44
45 St.set_x(a.longValue() + 1L);
46
47 Number ret_1 = St.get_x();




52 //@ requires pre_opVoid(a,St);
53
54 public static void opVoid(final Number a) {
55
56 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(a);
57
58 //@ assert St != null;
59
60 St.set_x(a.longValue() + 1L);
61 }
62 //@ requires pre_id(a);
63 /*@ pure @*/
64
65 public static Number id(final Number a) {
66
67 //@ assert Utils.is_int(a);
68
69 Number ret_2 = a;




74 /*@ pure @*/
75
76 public static Boolean pre_opRet(final Number a, final project.Entrytypes.
St St) {
77
78 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(a);
79
80 //@ assert Utils.is_(St,project.Entrytypes.St.class);
81
82 Boolean ret_3 = St.get_x().longValue() > 0L;




87 /*@ pure @*/
88
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91 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(a);
92
93 //@ assert Utils.is_(St,project.Entrytypes.St.class);
94
95 Boolean ret_4 = St.get_x().longValue() > 0L;




100 /*@ pure @*/
101
102 public static Boolean pre_id(final Number a) {
103
104 //@ assert Utils.is_int(a);
105
106 Boolean ret_5 = a.longValue() > 0L;





112 public String toString() {
113
114 return "Entry{" + "St := " + Utils.toString(St) + "}";
115 }
116 }
C.70.4 The OpenJML runtime assertion checker output
"Before breaking pre condition"
Entry.java:27: JML precondition is false





"After breaking pre condition"
C.71 TupleSizeMismatch.vdmsl









9 Run : () ==> ?
10 Run () ==
11 (
12 IO‘println("Before legal use");
13 let - : nat * nat * char * bool = Tup4() in skip;
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14 IO‘println("After legal use");
15 IO‘println("Before illegal use");
16 let - : nat * nat * char * bool = Tup3() in skip;






23 Tup3 : () -> (nat * char * bool) | (nat * nat * char * bool)
24 Tup3 () == mk_(1,’a’,true);
25
26 Tup4 : () -> (nat * char * bool) | (nat * nat * char * bool)














10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 IO.println("Before legal use");
18 {
19 final Tuple ignorePattern_1 = ((Tuple) Tup4());
20 //@ assert (V2J.isTup(ignorePattern_1,4) && Utils.is_nat(V2J.field(
ignorePattern_1,0)) && Utils.is_nat(V2J.field(ignorePattern_1,1))
&& Utils.is_char(V2J.field(ignorePattern_1,2)) && Utils.is_bool(
V2J.field(ignorePattern_1,3)));
21
22 /* skip */
23 }
24
25 IO.println("After legal use");
26 IO.println("Before illegal use");
27 {
28 final Tuple ignorePattern_2 = ((Tuple) Tup3());
29 //@ assert (V2J.isTup(ignorePattern_2,4) && Utils.is_nat(V2J.field(
ignorePattern_2,0)) && Utils.is_nat(V2J.field(ignorePattern_2,1))
&& Utils.is_char(V2J.field(ignorePattern_2,2)) && Utils.is_bool(
V2J.field(ignorePattern_2,3)));
30
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34 IO.println("After illegal use");
35 return 0L;
36 }
37 /*@ pure @*/
38
39 public static Object Tup3() {
40
41 Object ret_1 = Tuple.mk_(1L, ’a’, true);
42 //@ assert ((V2J.isTup(ret_1,3) && Utils.is_nat(V2J.field(ret_1,0)) &&
Utils.is_char(V2J.field(ret_1,1)) && Utils.is_bool(V2J.field(ret_1






46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public static Object Tup4() {
49
50 Object ret_2 = Tuple.mk_(1L, 2L, ’b’, false);
51 //@ assert ((V2J.isTup(ret_2,3) && Utils.is_nat(V2J.field(ret_2,0)) &&
Utils.is_char(V2J.field(ret_2,1)) && Utils.is_bool(V2J.field(ret_2
















Entry.java:29: JML assertion is false
//@ assert (V2J.isTup(ignorePattern_2,4) && Utils.is_nat(V2J.field(
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3 exports all





9 Run : () ==> ?
10 Run () ==
11 (
12 IO‘println("Before legal use");
13 let - : nat * bool = mk_(1,true) in skip;
14 IO‘println("After legal use");
15 IO‘println("Before illegal use");
16 let - : nat * bool = TupNil() in skip;






23 TupNil : () -> [nat1 * bool]
24 TupNil () == nil;
25
26 TupVal : () -> [nat1 * bool]














10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 IO.println("Before legal use");
18 {
19 final Tuple ignorePattern_1 = Tuple.mk_(1L, true);




22 /* skip */
23 }
24
25 IO.println("After legal use");
26 IO.println("Before illegal use");
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27 {
28 final Tuple ignorePattern_2 = TupNil();




31 /* skip */
32 }
33
34 IO.println("After illegal use");
35 return 0L;
36 }
37 /*@ pure @*/
38
39 public static Tuple TupNil() {
40
41 Tuple ret_1 = null;





46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public static Tuple TupVal() {
49
50 Tuple ret_2 = Tuple.mk_(1L, false);















Entry.java:29: JML assertion is false





C.73.1 The VDM-SL model
1 module Entry
355
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2
3 exports all





9 TrueEven = nat * bool




14 Run : () ==> ?
15 Run () ==
16 (
17 IO‘println("Before legal use");
18 let - : TrueEven = mk_(1001,true) in skip;
19 IO‘println("After legal use");
20 IO‘println("Before illegal uses");
21 let - : TrueEven = mk_(1000,true) in skip;
22 let - : TrueEven = mk_(1001,false) in skip;
















10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 IO.println("Before legal use");
18 {
19 final Tuple ignorePattern_1 = Tuple.mk_(1001L, true);




22 /* skip */
23 }
24
25 IO.println("After legal use");
26 IO.println("Before illegal uses");
27 {
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28 final Tuple ignorePattern_2 = Tuple.mk_(1000L, true);








35 final Tuple ignorePattern_3 = Tuple.mk_(1001L, false);




38 /* skip */
39 }
40









50 /*@ pure @*/
51 /*@ helper @*/
52
53 public static Boolean inv_Entry_TrueEven(final Object check_te) {
54
55 Tuple te = ((Tuple) check_te);
56
57 Boolean andResult_1 = false;
58
59 if (((Number) te.get(0)).longValue() > 1000L) {
60 if (((Boolean) te.get(1))) {











Entry.java:29: JML assertion is false




Entry.java:36: JML assertion is false
//@ assert ((V2J.isTup(ignorePattern_3,2) && Utils.is_nat(V2J.field(
ignorePattern_3,0)) && Utils.is_bool(V2J.field(ignorePattern_3,1)))
357














9 Run : () ==> ?
10 Run () ==
11 (
12 IO‘println("Before legal use");
13 let - : nat * bool = mk_(1,true) in skip;
14 IO‘println("After legal use");
15 IO‘println("Before illegal use");
16 let - : nat * bool = mk_(negInt(),true) in skip;






23 negInt : () -> int














10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 IO.println("Before legal use");
18 {
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19 final Tuple ignorePattern_1 = Tuple.mk_(1L, true);




22 /* skip */
23 }
24
25 IO.println("After legal use");
26 IO.println("Before illegal use");
27 {
28 final Tuple ignorePattern_2 = Tuple.mk_(negInt(), true);




31 /* skip */
32 }
33
34 IO.println("After illegal use");
35 return 0L;
36 }
37 /*@ pure @*/
38
39 public static Number negInt() {
40
41 Number ret_1 = -1L;














Entry.java:29: JML assertion is false
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3 exports all






10 x : int




15 Run : () ==> ?
16 Run () ==
17 (
18 IO‘println("Before legal use");
19 let - : inmap nat to V2 = consInjMap() in skip;
20 IO‘println("After legal use");
21 IO‘println("Before illegal use");
22 let - : inmap nat to V2 = consInjMapErr() in skip;






29 consInjMap : () -> inmap nat to V2
30 consInjMap () ==
31 {1 |-> mk_V2(1,2), 2 |-> mk_V2(2,1)};
32
33 consInjMapErr : () -> inmap nat to V2
34 consInjMapErr () ==














10 final public class V2 implements Record {
11 public Number x;
12 public Number y;
13
14 public V2(final Number _x, final Number _y) {
15
16 //@ assert Utils.is_int(_x);
17
18 //@ assert Utils.is_int(_y);
19
20 x = _x;
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21 //@ assert Utils.is_int(x);
22
23 y = _y;
24 //@ assert Utils.is_int(y);
25
26 }
27 /*@ pure @*/
28
29 public boolean equals(final Object obj) {
30




35 project.Entrytypes.V2 other = ((project.Entrytypes.V2) obj);
36
37 return (Utils.equals(x, other.x)) && (Utils.equals(y, other.y));
38 }
39 /*@ pure @*/
40
41 public int hashCode() {
42
43 return Utils.hashCode(x, y);
44 }
45 /*@ pure @*/
46
47 public project.Entrytypes.V2 copy() {
48
49 return new project.Entrytypes.V2(x, y);
50 }
51 /*@ pure @*/
52
53 public String toString() {
54
55 return "mk_Entry‘V2" + Utils.formatFields(x, y);
56 }
57 /*@ pure @*/
58
59 public Number get_x() {
60
61 Number ret_3 = x;





67 public void set_x(final Number _x) {
68
69 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(_x));
70
71 x = _x;
72 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(x));
73
74 }
75 /*@ pure @*/
76
77 public Number get_y() {
78
79 Number ret_4 = y;
80 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(ret_4));
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85 public void set_y(final Number _y) {
86
87 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(_y));
88
89 y = _y;
90 //@ assert project.Entry.invChecksOn ==> (Utils.is_int(y));
91
92 }
93 /*@ pure @*/
94















10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 IO.println("Before legal use");
18 {
19 final VDMMap ignorePattern_1 = consInjMap();
20 //@ assert (V2J.isInjMap(ignorePattern_1) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i &&




22 /* skip */
23 }
24
25 IO.println("After legal use");
26 IO.println("Before illegal use");
27 {
28 final VDMMap ignorePattern_2 = consInjMapErr();
29 //@ assert (V2J.isInjMap(ignorePattern_2) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i &&
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31 /* skip */
32 }
33
34 IO.println("After illegal use");
35 return 0L;
36 }
37 /*@ pure @*/
38
39 public static VDMMap consInjMap() {
40
41 VDMMap ret_1 =
42 MapUtil.map(
43 new Maplet(1L, new project.Entrytypes.V2(1L, 2L)),
44 new Maplet(2L, new project.Entrytypes.V2(2L, 1L)));
45 //@ assert (V2J.isInjMap(ret_1) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.





49 /*@ pure @*/
50
51 public static VDMMap consInjMapErr() {
52
53 VDMMap ret_2 =
54 MapUtil.map(
55 new Maplet(1L, new project.Entrytypes.V2(1L, 2L)),
56 new Maplet(2L, new project.Entrytypes.V2(2L, 1L)),
57 new Maplet(3L, new project.Entrytypes.V2(1L, 2L)));
58 //@ assert (V2J.isInjMap(ret_2) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.















Entry.java:58: JML assertion is false
//@ assert (V2J.isInjMap(ret_2) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(
ret_2); Utils.is_nat(V2J.getDom(ret_2,i)) && Utils.is_(V2J.getRng(ret_2
,i),project.Entrytypes.V2.class)));
^
Entry.java:29: JML assertion is false
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"After illegal use"
C.76 AssignNonInjMapToInjMap.vdmsl









9 Run : () ==> ?
10 Run () ==
11 (
12 IO‘println("Before legal use");
13 let - : map nat to nat = {1 |-> 2, 3 |-> 4} in skip;
14 IO‘println("After legal use");
15 IO‘println("Before illegal use");
16 let - : inmap nat to nat = {1 |-> 2, 3 |-> 2} in skip;
















10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 IO.println("Before legal use");
18 {
19 final VDMMap ignorePattern_1 = MapUtil.map(new Maplet(1L, 2L), new
Maplet(3L, 4L));
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22 /* skip */
23 }
24
25 IO.println("After legal use");
26 IO.println("Before illegal use");
27 {
28 final VDMMap ignorePattern_2 = MapUtil.map(new Maplet(1L, 2L), new
Maplet(3L, 2L));
29 //@ assert (V2J.isInjMap(ignorePattern_2) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i &&




31 /* skip */
32 }
33













Entry.java:29: JML assertion is false















9 Run : () ==> ?
10 Run () ==
11 (
12 IO‘println("Before legal use");
13 let - : map bool to nat = {false |-> 0, true |-> 1} in skip;
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14 IO‘println("After legal use");
15 IO‘println("Before illegal use");
16 let - : map bool to nat = mapNil() in skip;






23 mapNil : () -> [map bool to nat]














10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 IO.println("Before legal use");
18 {
19 final VDMMap ignorePattern_1 = MapUtil.map(new Maplet(false, 0L), new
Maplet(true, 1L));





22 /* skip */
23 }
24
25 IO.println("After legal use");
26 IO.println("Before illegal use");
27 {
28 final VDMMap ignorePattern_2 = mapNil();





31 /* skip */
32 }
33
34 IO.println("After illegal use");
35 return 0L;
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36 }
37 /*@ pure @*/
38
39 public static VDMMap mapNil() {
40
41 VDMMap ret_1 = null;
42 //@ assert ((ret_1 == null) || (V2J.isMap(ret_1) && (\forall int i; 0 <=















Entry.java:29: JML assertion is false















9 Run : () ==> ?
10 Run () ==
11 (
12 IO‘println("Before legal use");
13 let - : map bool to nat = {false |-> 0, true |-> 1} in skip;
14 IO‘println("After legal use");
15 IO‘println("Before illegal use");
16 let - : map bool to nat = mapBoolToInt() in skip;
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21 functions
22
23 mapBoolToInt : () -> map bool to int














10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 IO.println("Before legal use");
18 {
19 final VDMMap ignorePattern_1 = MapUtil.map(new Maplet(false, 0L), new
Maplet(true, 1L));





22 /* skip */
23 }
24
25 IO.println("After legal use");
26 IO.println("Before illegal use");
27 {
28 final VDMMap ignorePattern_2 = mapBoolToInt();





31 /* skip */
32 }
33
34 IO.println("After illegal use");
35 return 0L;
36 }
37 /*@ pure @*/
38
39 public static VDMMap mapBoolToInt() {
40
41 VDMMap ret_1 = MapUtil.map(new Maplet(false, 0L), new Maplet(true, -1L))
;
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42 //@ assert (V2J.isMap(ret_1) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(















Entry.java:29: JML assertion is false






C.79.1 The VDM-SL model
1 module Entry
2






9 Run : () ==> ?
10 Run () ==
11 (
12 dcl b : bool := true;
13 dcl bOpt : [bool] := nil;
14
15 IO‘println("Before doing valid assignments");
16 bOpt := true;
17 b := bOpt;
18 bOpt := nil;
19 IO‘println("After doing valid assignments");
20
21 IO‘println("Before doing illegal assignments");
22 b := bOpt;




















10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 Boolean b = true;
18 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(b);
19
20 Boolean bOpt = null;
21 //@ assert ((bOpt == null) || Utils.is_bool(bOpt));
22
23 IO.println("Before doing valid assignments");
24 bOpt = true;
25 //@ assert ((bOpt == null) || Utils.is_bool(bOpt));
26
27 b = bOpt;
28 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(b);
29
30 bOpt = null;
31 //@ assert ((bOpt == null) || Utils.is_bool(bOpt));
32
33 IO.println("After doing valid assignments");
34 IO.println("Before doing illegal assignments");
35 b = bOpt;
36 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(b);
37









C.79.3 The OpenJML runtime assertion checker output
"Before doing valid assignments"
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"After doing valid assignments"
"Before doing illegal assignments"
Entry.java:36: JML assertion is false
//@ assert Utils.is_bool(b);
^
"After doing illegal assignments"
C.80 VarDeclTypeViolation.vdmsl
C.80.1 The VDM-SL model
1 module Entry
2






9 Run : () ==> ?
10 Run () ==
11 (
12 IO‘println("Before VALID initialisation");
13 (dcl bOkay : nat := natOne(); skip);
14 IO‘println("After VALID initialisation");
15
16 IO‘println("Before INVALID initialisation");
17 (dcl bError : nat := natNil(); skip);







25 natNil : () -> [nat]
26 natNil () == nil;
27
28 natOne : () -> [nat]














10 final public class Entry {
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11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 IO.println("Before VALID initialisation");
18 {
19 Number bOkay = natOne();
20 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(bOkay);
21
22 /* skip */
23 }
24
25 IO.println("After VALID initialisation");
26 IO.println("Before INVALID initialisation");
27 {
28 Number bError = natNil();
29 //@ assert Utils.is_nat(bError);
30
31 /* skip */
32 }
33
34 IO.println("After INVALID initialisation");
35 return true;
36 }
37 /*@ pure @*/
38
39 public static Number natNil() {
40
41 Number ret_1 = null;




46 /*@ pure @*/
47
48 public static Number natOne() {
49
50 Number ret_2 = 1L;














Entry.java:29: JML assertion is false
//@ assert Utils.is_nat(bError);
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C.81.1 The VDM-SL model
1 module Entry
2






9 Run : () ==> ?
10 Run () ==
11 (
12 IO‘println("Before evaluating ok()");
13 let - = ok() in skip;
14 IO‘println("After evaluating ok()");
15
16 IO‘println("Before evaluating error()");
17 let - = err() in skip;







25 ok : () -> token
26 ok () ==





32 err : () -> token
33 err () ==
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8 //@ nullable_by_default
9
10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 IO.println("Before evaluating ok()");
18 {
19 final Token ignorePattern_1 = ok();
20 //@ assert Utils.is_token(ignorePattern_1);
21
22 /* skip */
23 }
24
25 IO.println("After evaluating ok()");
26 IO.println("Before evaluating error()");
27 {
28 final Token ignorePattern_2 = err();
29 //@ assert Utils.is_token(ignorePattern_2);
30
31 /* skip */
32 }
33
34 IO.println("After evaluating error()");
35 return true;
36 }
37 /*@ pure @*/
38
39 public static Token ok() {
40
41 final Token aOpt = new Token("");
42 //@ assert ((aOpt == null) || Utils.is_token(aOpt));
43
44 Token ret_1 = aOpt;




49 /*@ pure @*/
50
51 public static Token err() {
52
53 final Token aOpt = null;
54 //@ assert ((aOpt == null) || Utils.is_token(aOpt));
55
56 Token ret_2 = aOpt;
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Entry.java:57: JML assertion is false
//@ assert Utils.is_token(ret_2);
^





C.82.1 The VDM-SL model
1 module Entry
2






9 Run : () ==> ?
10 Run () ==
11 let aOpt : [<A>] = nil,
12 a : <A> = <A>
13 in
14 (
15 IO‘println("Before passing LEGAL value");
16 op(a);
17 IO‘println("After passing LEGAL value");
18
19 IO‘println("Before passing ILLEGAL value");
20 op(aOpt);





26 op : <A> ==> ()
















10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 final project.quotes.AQuote aOpt = null;
18 //@ assert ((aOpt == null) || Utils.is_(aOpt,project.quotes.AQuote.class
));
19
20 final project.quotes.AQuote a = project.quotes.AQuote.getInstance();
21 //@ assert Utils.is_(a,project.quotes.AQuote.class);
22
23 {
24 IO.println("Before passing LEGAL value");
25 op(a);
26 IO.println("After passing LEGAL value");
27 IO.println("Before passing ILLEGAL value");
28 op(aOpt);





34 public static void op(final project.quotes.AQuote ignorePattern_1) {
35
36 //@ assert Utils.is_(ignorePattern_1,project.quotes.AQuote.class);
37









C.82.3 The OpenJML runtime assertion checker output
"Before passing LEGAL value"
"After passing LEGAL value"
"Before passing ILLEGAL value"
Entry.java:36: JML assertion is false
//@ assert Utils.is_(ignorePattern_1,project.quotes.AQuote.class);
^
"After passing ILLEGAL value"
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C.83 Exists.vdmsl









9 Run : () ==> ?
10 Run () ==
11 let - = f()
12 in
13 (






20 f : () -> bool
21 f () ==














10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 final Boolean ignorePattern_1 = f();
18 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(ignorePattern_1);
19
20 {




25 /*@ pure @*/
26
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27 public static Boolean f() {
28
29 Boolean existsExpResult_1 = false;
30 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(existsExpResult_1);
31
32 VDMSet set_1 = SetUtil.set(1L, 2L, 3L);
33 //@ assert (V2J.isSet(set_1) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(
set_1); Utils.is_nat1(V2J.get(set_1,i))));
34
35 for (Iterator iterator_1 = set_1.iterator(); iterator_1.hasNext() && !(
existsExpResult_1); ) {
36 Number x = ((Number) iterator_1.next());
37 //@ assert Utils.is_nat1(x);
38
39 existsExpResult_1 = x.longValue() > 0L;
40 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(existsExpResult_1);
41
42 }
43 Boolean ret_1 = existsExpResult_1;










C.83.3 The OpenJML runtime assertion checker output
"Done! Expected no errors"
C.84 ForAll.vdmsl









9 Run : () ==> ?
10 Run () ==
11 let - = f()
12 in
13 (
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18 functions
19
20 f : () -> bool
21 f () ==














10 final public class Entry {
11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 final Boolean ignorePattern_1 = f();
18 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(ignorePattern_1);
19
20 {




25 /*@ pure @*/
26
27 public static Boolean f() {
28
29 Boolean forAllExpResult_1 = true;
30 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(forAllExpResult_1);
31
32 VDMSet set_1 = SetUtil.set(1L, 2L, 3L);
33 //@ assert (V2J.isSet(set_1) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(
set_1); Utils.is_nat1(V2J.get(set_1,i))));
34
35 for (Iterator iterator_1 = set_1.iterator(); iterator_1.hasNext() &&
forAllExpResult_1; ) {
36 Number x = ((Number) iterator_1.next());
37 //@ assert Utils.is_nat1(x);
38
39 forAllExpResult_1 = x.longValue() > 0L;
40 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(forAllExpResult_1);
41
42 }
43 Boolean ret_1 = forAllExpResult_1;
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47 }
48





C.84.3 The OpenJML runtime assertion checker output
"Done! Expected no errors"
C.85 Exists1.vdmsl









9 Run : () ==> ?
10 Run () ==
11 let - = f()
12 in
13 (






20 f : () -> bool
21 f () ==














10 final public class Entry {
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11 /*@ public ghost static boolean invChecksOn = true; @*/
12
13 private Entry() {}
14
15 public static Object Run() {
16
17 final Boolean ignorePattern_1 = f();
18 //@ assert Utils.is_bool(ignorePattern_1);
19
20 {




25 /*@ pure @*/
26
27 public static Boolean f() {
28
29 Long exists1Counter_1 = 0L;
30
31 VDMSet set_1 = SetUtil.set(1L, 2L, 3L);
32 //@ assert (V2J.isSet(set_1) && (\forall int i; 0 <= i && i < V2J.size(
set_1); Utils.is_nat1(V2J.get(set_1,i))));
33
34 for (Iterator iterator_1 = set_1.iterator();
35 iterator_1.hasNext() && (exists1Counter_1.longValue() < 2L);
36 ) {
37 Number x = ((Number) iterator_1.next());
38 //@ assert Utils.is_nat1(x);
39




44 Boolean ret_1 = Utils.equals(exists1Counter_1, 1L);
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